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Foreword

CCGs have a responsibility to ensure that local people have access to the care and services
they need to stay healthy, receive treatment promptly and to be treated with dignity and
compassion. Our Annual Report details the work that we have done and highlights the areas
where we feel we have made a difference. I am pleased to present this report to you.
Within the document you will find the Performance Report, the Accountability Report and the
Financial Statements. These reports cover the important aspects of what we are trying to do
– namely to ensure excellent care is in place, to do so with good governance, and to live
within our financial means.
It is worth noting that the Performance Report comes first, and reminds us that the patient
needs to be at the forefront of all of our plans and projects. This is what we are about, this is
what we are here for - to work to improve the health of the people of Vale Royal. When I look
through the Performance Report I am proud to note the achievements of the past year.







Care communities remain key to our plans and, along with the new Primary Care
Networks, form the building blocks at the heart of integrated care.
Ongoing investment in primary care has seen increased numbers of clinical pharmacists,
physiotherapists, mental health workers and others in general practice. We have also
seen other initiatives develop such as urgent paediatric clinics and leg ulcer care clinics.
All GP practices have engaged with 10 High Impact Actions aimed at releasing time to
care, and increasing access to appointments beyond the traditional opening times.
Mental Health investment has seen the development of a Children’s and Young People’s
Out of Hours Advice line – a much needed resource for this group of individuals in need.
It is good to see a reduction in admissions for people with learning disabilities, which is a
result of much positive work in this area.
Our work on cancer has seen us among the 20 most improved CCGs in England in
relation to 1-year survival from cancer for the last three years.

These are just a few examples of the work that has been done and that is ongoing. The full
report provides much more detail and many more examples. I am continually proud of all
that we are doing for the people of Vale Royal.
I commend the Annual Report to you.

Dr Jonathan Griffiths
GP Chair NHS Vale Royal CCG
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1.

The Performance Report

1.1

Overview

The following section provides a brief overview of NHS Vale Royal CCG, its purpose, the key risks
to the achievement of its objectives and how it has performed during 2018/19. More detailed
information on the performance and activities of the CCG are contained in the subsequent
Performance Analysis section.

1.1.1

Statement from the Chief Executive

Welcome to NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)’s Annual Report and Accounts.
2018/19 has been my first full year as Accountable Officer of NHS Vale Royal CCG, and it has been
a year where we’ve further developed our working relationships with partners across Cheshire and
our combined agendas for the benefit of patients. We have continued to deliver improved outcomes
for our population and meet our statutory financial targets whilst working on a whole county
transformation programme – Working Together across Cheshire – bringing together the work of Vale
Royal CCG with our neighbouring CCGs in South Cheshire, West Cheshire and Eastern Cheshire,
and supporting the development of two ‘Place’ (Local Authority) based Integrated Care
Organisations in Cheshire East and Cheshire West & Chester. We are looking to drive out
inefficiencies and duplication, and move resources into our local Care Communities to support a
more integrated way of working.
In October 2018 I was appointed as the single Accountable Officer across all 4 CCGs in Cheshire,
formally taking up the post on 1st January 2019. This has meant a new way of working for me,
travelling between the CCGs, meeting new stakeholders and working with new Memberships and
Governing Bodies. My appointment is part of the CCGs’ plans to work more closely, and has been
an exciting and rewarding time for me, and an opportunity to share good practice and take the ‘best
of the best’ from the 4 organisations. One of the key areas of work that I have championed during
2018/19 has been the Organisational Development work we have commissioned and supported
through the Executive Team and Governing Body of Vale Royal CCG. We have built on the work
we started last year and designed a comprehensive programme of support for our staff. This has
been very well received and given our staff some valuable development at a time of change.
We celebrated the 70th Birthday of the NHS’s on 5th July with great pride, remembering that
working for the NHS is an enormous privilege and the best job in the world. A number of staff from
the CCG and from our General Practices were lucky enough to represent us at nationally organised
celebration services in Leeds and London.
All of our hard work in 2018/19 means that we are achieving improved care for the residents who
live in Vale Royal. The NHS doesn’t deliver on its own, so many thanks to all our partners and
stakeholders who have worked with us over the past 12 months. It has been a successful year
overall, with the foundations having been laid for ever more joined up and integrated commissioning
and delivery in 2019/20. I am extremely proud of what we have achieved.

Clare Watson
Chief Executive and Accountable Officer
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1.1.2 Statement of the purpose and activities of the organisation

NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) exists to improve the health and healthcare
of the local population. Our aim is to use the local knowledge of our GPs and their practice teams to
develop the way that health services are delivered and help our patients to make full use of the
services that are available. We are committed to making a difference!
We are a membership organisation comprised of 12 member GP practices across Winsford,
Northwich and surrounding rural areas (illustrated below). We are here to improve health and
healthcare for everyone living in these areas. The total population is around 104,000 people. NHS
Vale Royal’s population falls within the boundary of Cheshire West & Chester Council.
Close relationships exist between ourselves and NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG), with whom we share a management team. We also work closely with NHS West
Cheshire CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and both Cheshire West & Chester and Cheshire East
local authorities.

Our main secondary care\acute provider is Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (MCHFT),
which is situated just outside Crewe. Mental health services are provided by Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (CWP). Central Cheshire Integrated Care Partnership (CCICP),
a multispecialty community partnership provides community services.
We have responsibility for designing local health care services and will do this by commissioning or
buying health and care services including:
 Elective hospital care – pre-arranged, non-emergency care (including planned operations).
 Rehabilitation care – care that helps people gain greater independence after illness, injury or
surgery.
 Urgent and emergency care.
 Primary medical services – including care delivered by GP practices.
 Most community health services – care that is mostly delivered in people’s homes by teams of
nurses and therapists, coordinating care with other professions.
 Mental health and learning disability services.
 Emergency and patient transport services.
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We also promote and facilitate safe and effective prescribing through improving quality, reducing
risk and encouraging cost-effective prescribing.
We work with patients and healthcare professionals and in partnership with local communities and
local authorities. We are responsible for arranging emergency and urgent care services within our
boundaries, and for commissioning services for any unregistered patients who live in our area. All
GP practices have to belong to a Clinical Commissioning Group.



1.1.3 Key Issues and risks
Understanding the needs of Vale Royal residents

There is clear evidence that people’s health, their access to health services and experiences of
services are affected by their age, gender, disability, race, sex, sexual orientation, religion/belief,
transgender, marital/civil partnership status and pregnancy/maternity status. Further information
relating to our local population and our health inequalities can be found in the Performance Analysis
section but some general characteristics are set out below:

The size of the circles shows the proportion of the population in that group.

The black dots show the average proportion of the population in that age group. The bars show the
proportion of the Vale Royal population in each age group. The darker colours indicate a greater
than average proportion of the population in that age group.
Our plans and priorities are informed by the local Joint Strategic Needs Analysis (JSNA). The health
and wellbeing priorities identified in the Cheshire West and Chester JSNA are:
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Key financial and other risks

Risks and issues facing the CCG during the year were captured in the Board Assurance Framework
(BAF) and were monitored as described in the Corporate Governance section of the Accountability
Report. The key risks outlined in the Board Assurance Framework at March 2019 were:
 Finances of the CCGs (and local system).
 Not meeting regulatory requirements.
 No Deal EU Exit.
 Merger and changing provider and commissioner landscapes, balancing with delivering
business as usual.
 Engagement and partnership working.
 Keeping up with increasing demand and changing profile of population health.
 Quality and sustainability of services.
The 2019/20 financial plan submitted to NHS England for NHS Vale Royal CCG details that the
breakeven control total will be met. Within this plan there is a 7.0% efficiency challenge which will
be challenging to deliver. In 2018/19 the CCG delivered 1.8%. The total value of the efficiency plan
is £11.053 million. The CCG also reported a planned risk adjusted deficit of £7.566 million reflecting
the significant challenge mentioned above.

Going concern

Public sector bodies are assumed to be going concerns where the continuation of the provision of a
service in the future is anticipated, as evidenced by inclusion of financial provision for that service in
published documents, the CCG’s spending allocation for 2019/20 has been published by the
department for Health and Social Care. Where a Clinical Commissioning Group ceases to exist, it
considers whether or not its services will continue to be provided (using the same assets, by another
public sector entity) in determining whether to use the concept of going concern for the final set of
Financial Statements. If services will continue to be provided the financial statements are prepared
on the going concern basis. There are no plans to discontinue the services currently commissioned
by the CCG. Management considers these circumstances to be adequate grounds for applying the
going concern basis.
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1.1.4 Performance Summary

NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG developed a joint Operational Plan for 201719. The Plan was refreshed for 2018/19 to capture:
 Developments during the first year of the Plan – including much closer collaboration with
partners and neighbouring CCGs to address the funding challenge facing the local system and
deliver better outcomes for our population.
 The work underway with partners to transform the health and care system for local residents and
develop a “place” based system which breaks down barriers between health and social care
resulting in a better experience for service users.
 Delivery of the NHS Constitutional targets.
 Improvements in the clinical priority areas of the Improvement and Assessment Framework.
(IAF).
 Progress and plans around delivery of the national planning priorities - referred to here as the
“Must Dos” which include the key elements from the NHS’s Five Year Forward View, the GP
Five Year Forward View and the Five Year Forward View for Mental Health.

Delivery against key areas of the 2018/19 Plan is outlined in the following Performance Summary.
During 2017/18, to deliver a sustainable health care system, the CCG operated within a Capped
Expenditure Process (CEP). The CEP was supported by the relevant regulatory bodies, NHS
England (NHSE) and NHS Improvement (NHSI). This process improved cross-system working,
reduced barriers and helped deliver significant efficiencies and financial savings whilst maintaining
the quality of services. During 2018/19, the system agreed to continue to operate in accordance
with the Capped Expenditure Process principles. There is a high level of collaborative working within
the system which has removed barriers and allowed the system to deliver a consistent level of
quality within a lower cost. More information on the CEP and joint working with partners is included
at the Working with partners / contributing to joint strategies section of this report.
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Performance Summary – key areas of focus
Care Community Development

We have, in partnership across Cheshire CCGs, developed and agreed a Care Community
Commissioning Framework which outlines the key features of the services model setting out
clear design parameters and the outcomes commissioners seek to improve as a result. The
framework will support local commissioning of a person centred outcome based approach to
community care; appropriately resourced; to deliver improved health outcomes and cost
effectiveness.
The ‘Home First’ project focussed on the following themes to deliver local transformation in care
communities:
 Importance of mental health needs and development of an approach to integrated physical and
mental health care.
 Best place of care – home /step-up community beds.
 Frailty needs.
 Person–centred, flexible care.
 Shared assessments and care planning.
 Use of electronic record systems and mobile working to support response times and high
quality clinical decision making.
 Integrated teams to share clinical expertise, competencies, as well as risk.
 Care, support and clinical expertise available to meet demand 7 days a week.
Delivery during 2018/19 - Community services workforce and delivery:
 Working in partnership with the local community to provide new models of person-centred
care: e.g. Lindsay Leg Club for leg ulcer care implemented in Northwich.
 Development of new roles e.g. Advanced Community Practitioners that support people to be
treated and remain at home where possible: since the launch of this role in care communities,
80-90% of patients referred by practices remain at home for more than 14 days.
 Releasing time in primary care: the Advanced Community Practitioner role provides a
community rapid response to patient needs identified by practices daily.
New clinical response times in place: Rapid (<4 hours) Unplanned
(<48 hours) Planned (>48 hours) to support patient needs.
 All core staff (nursing and therapy) now co-located as a multidisciplinary care community team with a Single Point of Access to
community services for each of the five care communities.
 Patients and GPs only need to call one number for community services.
 Working towards a single number for patients to access all linked Specialist services.
 Shared integrated assessment across Nursing and Therapy which has been developed by
staff.
 Rockwood Frailty score embedded in all assessments used by the workforce including
associated specialist staff.
 GPs and community services enabled to share information for multidisciplinary approach to
patient care when needed.
 EMIS implementation enabling electronic referrals between GPs, Nurses and Therapists.
 Staff have mobile equipment to support new ways of working.
 300 referral proformas replaced by a single referral document.
 All paper records currently being archived.
 Outcome of improved IT system is improved and live data capture. This is reflected in more
robust data (for providers and commissioners) and information to evidence effectiveness and
patient outcomes as well as activity and information for planning and evidencing system
impact.
Delivery during 2018/19 - Social prescribing:
During 2018/19 the existing GP-facing social prescribing service was developed further in
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partnership with the provider to:
 Increase capacity by 20% within the existing investment.
 Pilot a new approach of more integrated working between social prescribing link workers and
CWP mental health workers at the interface of GP surgeries to provide more integrated care
for patients with mental health and well-being needs, including:
 Exploring a ‘step up’ and ‘step down’ model in order to enhance access to services and
support for patients and improve outcomes/recovery.
 Improving access for people with long-term conditions to access the right support for
physical and mental well-being.
 Supporting access to support for harder to reach patients.

Primary Care – GP Forward View (GPFV)

During the year, the care communities continued to build on the work started in 2017/18,
including:
 Expanding a wider skill mix in General Practice to better meet the needs of patients. This
includes first contact Physiotherapists, Mental Health practitioners, clinical pharmacists,
advanced nurse practitioners and complex care practitioners.
 Investment of the Transformation Support Fund at £1.50 per registered patient equating to a
total CCG investment of £165,660 support local transformation projects, such as:
 Urgent Paediatrics service.
 Implementing community based leg and ulcer care clinics.
 Standardising systems and processes across practices to improve quality.
 Health and Wellbeing Hub in Northwich.
All practices have engaged with the 10 High Impact Actions outlined in the General Practice
Forward View (GPFV). This includes:
 All practices have engaged in the Care Navigation and sign post training with 92 staff members
accessing the training.
 All practices are now offering on line consultations.
 All practices are offering extended access appointments to local residents 7
days a week.
 All practices have successfully completed the Releasing Time to Care
Programme to develop and implement Quality Improvement initiatives.
 All practices have engaged with APEX to look at access, capacity and
demand and to reduce DNAs and increase productive workflow and
productivity in practice.
Supporting investment in Estates and digital technology:
 Practices have promoted “Patient Online” to increase the number of patients who are able to
book appointments or order prescriptions on line:
 100% of practices are offering patients the ability to book or cancel appointments on line and
42.2% of patients registered to book or cancel online – Exceeding the target of 25%.
 We have extended remote access clinical systems to improve the delivery of care in care
homes.
 Extended public WiFi across all practices.
 Supported the integration of clinical systems across Primary and Community Care to provide
a more rapid and secure way for care teams to deliver care.
The Primary Care Charter for 2018/19 has provided General Practice with a framework for
working collaboratively, improving local care and raising quality with an additional emphasis this
year on standardisation and harmonisation of processes across all practices that allows for
consistency. The aims of the Charter in 2018/19 were:
 Maintaining sustainability in General Practice.
 Increasing Capacity to improve the quality of primary care.
 Delivery of care communities.
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 Continue to Implement the GPFV and 10 High Impact Actions – Delivering the CCG Primary
Care Strategy.
 Describe the role of primary care in supporting delivery of system controls and CCG
performance targets and Planning Guidance.
Achievements included the following:
 We invested in an Enhanced Care Home Scheme across General practice providing
enhanced care planning, education and mentorship, named GP practices to homes and
enhanced medication reviews.
 We successfully commissioned a Post Exposure Prevention for Flu in Care Homes service
over weekends and bank holidays.
 Delivery of Extended GP Access Programme to 100% of the practice population Monday to
Friday and to all residents in Vale Royal on a Saturday and Sunday. The service is exceeding
the 30 – 45 minutes per 1000 population and delivering approximately 13,200 appointments in
the quarter against a target of 9500. Weekend extended access hub is now available at Dene
Drive Primary Care Centre, Winsford.

Mental Health (including Children and Young People’s Mental Health)

During the year:
 We worked with local authority colleagues across Cheshire West and Chester and East
Cheshire Councils – and both Eastern Cheshire and West Cheshire CCG to develop, for the
first time, a single local transformation plan for the delivery of support and services for
children and young people.
 We worked with colleagues to develop a single specification and a performance reporting
dashboard across for our children and young people’s services and the associated delivery
across Cheshire.
 We commissioned, in partnership with our Cheshire and Wirral colleagues a Children and
Young People’s Out of Hours Advice Line. Additionally, we have a professional advice line
in respect of support needed for children and young people.
 We commissioned, in partnership with our GP Alliance colleagues, a school based
educational and support pilot project – aimed at providing direct access for school staff to
professionals in respect of the issues faced by children and young people
 We made further investment into our primary care level mental health services –
and as such, have started to implement an all-age primary care level
service.
 We, as part of the investments made, enabled the development of primary
care mental health practitioner pathways. This will ensure that each care
community will have an identified mental health practitioner link.
 Pathway re-design in terms of support offered for those diagnosed with
dementia and their carer/family, aimed to enhance quality of life and improve
access to support.
 Our Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) service has been working
towards developing and implementing pathways for those with long term conditions.
 We have worked closely with our provider and Cheshire CCG’s to implement a single contract
meeting and aim to develop shared performance frameworks and specifications in order to
streamline commissioning functions and improve reporting mechanisms.
 We secured agreement with our colleagues in the Cheshire CCGs to retain and further develop
the single digital on-line directory of wellbeing support, including a comprehensive set of
evidence based self-help guides.

Learning Disability

In line with the Transforming Care for People with Learning Disabilities (TCP) agenda:
 Admissions are not agreed unless all other options have been considered and so the target to
reduce inappropriate hospitalisation has been met. CTRs (Care Treatment Reviews) and
CETRs (Care, Education and Treatment Reviews) where possible are completed before an
admission so patient have a discharge plan and trajectory if an admission is unavoidable. The
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patient is then supported by care co-ordinators to ensure a timely safe discharge.
 A weekly report on the discharge of all long stay patients is sent to NHSE and monthly desk
top reviews are in place between the CCG and NHSE to ensure plans are on target and to
work together if further support from NHSE is required.
 There has been a reduction in the number of service users cared for in hospital. We have
also reduced the number of emergency community admissions, from Jan to April 2019 we
have had 1.
 CETRs are resulting in earlier discharge and preventing inappropriate admissions. 100%
of patients have had a pre-admission/immediately post discharge CETR – the target to ensure
that this is in place for all those under 18 years has therefore been met.
 Due to the work as part of TCP across Wirral and Cheshire the CCGs have agreed to reduce
assessment and treatment beds by 4, the additional savings will be invested in intensive
support service as this will enable more patients to be support at home in their own
environment safely.
 There is to be a further emphasis on the reduction of inpatient admissions for
Children and young people as well as additional support to ensure timely safe
discharges over 2019/20.
 We worked collaboratively with primary care to ensure patients with learning
disabilities had appropriate access to annual health checks. The purpose of the
checks is to ensure that the health resource available is aligned to patients’
needs, as these may vary year on year. The intended outcomes include:
 Reducing inpatient bed capacity by to 10-15 in CCG-commissioned beds per million
population, and 20-25 in NHS England-commissioned beds per million population.
 Improving access to healthcare for people with learning disability so that by 2020, 75% of
people on a GP register are receiving an annual health check.
 Reducing premature mortality by improving access to health services, education and
training of staff, and by making necessary reasonable adjustments for people with a
learning disability and/or autism.
 We are leading across Cheshire in terms of Learning Disabilities Mortality Reviews(LeDeR).
The reviews that are completed enable future learning to reduce the number of premature
deaths.
 We worked with GPs to reduce over medication especially for patients with learning disability,
as part of transforming care the STOMP (stopping over medication of people with a learning
disability, autism or both) programme is in place and monitored by NHSE.

Women and Children

During the year we worked to align Autism Assessment Pathways across Cheshire. We have
also worked with colleagues to develop a single specification for Autism Spectrum Conditions
(ASC) assessment. We have also agreed additional investment into this ASC Assessment
Pathway to ensure NICE compliance, as follows:
 Specialist Speech and Language Therapy resource into the multidisciplinary team (MDT) for
ASC Assessment.
 Clinical Care Coordination Role to support the child/ young person and families across the
whole of the ASC Pathway (pre and post support) – discussions on the possibility to develop a
jointly commissioned coordination role are taking place.
 Administrative resource to support more timely coordination of assessments diagnosis and
data collection for our Clinical Community Paediatric team.
 Further investment to support the post diagnostic provision to support improved selfmanagement and support across a range of interventions, information and training to develop
strategies and specialist/peer support to empower parents and children/young people discussions across the CCGs on the possibility of developing jointly commissioned post
diagnostic services.

Maternity
Initiatives to increase safety included:
 Cross-organisational partnership work to implement the “Saving Babies’ Lives Bundle” in both
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the Acute Trust and local independent provider.
 Contractual and quality schedules in place for 2019/20 with both providers to ensure “Better
Births” form part of delivery, including the following requirements: Continue Saving Babies’ Lives Care Bundle.
 Recording Carbon monoxide (CO) reading for each pregnant women and referring to stop
smoking service or appropriate specialist .
 Demonstrate reduction in numbers of women smoking at time of delivery.
 Risk Assessment and surveillance for fetal growth and restriction.
 Raise awareness of detection of reduced fetal movement and requirement for
protocols to manage care for women who report this.
 Improve effective fetal monitoring during labour.
 Improve Breast feeding initiation.
 HSIB (healthcare safety investigations branch) national approach to Serious Incident
investigations in place.
Initiatives to improve services included:
 The launch of a Maternity Voices Committee with two events, one in a local mother and toddler
group venue and one at an event to celebrate International Women’s day. Further work is
planned to engage service users and gain feedback on services in central Cheshire.
 Implementation of closer shared care arrangements between independent community
midwifery services and the Acute Trust.
 Joint working across Cheshire to increase access to specialist perinatal mental health services.
 Recommission of children and young people services across West Cheshire and Vale Royal.
This integrated approach has ensured that clinical teams and social care teams are working
more closely together within children’s centres and schools.
Initiatives to support choice included joint commissioning of independent provider to widen
choice of place of birth for women in Cheshire.

Cancer

We have continued to work on the Central Cheshire Cancer Strategy 2016 – 2020. Cancer
performance and outcomes have remained very good over the year and can be viewed within the
constitutional standards and Improvement and Assessment Framework sections. The local
Cancer Strategy for Central Cheshire provides an ambitious plan across partners to improve
cancer outcomes. Cancer will affect 1 in 2 people born after 1960 and is the biggest cause of
death in adults in Vale Royal with mortality significantly higher in men than in women.
We were among the 20 most improved CCGs in England in relation to 1-year survival from cancer
for the last three years. Much work has been carried out over the last year to improve cancer
outcomes further. This has included:
 Diagnose cancer early. Action on Cancer Programme of work with dedicated project officers
to engage, educate and work with our local population and local professionals to recognise and
act on earlier signs and symptoms of cancer and engage with cancer screening programmes.
A bid has been made to the Cancer Alliance to extend this to Eastern and West Cheshire
 Brief Intervention to “make every contact count” in secondary care engaging, educating and
signposting people referred with suspected cancer that have cancer ruled out
 Worked with Macmillan and piloted a GP Quality Toolkit in 10 practices to reduce variation in
cancer outcomes at practice level. The learning from this is being collated and will be used
over the next year to support more practices to improve their cancer outcomes.
 A vague symptoms pathway for people with significant but non-specific symptoms that
could be cancer has been implemented.
 A business case, service policy and pathway has been developed to deliver adjuvant
bisphosphonates to post-menopausal, early staged breast cancer women to support good
bone health and reduce the risk of secondary disease. This service will be implemented
early during Quarter 1 of 2019/20.
 Working to risk stratify end of treatment cancer pathways and developing self-management /
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remote monitoring support for breast colorectal and prostate cancer pathways.
 Implementing optimal cancer pathways and straight to test from a GP suspected cancer
referral in the colorectal, lung and prostate cancer pathways to support a faster diagnosis
of cancer.
 Pathway redesign in progress for Urology cancers to meet NICE guidance in partnership with
Greater Manchester Cancer.
 Worked with Leighton Hospital and The Christie Hospital to bring more
chemotherapy treatments locally. An outreach Christie clinic is now
operational at St Luke’s Hospice and the Macmillan Unit is now open on
bank holidays.
 Education to professionals in Primary and Community Care on Cancer
 Beginning to work with Macmillan to build a business case to develop cancer
services around care communities, upskilling more community professionals and volunteer
networks and introduce cancer nurse specialist skills into primary care.
 The Christie are beginning very early discussions about a possible Christie outreach cancer
centre in Macclesfield. The ambition is to bring more oncology treatments closer to home
for Cheshire residents.
Early diagnosis of cancer (i.e. at stages 1 or 2) is a critical factor for best patient and cancer
outcomes. Cancers that are diagnosed late are usually due to early signs and symptoms either
not recognised or not acted upon, uptake to cancer screening programmes and lifestyle
factors. The cancers that require priority focus in Central Cheshire around early diagnosis are
lung cancer, upper GI cancer and colorectal cancer. Cancer outcomes that our local cancer
strategy is working towards are summarised below:
 Cancers classified as being preventable reduced to 52% by 2020.
 Increase to 62% the percentage of cancers diagnosed at stage 1 or 2 by 2020.
 Increase to 75% the percentage of people diagnosed with cancer surviving to at least 1 year by
2020.
 Increase uptake to bowel cancer screening to 70% by 2020.

End of Life (EOL) Care

We are working with NHS, local authority and third sector partners and local people to transform
End of Life (EOL) Care; improving patient and carer experience as well as supporting the
clinicians across all care settings to deliver high quality, effective, co-ordinated and timely care
and to support and evaluate a change in public knowledge, attitude and behaviour towards death,
dying and loss. Embracing the national strategy, Ambitions for End of Life and Palliative Care,
our local Cheshire Collaborative Plan for EOL has delivered Year 2 of an ambitious work plan to
improve end of life care including:
 Increasing the number of conversations with people at EOL to understand their personal needs
and preferences (Advanced care Planning) Work has progressed towards a joined up referral
form, assessment form, Care Plan for EOL, new care pathways and joined up provider
partnerships.
 Better care co-ordination for people at End of life including, with consent, electronic sharing of
important needs and wishes across care settings.
 Enabling more people to die in their “preferred place of care”.
 Flexible, resilient and compassionate workforce delivering End of life Care across all care
settings. A large number of short courses, education modules and accredited study provided
on EOL to local professionals.
 Carer support and carers engagement with opportunities of events / courses offered to
bereaved carers.
 Developing communities to care. 6 Compassionate Communities with befriending schemes
have been established across the CCG areas.
 A new EOL care at home partnership has been formed to deliver care for people who are
eligible for Continuing Healthcare Funding – EOL Fast Track whose preferred place of death is
their own home. Phase one of this service became operational in October 2018 with further roll
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out scheduled during 2019/20.
e-Paige is a one-stop electronic platform bringing together resources, including education
modules, on EOL Care gathered from a wide network of local, regional and national sources and
aligned to individual stages of the patient pathway. Documentation is available that is always up
to date for Advanced Care Planning, Resuscitation, Anticipatory Prescribing, Referral forms for
local services and Patient information. Recent Better Care Funding has enabled the building of a
more robust platform and website for e-Paige and further work is being carried out to enable this
resource to be available to patients and the public.
The outcomes that we have achieved in improving end of life care during 2018/19 are:
 40% of all deaths have advanced care plans.
 An electronic system to share end of life care needs and wishes implemented.
 An increase in people dying outside of hospital.
 A decrease in people having 3 or more emergency admissions in last 90 days of life.

Long-term conditions and frailty

Achievements delivered during the year included:
 Introduction of frailty screening as part of the triage assessment in Accident & Emergency to
enable people to be transferred to the most appropriate setting for assessment.
 Adoption of a consistent assessment across providers using the Rockwood frailty index
assessment tool and consistent recording of falls risk assessment.
 MCHFT have embedded the use of a frailty team which is linked to acute front door and
ambulatory care.
 Community services have developed 5 integrated care community teams, each with a single
point of access for referrals offering rapid assessment, complex case management and multidisciplinary care coordination.
 Implementation of a modified Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment used by primary care
and community services.
 Pathways for direct access to specialist acute physician or Geriatrician advice
and rapid access geriatrician clinics. Further development of risk stratification and
multi-disciplinary teams (MDTs).
 Additional rapid assessment team within Urgent Care to support safe same
day discharge and improved pathways which link community teams and the
rapid assessment team.
 In collaboration with local authorities, commissioning of third sector contracts to
support frequent fallers by providing strength and balance classes.
 Development of the workforce to support advanced assessment and complex
case management.
 Additional staffing to support consistent clinical support across care communities.
 A reduction in the number of older people’s falls resulting in injury.
 Increased step up bed capacity in the care communities to prevent admission and enhance
swift discharge.
 Falls prevention leaflet due for launch across Cheshire in April.
 Piloted assisted technology/skype consultations in care homes.
 Implemented contractual measures with acute trust to reduce the number of falls on the wards.
 Secured funding to test a falls reduction initiative in Vale Royal with an identified cohort of
nursing homes called “pimp my Zimmer.
 Care communities have collaborated to develop education events for those with long term
conditions.

Long-term conditions and frailty - Diabetes

During 2018/19:
 We delivered an improvement in the treatment targets for diabetes.
 We established a revised single assessment template for diabetes for primary care.
 MCHFT developed its multi-disciplinary foot team and Diabetes inpatient Nurse which has
resulted in improvements in treatment targets and length of stay.
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 We established a programme of structured education sessions to support those diagnosed
with diabetes, which has improved the IAF target.
 We supported and delivered the roll out of the National Diabetes prevention programme.
 We submitted a successful bid to enable diabetic patients to receive 3D insoles as part of the
innovation in health care for 2019/20.
 We increased the number of diabetes prevention programme classes offered to those
identified with pre-diabetes.
 CCICP diabetes specialist nurses carried out training programmes for clinicians and nursing
home staff and patient engagement sessions as part of the care community development
programme.
 CCICP diabetes specialist nurses piloted new technology for continuous blood glucose
monitoring to improve the outcomes for patients with type 1 diabetes.

Continuing Healthcare (CHC) / Complex Care

In 2018/19 the CHC & Complex Care service continued their transformation journey:
 As 1 of 10 CCGs acting as a development partner in NHS England’s Strategic Improvement
Programme (SIP) the service have been involved in 3 work streams:
1. The initial care pathway – considering when and how to screen individuals for NHS CHC
assessment.
2. Digitalisation - The service has informed the development of the Digital Service
Specification (unpublished). The service is a NHSE best practice case study for its
innovation and implementation of digital tools and work towards an end to end digital
system this includes a digital workflow management system electronic case management
system and use of dynamic purchasing system. The digital domain of the Maturity Matrix is
informing the future developments of digital infrastructure for the future.
3. Development model – the service have been involved in the production of the development
model, a one stop shop for all things NHS CHC, this links to the Maturity Matrix and will be
released later this year.
 The service has worked to achieve the NHS England Quality Premium targets of:
1. Less than 15% of CHC assessments taking place within an acute trust. This has been
achieved across all 5 CCG’s within the service consistently for the past 15 months.
2. A minimum of 80% of NHS CHC assessments to be completed within 28 days. NHS
England activity assurance for Quarter 2 showed Vale Royal CCG to be meeting this with
90% and are on target to achieve the aggregate position for the end of the financial year.
 Fast track performance ensuring that care is in place for individuals within 48 hours of
eligibility has remained consistently high achieving the target of 90%. Fast track applications
have increased overall.
 Individuals waiting for a CHC assessment over 182 days (long waiters) have now been
cleared and the average wait time has reduced to 34 days.
 The service has worked to increase the number of CHC reviews in date and Vale Royal CCG
have achieved 100% of 3 month reviews and 97% of 12 month reviews in date in December
2018.
 NHS England have worked with Deloittes to produce “cluster” groups of CCGs with
demographically similar characteristics, such as disease prevalence, proportion of individuals
living in a rural community, levels of deprivation and ethnic diversity.
 The assurance metric analysed by cluster = the number eligible for CHC (snapshot) at the
end of the Quarter for standard CHC per 50,000 of population.
 CCGs in the upper and lower 5% in their Cluster group have been identified and will be
investigated further by NHS England. None of the service’s 5 (Cheshire and Wirral) CCGs
fall into these categories.
 The service employed a training and staff development manager in December 2018 who
will implement the NHS England Competency framework, having discussed the options of
acting as a pilot site.
 Personal Health Budget (PHB) numbers have continued to increase and the service are on
track to meet the NHS England April 2019 deadline to ensure all care at home packages are
offered a PHB by default. The service has extended the PHB offer to include section 117
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eligible individuals. The service have been commended by NHS England for this work and
have been asked to provide a patient story demonstrating the implementation of PHB’s for this
client group.
 The service has made significant improvements to contracting processes, have revised
funding request procedures and enabled improved negotiation with providers resulting in better
value for money. Benchmarked market rates are informing commercial discussions delivering
savings on exiting packages and new packages of care. This work will continue into the next
financial year focussing QIPP on these improved processes.

Elective Care

During 2018/19 we delivered the following schemes as part of the Planned Care Integration
programme:
 Peer Review & Improvement involved GP referrals being peer reviewed and monthly GP
practice feedback reports. The individual referrer learning and identification of key themes and
related guidance and support aims to reduce unwarranted variation and speed up patient
access to optimised treatment.
 Consultant Advice & Guidance continues to offer GPs an effective alternative to outpatient
referral – available for 15 prioritised specialties: Cardiology, Care of the Elderly (telephone),
Endocrinology, ENT, Gastroenterology, Gynaecology, Haematology, Hepatology, Nephrology,
Neurology, Paediatrics, Respiratory, Urology, Rheumatology & Orthopaedics. Over 85.8% of
requests continue to be responded to within two working days (YTD April-February 2019).
 The Community Heart Failure service went live and is now helping to reduce the waiting
times for heart failure patients to receive optimised treatment. This in turn is reducing the
number of unplanned readmissions for heart failure patients.
 The Virtual Hospital project has begun work to reduce the number of face-to-face
appointments where clinically appropriate to deliver care in a more streamlined and efficient
manner using innovative technologies and processes. This work will ramp up during 2019/20.
 The Appliances project has implemented the first phase of a “Specialist Nursing,
Assessment & Prescription Service (SNAPS)” which involves annual reviews of stoma
patients to help improve their quality of life. During 2019/20 this will become a prescribing hub
model, relieving GP practices of the issuing of repeat prescriptions, providing a high quality,
responsive repeat prescription service for stoma patients. The project also aims to incorporate
patients that require regular urinary and nutritional products moving forward.
 Referral Forms Stocktake is a project with a simple concept to ensure referrals include the
information necessary for receiving providers to triage patients efficiently into the right service
at the right time - and providing GP practices with service referral criteria and contact details
within standard consistent forms that are easy to read and populate. New referral forms have
been worked up by CCG and provider clinicians and converted into EMIS web (GP clinical
system) templates for all community and mental health services. A select number of secondary
care referral forms have also been reviewed and reissued and this work continues into
2019/20. This work represents incremental process improvements that affect thousands of
referrals each month, thus adding-up to a significant improvement in system efficiency and
patient experiences over time.

Urgent and Emergency Care

The A&E delivery plan remains a key focus of the contract meetings between the CCG and
MCHFT and at the A&E Delivery Board. Work currently underway through the urgent
unscheduled care group includes:
 A review of the effectiveness of primary care streaming following the emergency care intensive
support team (ECIST) review commenced January 2019. The initial focus of streaming has
been to ensure a timely primary care interface and GPs, consultants and community and
clinical staff are part of the group. The 90 day programme is on track.
 Enhanced Frailty screening in A&E to reduce admissions. This is now in place and
supporting earlier discharges and preventing inappropriate admissions. Although attendances
have increased the number of Non elective admissions have relatively stayed the same.
 Additional adult social care monies to provide community navigators within streaming.
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 Additional Occupational Therapists are now in place.
 Additional social work assessments to support the flow of minors through to Red Cross and
reablement services are now in place. This has significantly reduced social care assessment
delays.
 Additional CHC nurse now works as part of the ward triage process to ensure timely referrals
and discharges.
 Exploring palliative care options with a hospice and CCICP to ensure out of hours clinical
support remain in A&E and home visits for palliative patients are carried out by community
nurses/advanced clinical practitioners (ACPs).
 Additional medical staffing as part of GP Out of Hours commenced in Feb 2019 this covers
10pm until 3am. This has supported the reduction in overnight waits.
 Primary care streaming is now in place especially to ensure that GP direct referrals are initially
assessed by the appropriate team and patients then admitted to the right emergency areas.
Initial analysis show that this has had some positive impact in reducing A&E attendances.
 Rapid therapy is in place and working within A&E and has prevented unnecessary
admissions and supported further links back out to community SPAs (single points of access),
 The UTC (Urgent Treatment Centre) is now in place and future communications will ensure
patients and staff are informed. Further work is ongoing with the GP alliance and MCHFT for a
further integrated primary care approach.
 The CCG has maintained the 3.5% delayed transfers of care target.

Medicines Optimisation and Prescribing

The Medicines Management Team (MMT) has continued to provide prescribing support,
formulary management and guidance to commissioners and prescribers in primary care, Acute
Trusts and Mental Health Trusts throughout 2018/19.
 Management of expenditure has been particularly challenging, with the medicines supply
chain experiencing an unprecedented level of stock shortages and changes to the prices of
medicines at National level that has had an impact locally. The Department of Health and
Social Care has introduced voluntary price controls for branded medicines and worked to
manage the prices of non-proprietary medicines.
 The MMT has supported general practice with a programme of linked activities that are
intended to deliver:
 Practice engagement with prescribing activities to deliver efficiencies and a prescribing
expenditure in primary care that does not exceed the allocated budget.
 Safer prescribing and admissions avoidance.
 Appropriate formulary compliance.
 Appropriate prescribing of antibiotics and achievement of targets for antimicrobial
stewardship.
 Improvements in the prescribing of opioids for persistent pain.
 Medicines optimisation for older people taking multiple medications.
 Appropriate prescribing of inhaled medication for patients with respiratory conditions.
 Services commissioned from Community Pharmacy have been reviewed and brought into line
with national guidance on self care for minor self-limiting conditions with over-the-counter
medicines. Importantly, the MMT has supported the commissioning of a Pharmacy First
Minor Ailments Service across the whole of Cheshire to improve consistency of provision
from 1 April 2019.
 The MMT has also continued to develop processes and working relationships to manage
access to high cost drugs and the introduction of best value biosimilar medicines that are
excluded from Payment by Results.
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1.2

Performance Analysis

1.2.1

Performance and discharge of duties

1.2.2

Developments during the Year

The section below highlights how the CCG has delivered its priorities and statutory duties; how we
have performed against key performance indicators; and our view as members of the progress to
date. This is not an exhaustive list but seeks to provide the reader with a flavour of our work during
2018/19.

To ensure the CCG focussed its efforts and resources in the most efficient and effective way and
deliver maximum impact, we made a number of changes to way we worked during 2018/19.
During the year we adopted a corporate vision, values and set of behaviours which were
endorsed by the Governing Body. The vision was broken down into three elements:
 Our aim - To work in partnership to ensure our population receives the best possible care
 Our action - To ensure the best quality care is provided for the best value, through innovation
and collaboration
 Our impact- For our local communities to experience better health, receive safe and joined up
care and be empowered to support their own wellbeing
During late 2017/18, the four Cheshire CCGs developed a Joint Commissioning Committee of the
Cheshire CCGs (the JCC). The 2018/19 Workplan of the JCC enabled the committee to receive
and approve/decide on the implementation of the recommendations of the Cheshire CCGs’ Joint
Executive Team regarding service commissioning / de-commissioning, delivery and performance
management of existing CCG collaborative commissioning arrangements in relation to the following
CCG Collaborative Commissioning Areas (with regard to commissioning at scale):
 Emergency Ambulance Services
 NHS 111.
 Patient Transport Services.
 Commissioning support.
 Offender Health.
 Military Veteran Health.
 Specialised Services (bariatric Surgery, children’s wheelchair services, neuro outpatients and
coordination with NHSE).
The JCC was also enabled to receive and approve/decide on the implementation of the
recommendations made by the NHS Cheshire & Merseyside (STP) leadership board for adoption
across Cheshire in relation to:
 High Quality Hospital Care (Acute Sustainability):
 Women & Children’s Services.
 Urgent and Emergency Care.
 Transforming Care Programme (Learning Disabilities).
 Public Health Prevention Initiatives.
As well as the ability to make binding decisions on each CCG in relation to the issues above, the
JCC was enabled to consider a range of other CCG Health (and Social Care) Commissioning
areas and policies where it’s role was:
 Strategic oversight and the development of a workplan towards a more unified approach to
commissioning health and social care services.
 To receive the recommendations of the Cheshire CCGs’ Joint Executive Team regarding:
 commissioning/de-commissioning.
 performance management issues.
 policy adoption / implementation.
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 To receive the recommendations of the Integrated Health and Care Across Cheshire - Officer
Working Group regarding:
 commissioning/de-commissioning.
 policy adoption / implementation.
 To consider these recommendations to form a collaborative position and submit these
collaborative recommendations to relevant decision making body(s).
Via the JCC the four Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) have developed common
commissioning intentions for 2019/20 and are working collaboratively to:
 Improve outcomes for the population and to better engage our residents in the co-design of
services.
 Create the optimum environment to both enable and accelerate the development of and
implementation of new models of integrated care, built from care communities of circa 30,00050,000 people across Cheshire.
 Develop the integration agenda with the two local authorities and meet the national target of
achieving integration between health and social care by working together across Cheshire.
 Work towards a proposed merger of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG), NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG in
2020.
 Address the growing financial and operational pressures faced by the CCGs.
 Better utilise the existing workforce across the four CCGs, improving efficiency and reduce
duplication whilst continuing to deliver statutory duties.
 Support the Cheshire and Merseyside Health and Care Partnership (formerly STP) to deliver its
priorities.
 Create capacity to accept delegated authority for the commissioning of other NHS England
commissioned services (e.g. Specialised Services, Pharmacy).
 Deliver national statutory requirements and nationally mandated priorities identified in the NHS
Mandate and associated Planning Guidance.
Across Cheshire each CCG Governing Body has approved a framework for our 17 care
communities. These care communities will form part of the two Integrated Care Partnerships and
so this piece of work forms the bedrock for further development, it also ensures a consistent
platform upon which our integrated services can build. The development of care communities has
been a very positive development and will assist local practices comply with the new contractual
requirements around addressing deprivation.
Following the results of a staff survey the CCG commissioned an external OD Business Partner to
deliver a comprehensive OD programme. This involved in-depth interviews with a sample of staff
at all levels in the organisation to understand how OD should support the change in culture. A high
level OD plan was developed with a number of recommendations that were adopted in full.
A development programme for the executive team and governing body was implemented to
bring together the new strategic team and to set the agenda for the organisation. Team building
events involving self-assessment using Motivational Maps helped the senior leaders to understand
one another better and to work better together.
An OD prospectus was developed which pulled together bespoke offers from membership
organisations such as North West Leadership Academy (NWLA) and Advanced Quality Alliance
(AQuA) and other local partners such as MCHFT. The Prospectus sets out the available support for
staff at all levels including in-house provision and external opportunities.
A bid for funding from NWLA for a Pan-Cheshire Leadership Programme was successful and the
“Leading Change in Cheshire Programme” commenced in January 2019 across the four Cheshire
CCGs. This is a leadership programme designed to equip our senior leaders across all four CCGs
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with a clear understanding of exemplary leadership and to work with the executive teams in shaping
the new health and care system.
The Cheshire CCGs – NHS South Cheshire, NHS Eastern Cheshire, NHS Vale Royal and NHS
West Cheshire – have continued to develop closer working relationships during 2018/19 through a
comprehensive “Working Together Across Cheshire” Programme. Developments during the year
included:
 The appointment of a shared Accountable Officer across the four CCGs.
 The Clinical Chair of NHS South Cheshire CCG also being appointed Clinical Chair of NHS
Eastern Cheshire CCG.
 Regular Joint Executive Team meetings and the establishment of proposals to appoint a shared
executive team.
 CCG leadership drove the development of a “place-based” approach and greater integration to
enable better quality care, improve services for our population and develop a more financially
sustainable health and care economy. This is covered in more detail in the Working with
partners / contributing to joint strategies section of this report.
 The development of joint plans and governance arrangements covering the four Cheshire CCGs,
including a Cheshire Financial Recovery Plan (FRP); a Cheshire Quality, Innovation, Productivity
and Prevention (QIPP) plan; a Cheshire Board Assurance Framework (BAF); and proposals for
an aligned Cheshire CCGs’ governance structure.
 Exploring the potential and doing the preparatory work for a formal merger application to create
a combined Cheshire CCG.
Progress against the CCG’s “Commissioning programmes to Ensure Delivery”, as outlined in the
CCG’s Operational Plan for 2018/19 are outlined in the Performance Summary section of the report.

1.2.3

Key Performance Measures - CCG Improvement and
Assessment Framework (IAF)

The CCG Improvement and Assessment Framework (IAF) is a tool that NHS England uses to gauge
how well CCGs are performing. A wide range of indicators are monitored during the year and, at the
end of the year, CCGs receive a series of ratings. This overall rating is based on a judgment by
NHSE which is informed by the CCG’s Quality of Leadership (which contributes 25% towards the
overall rating); Financial Management (which contributes a further 25%); and performance against
multiple indicators in the Better Health and Better Care domains which account for the remaining
50% of the overall judgment.
Most of the Better Health and Better Care indicators do not attract a specific rating but a number of
them contribute to Clinical Priority Areas (CPAs) which attract their own rating. The 2018/19 CCG
ratings will not be available until the summer but the full set of 2017/18 ratings is reflected in the
table below, using the following colour coding:
Outstanding
Good
Requires Improvement
Inadequate
NHS Vale Royal CCG 2017/18 Headline Rating – REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT

Dementia

Maternity

25%

Learning
Disabilities

25%

Mental
health

Financial
Management*

Cancer

Quality of Leadership*

Diabetes

Performance against all other IAF indicators including (but not
limited to) the Clinical Priority Areas:

50%
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*It is not necessarily an indication of the final year-end rating but the 2018/19 in-year ratings for the
CCG showed the following movement since the 2017/18 year-end ratings:
 Quality of Leadership – increased from Amber to an in-year Green
 Financial Management – increased from Red to an in-year Amber
Between 2016/17 and 2017/18, the Vale Royal ratings changed as follows:
 Overall rating improved from INADEQUATE to REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT
 Quality of Leadership improved from RED to AMBER
 Dementia deteriorated from GOOD to REQUIRES IMPROVEMENT
 Cancer improved from GOOD to OUTSTANDING
 Diabetes and Mental Health ratings have not changed
 Maternity and Learning Disabilities are rated for the first time so there is no comparator.
The 2017/18 Annual Assessment from NHS England noted that:
“Key Areas of Strength / Areas of Good Practice
 The CCG has risen to the challenge of special measures, and has demonstrated improved
Quality of Leadership and has significantly improved its relationships with key stakeholders.
 The CCG has at the same time achieved sustained improvement on the majority of measures
across the Better Health and Better Care domains. In particular the improvement in Delayed
Transfers of Care is notable.
 We note the CCG’s active engagement in the development of the Cheshire wide joint committee.
Key Areas of Challenge
 Although the CCG has contributed significantly to helping the wider health economy begin to
address its financial challenges, the CCG did not achieve its financial control total for 2017/18.”
Mersey Internal Audit Agency (MIAA) were invited to undertake a review of the CCG’s arrangements
for monitoring performance against the Improvement and Assessment Framework (IAF) in
early 2018 and provided a “Significant Assurance” finding. An IAF Working Group meets on a
monthly basis to maintain an overview of performance against the full suite of indicators as well as
focus on driving improvement in particular areas that require attention. The CCGs’ Clinical Directors
sit on the Working Group alongside the Executive Director, Assurance and Turnaround; Brian
Roberts, co-opted lay member; and the Business Manager. Representatives of the Commissioning,
Quality and other teams attend the meetings as required to consider particular issues.
To ensure appropriate focus, action plans are produced for each CPA indicator and any other
indicator which is rated within the bottom quartile. Each indicator included has identified Clinical
Director, Officer (usually at Associate Director level) and Operational (usually at Clinical Project
Manager level) leads. This, more detailed document, is reviewed and updated on the release of the
quarterly “Dashboard” and is considered by the Working Group. It includes:
 Performance over time;
 A summary of the work underway in that area;
 Progress that has been made; and
 Trajectories for improvement.
The framework has been reviewed to identify the parts of the system that have the greatest
influence over performance against particular indicators. Reports on performance against the
framework are regularly considered at Membership meetings, with a particular focus on the
indicators where primary care has the greatest influence and the indicators are being used to inform
the emerging Primary Care Charter for 2019/20 onwards. A series of sessions with care
communities, considering local data, has also been held to identify opportunities to improve
performance. A similar approach is being developed to work with other parts of the system to target
areas they are best placed to influence.
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The most recently available figures against individual IAF indicators are presented overleaf. Where
the information is available, the table shows whether the CCG is performing in the top (i.e. best
performing) quartile nationally; the upper-mid; the lower-mid; or the lowest (i.e. worst performing)
quartile nationally.
IAF performance information, including full definitions of the indicators, is published on the CCG
section of the My NHS website at:
https://www.nhs.uk/Service-Search/Performance/Search
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IAF
Ref:

IAF Indicator (and associated Clinical Priority Area)

102a

% 10-11 classified overweight /obese

83

103a

Patients who achieved NICE Diabetes targets

33.0%
(‘13/14 to ‘16/17)

163

35.6% (2017/18)

103b

Attendance at structured Diabetes education course

45

104a

Injuries from falls in people 65yrs +

189

105b

Personal health budgets

56

105c

121a

% of deaths with 3+ emergency admissions in last
three months of life
Inequality chronic urgent care sensitive (UCS) and
ambulatory care sensitive (ACS)
Anti-microbial resistance (AMR): appropriate
prescribing
Anti-microbial resistance (AMR): broad spectrum
prescribing
% of Carers with a long term condition who feel
supported to manage their condition
High quality care - acute

121b

High quality care - primary care

30

121c

High quality care - adult social care

177

122a

Cancers diagnosed at early stage

57

122b

Cancer 62 days of referral to treatment

32

122c

One-year survival from all cancers

31

122d

Cancer patient experience

131

123a
123b

Improving access to psychological therapies (IAPT)
recovery rate
IAPT access

123c

Early intervention Psychosis (EIP) 2 week referral

71

123f

Mental Health – Out of Area Placements

1

123i

Mental Health investment Standard

123j

124b

Quality of mental health data submitted to NHS Digital
(DQMI)
Learning Disabilities - reliance on specialist inpatient
care
Learning Disabilities - annual health check

124c

Completeness of the GP learning disability register

59

125a

Neonatal mortality and stillbirths

87

106a
107a
107b
108a

124a

Reported
National
Position

Performance
(period)

13.5%
(2017/18)
2904
(18/19 Q3)
50
(18/19 Q3)

90

5.45% (2017)

160

2912 (18/19 Q2)

49
36
170
24

188
42

186
141
14

0.900
(2018 12)
6.99%
(2018 12)
0.54 (2018)
64
(2018/19 Q3)
68
(2018/19 Q3)
59
(18/19 Q3)
54.5%
(2017)
85.9%
(18/19 Q3)
74.3%
(2016)
8.7
(2017)
42.4%
(18/19 Q3)
5.07%
(18/19 Q3)
82.4%
(2019 02)
0
(18/19 Q3)
GREEN
(18/19 Q3)
0.74 (18/19 Q2)
62
(18/19 Q3)
65.7%
(2017/18)
0.55%
(2017/18)
4.36
(2016)
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IAF
Ref:

IAF Indicator (and associated Clinical Priority Area)

Reported
National
Position

125b

Experience of maternity services

55

125c

Choices in maternity services

95

125d

Maternal smoking at delivery

119

126a

Dementia diagnosis rate

100

126b

Dementia post diagnostic support

137

127b

Emergency admissions for UCS conditions

172

127c

A&E admission, transfer, discharge within 4 hours

158

127e

Delayed transfers of care per 100,000 population

79

127f

Hospital bed use following emergency admission

127

128b

Patient experience of GP services

119

128c

Primary care access

128d

Primary care workforce

128e

Primary care transformation

129a

18 week referral to treatment (RTT)

34

130a

7 day services - achievement of standards

56

131a
132a

% NHS continuing healthcare (CHC) assessments
taking place in hospital setting
Sepsis awareness

133a

6 week diagnosis

141b

In-year financial performance

144a

Digital interactions - utilisation of e-referral

145a
162a

Expenditure in areas with identified scope for
improvement
Probity and corporate governance

163a

Staff engagement index

163b
164a

Progress against workforce race equality scheme
(WRES)
Working relationship effectiveness

165a

Quality of CCG leadership

166a

CCG Compliance with standards of public and patient
participation

1
138

80

115

1

Performance
(period)
84.9
(2018)
60.7
(2018)
12.7%
(18/19 Q3)
67.9%
(2019 02)
76.6%
(2017/18)
3175
(18/18 Q2)
80.4%
(2019 03)
8.8
(2019 02)
520
(18/19 Q2)
82.9%
(2018)
100%
(2019 02)
0.93
(2018 09)
GREEN
(18/19 Q3)
91.6%
(2019 02)
2
(2016/17)
4.00% (18/19 Q3)
GREEN
(2017)
0.92%
(2019 02)
AMBER
(18/19 Q3)
100%
(2018 12)
RED (18/19 Q3)

44
44
43

Fully Compliant
(18/19 Q3)
3.81
(2017)
0.09
(2017)
73.8
(2017/18)
GREEN
(18/19 Q3)
AMBER (2017)

Q = Quarter
01 to 12 = calendar month (i.e. January to December)
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1.2.4

Key Performance Measures - NHS Constitution

The NHS Constitution sets out a number of key standards CCGs are required to deliver.
Performance against the NHS Constitution targets is presented in the following tables. Many of
these standards are also contained within the Improvement and Assessment Framework (which is
discussed at section 1.2.3). A number of these are also contained within the Quality Premium
(which is discussed at section 1.2.7).
Performance against the standards is regularly scrutinised at the CCG’s Finance and Turnaround
and Quality and Performance Committees and key risks to delivery are reported to the Governing
Body. Whenever the targets are not met, we work with partners to investigate the causes produce
exception reports which outline the issues behind the underperformance, the corrective actions to
rectify the issues and the expected date of improvement.
NHS Constitution Measure
Ambulance
Category 1 Calls
Time critical and life threatening events requiring immediate attention
Category 2 Calls - Potentially serious conditions that may require rapid assessment,
urgent on-scene clinical attention
Category 3 Calls - Urgent problems (not immediately life threatening) that requires
treatment to relieve suffering
Category 4 calls - Non urgent problem that requires assessment and possibly
transport within a clinically appropriate time.

Target

2018/19

07:00
mins
18:00
mins
02:00
Hours
03:00
hours

08:36
22:37
02:09
03:00

A&E waits
4-Hour A&E Waiting Time Target (Monthly Aggregate for Total Provider)
% of patients who spent less than four hours in A&E

95%

83.61%

Referral To Treatment waiting times for non-urgent consultant-led treatment
% of all Incomplete RTT pathways within 18 weeks
Percentage of Incomplete RTT pathways within 18 weeks of referral

92%

91.66%*

1%

1.07%*

93%

96.85%

93%

97.21%

96%

99.22%

94%

98.33%

98%

100%

94%

99.48%

Diagnostic test waiting times
<1% of patients waiting 6 weeks or more for a diagnostic test
The % of patients waiting 6 weeks or more for a diagnostic test

Cancer waits – 2 week wait

% Patients seen within two weeks for an urgent GP referral for suspected
cancer - The percentage of patients first seen by a specialist within two weeks when
urgently referred by their GP or dentist with suspected cancer
% of patients seen within 2 weeks for an urgent referral for breast symptoms **
Two week wait standard for patients referred with 'breast symptoms' not currently
covered by two week waits for suspected breast cancer

Cancer waits – 31 days

% of patients receiving definitive treatment within 1 month of a cancer
diagnosis The percentage of patients receiving their first definitive treatment within
one month (31 days) of a decision to treat (as a proxy for diagnosis) for cancer
% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days
(Surgery) - 31-Day Standard for Subsequent Cancer Treatments where the
treatment function is (Surgery)
% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days (Drug
Treatments) - 31-Day Standard for Subsequent Cancer Treatments (Drug
Treatments)
% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days
(Radiotherapy Treatments) - 31-Day Standard for Subsequent Cancer Treatments
where the treatment function is (Radiotherapy)
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Cancer waits – 62 days
% of patients receiving 1st definitive treatment for cancer within 2 months (62
days) – The % of patients receiving their first definitive treatment for cancer within
85%
89.95%
two months (62 days) of GP or dentist urgent referral for suspected cancer
% of patients receiving treatment for cancer within 62 days from an NHS
Cancer Screening Service – Percentage of patients receiving first definitive
90%
97.10%
treatment following referral from an NHS Cancer Screening Service within 62 days.
% of patients receiving treatment for cancer within 62 days from a consultatnt
upgrade – Percentage of patients receiving first definitive treatment following referral
n/a
87.60%
from an NHS Cancer Screening Service within 62 days.
* Figures available at 07 May 2019 – not all nationally validated / published.
**This target covers two pathways – the fast-track referral for suspected cancer cases and “other” cases
where there were abnormalities but no suspected cancer.
Nb NHS Blackpool CCG commission ambulance services at a regional level from the North West Ambulance
Service (NWAS) for the 33 CCGs in the Northwest.

1.2.5

Financial Performance

Clinical Commissioning Groups have a number of financial duties under the National Health Service
Act 2006 (as amended).
The clinical commissioning group’s performance against those duties was as follows:
Act Section

223H(1)*

Duty

Expenditure not to exceed income

223I(2)

Capital resource use does not exceed the
amount specified in Directions

223I(3)

Revenue resource use does not exceed the
amount specified in Directions

223J(1)
223J(3)

Capital resource use on specified matter(s)
does not exceed the amount specified in
Directions
Revenue administration resource use does
not exceed the amount specified in
Directions

Maximum Performance
£’000s (2018-19 £x)

Duty
Achieved?

156,388 (156,384)

Y

-

Y

154,075 (154,072)

Y

110 (109)

Y

2,196 (1,972)

Y

System Working
NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG together with local providers MCHFT and
Cheshire & Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust were supported by the Capped Expenditure
Process during 2017/18 and continued to work collaboratively through 2018/19.
Commissioner Sustainability Funding
During 2018/19 NHS Vale Royal CCG has been eligible to receive £2.000m of Commissioner
Sustainability Funding to bridge the gap between the £2.000m deficit control total and a breakeven
position. To receive the funding the CCG had to remain on plan throughout the year; this was
achieved. Consequently the CCG has not exceeded its revenue resource limit.
Risk Reserve
As set out in the 2018/19 NHS Planning Guidance, CCGs were required to hold a 0.5 percent
reserve uncommitted from the start of the year. This reserve has been released improving the
CCG’s financial position by £0.750m.
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Better Payment Practice Code
The Better Payment Practice Code requires the clinical commissioning group to aim to pay all valid
invoices by the due date or within 30 days of receipt of a valid invoice, whichever is later. The NHS
aims to pay at least 95% of invoices within 30 days of receipt, or within agreed contract terms.
Details of compliance with the code are given in Note 6 of the financial statements.
Prompt Payments
The CCG is signed up to the principles of the Prompt Payment Code. This initiative was devised by
the government with The Institute of Credit Management to tackle the crucial issue of late payment
and to help small businesses. Suppliers can have confidence in any company that signs up to the
code that they will be paid within clearly defined terms, and that there is a proper process for dealing
with any payments that are in dispute.
Financial Highlights
Our main financial highlights are as follows:
 The total resource allocated in 2018/19 to NHS Vale Royal CCG was £147.816m (this includes
£13.211m allocated for delegated primary care).
 The CCG delivered an in-year break-even position.
Financial Efficiency Savings
The CCG has delivered £2.845m of efficiency savings. This is a savings total of 1.9% of overall
allocated resource.
Capital Expenditure
The CCG received one corporate capital allocation during 2018/19 of £110,000.
Administrative Running Costs
The total running cost allocation for the year was £2.196m. The expenditure reported against this
budget in 2018/19 was £1.972m.
Cash Flow
The CCG has managed its cash effectively over the year, not spending more than its cash resource
allocation. At the end of the year, a cash book balance of £54,452 was carried forward, within the
stipulated allowance of £129,563.

1.2.6 Working with partners / contributing to joint strategies

As a CCG, we recognise that it is how we work with our partners that will really make a difference to
the health outcomes of our population. We work in partnership with a number of other organisations
and agencies. Over the last year we have further developed and strengthened our relationships
across Cheshire and beyond. As a CCG we are accountable to NHS England, and work closely
with the NHS England Cheshire and Merseyside team. The NHS England team regularly seeks
assurance from us regarding our commissioning responsibilities. Through these meetings and
regular contact we have built successful relationships and we will continue to need to work closely
with NHS England in order to meet the significant challenges to come.
We consulted our Health and Wellbeing Board on the CCG’s contribution to the Cheshire West &
Chester Health and Wellbeing Strategy and to the wider business of the Health and Wellbeing
Board. The detailed response concluded that: “We recognise the important role of CCGs in
supporting the strategy to improve health and wellbeing in our Borough and the wide range of
positive relationships we share both as health and care system leaders through the Health and
Wellbeing Board and also operationally. An open relationship enables our agencies to be mutually
informed, collaborative and offer constructive challenge where necessary to demonstrate confidence
in tackling health and wellbeing needs and inequalities.”
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We have supported development of the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) which informs
local health and wellbeing strategies and examples of our collaborative approach to delivering joint
strategies are included throughout this report. The CCG plays an active role on the Health and
Wellbeing Board and the CCG’s Clinical Chair is Deputy Chair of the Board. As a CCG we have
actively contributed to the development and delivery of joint health and wellbeing strategies and
work closely with our colleagues in health and social care.
The CCG’s commissioning intentions and strategic priorities are aligned to the Cheshire West and
Chester Health and Wellbeing Strategy’s Priority Areas of “Starting Well”, “Living Well”, “Mental
Health and Wellbeing” and “Ageing Well”. They also support the Health and Wellbeing Strategy
approach/principles around “reducing health inequalities”, “prevention and early detection”,
“partnership working”, “evidence-based” action and “personal responsibility and empowerment” these are delivered via the CCG’s activities, commissioning intentions and strategies, as described
elsewhere in this report.
Work which supported delivery of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy that was discussed with
partners at the Health and Wellbeing Board, included:
 Regular updates on initiatives to tackle Delayed Transfers of Care.
 Regular updates on the Better Care Fund (BCF) and improved Better Care Fund (iBCF)
 “Working Together Across Cheshire” updates.
 Children and Young People’s Emotional Health and Wellbeing Local Transformation Plan
 End of Life Partnership report.
 A “focus on Care Communities” presentation.
 Local Safeguarding Children’s Board Annual Report.
 Local Safeguarding Adults Board Annual Report.
 Children’s Trust Mid-Year Review and Report on SEND (Children with special educational
needs).
 NHS Long-term Planning.
 North West Ambulance Service Scrutiny Review.
 Joint Strategic Needs Assessment – Future Direction.
 Cheshire CCGs’ Operational Plan 2019/20.
The CCG led discussions with partners to development a “place-based” approach in Cheshire. We
have been working closely with Cheshire East and Cheshire West and Chester colleagues to
consider what this would mean for our CCGs. The focus should always be on service improvement
and delivery. We have worked closely with our two local authorities to do this as we have shared
goals and responsibilities for the same population. We have formalised coterminous ‘places’ on two
local authority footprints to enable deeper integration for prevention, service delivery and enable our
care communities to develop closer more meaningful relationships with partners for their individual
place based populations. We have been working with partners to define ‘place’ and to understand
what it means for our populations. We have five units of planning across South Cheshire and Vale
Royal – our five care communities – which we believe will become the locus of decision making for
our GPs, provider colleagues such as community health, social and care providers, 3rd sector,
mental health and many others. We have made great inroads with our work on the Better Care
Fund and Integrated Better Care Fund to start to formalise a more joined up approach to
commissioning, and it is our intention to develop this further.
The Better Care Fund (BCF) is a programme spanning both the NHS and local government which
seeks to join-up health and care services, so that people can manage their own health and
wellbeing, and live independently in their communities for as long as possible. The BCF has been
created to improve the lives of some of the most vulnerable people in our society, placing them at
the centre of their care and support, and providing them integrated health and social care services,
resulting in an improved experience and better quality of life. We have agreed the Better Care Fund
(BCF) and Improved Better Care Fund (iBCF) with local authority partners and these have been
signed off at the Health and Wellbeing Board and A&E Delivery Board.
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Officers and members of the CCG played leading roles on a wide range of partnership bodies that
were delivering Cheshire and Merseyside Health and Care Partnership (HCP) priorities and
delivering positive change for the population of Cheshire:
 Clare Watson, Accountable Officer for NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs was the
representative on the Cheshire and Merseyside Health & Care Partnership Forum.
 A Cheshire and Merseyside Collaborative Commissioning Forum was established and Dr
Andrew Wilson, Chair of NHS South Cheshire CCG was appointed Chair of this group. The
group has already reviewed several important pieces of work (such as specialist spinal services)
which are best served by a Health Care Partnership level approach.
 Dr Jonathan Griffiths, Chair of NHS Vale Royal CCG and Clare Watson, Accountable Officer for
NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs were members of the Cheshire West
Integrated Care Partnership Senior Leadership Group.
 Dr Andrew Wilson, Chair of NHS South Cheshire CCG and Clare Watson, Accountable Officer
for NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs were members of the Cheshire East
Integrated Care Partnership Senior Leadership Group.
 Tracey Cole, Director of Commissioning for NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs
was the Cheshire Lead for Transforming Care Partnership (Learning Disability patients who
have been in long term care) and attended the Cheshire and Merseyside Strategic Group. The
Prime Ministers Implementation Team selected 9 TCP areas to visit to understand more about
what is working well and what needs to change to support this agenda for those with LD and/or
autism. The findings of these nine visits will be used to inform future national policy. Tracey
Cole, Cheshire Lead Director for LD, represented the four Cheshire CCGs in a two hour
discussion along with a range of other partners across the region to inform this work. The
Cheshire CCGs were able to share good practice examples including:
 The development and use of risk assessment documentation to move forward clinical
concerns which might prevent a discharge from hospital.
 The use of proactive Care and Treatment Reviews (CTRs) for those prior to crisis and in a
planned way for children and young people prior to transition to adult services to prevent
admission.
 The shared protocol which has been signed by all five Cheshire and Wirral CCGs and three
Cheshire & Wirral Local Authorities in relation to funding which ensures that discussions
relating to who should cover costs do not hold up discharges from hospital.
 A Cheshire and Merseyside Directors of Commissioning Group was established which
feeds into the Accountable Officer/Chairs forum. The purpose is to ensure the population of
Cheshire is getting the best health and care outcomes and that wherever most appropriate
commissioning at scale options are instigated.
The CCGs continued to play a leading role in the work of the Joint Commissioning Committee of
the Cheshire CCGs which is chaired by Dr Jonathan Griffiths (Clinical Chair of NHS Vale Royal
CCG). More information on the work of the JCC is included in the Developments during the year
section of this report.
Partnership working and the development / delivery of joint strategies has been an area of particular
focus for the Governing Body. During the year, the Governing Body:
 Considered regular items on “Transformation in Cheshire”, including development of the Working
Together Across Cheshire Programme and development of the Integrated Care Partnerships in
Cheshire.
 Considered and commented on the draft Cheshire & Merseyside Health and Care Partnership
Board Business Plan.
 Considered and endorsed a common framework for commissioning care communities across
Cheshire.
 Considered and adopted shared commissioning intentions for the Cheshire CCGs.
 Approved a Scheme to Support Cost Effective Practice Prescribing Support to:
 Support financial stability for the CCG and population.
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 Engage practices in activities that support cost-effective prescribing.
 Support implementation of local prescribing guidance, policies and formulary choice.
 Support the delivery of appropriate antimicrobial stewardship, and hence the achievement of
CCG Quality Premium targets.
Considered and supported the Director of Public Health’s Annual Report.
Endorsed the Cheshire East Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2018 – 2021.
Considered and endorsed proposed checkpoints and timelines for Integrated Care Partnership
(ICP) Programme Development.
Considered and responded to proposals from the Cheshire & Merseyside Collaborative
Commissioning Forum (CCF) in relation to complex spinal surgery across Cheshire and
Merseyside.
Considered the recommendations of the Cheshire & Merseyside Collaborative Commissioning
Forum and approved the CCG’s contribution to the specialist perinatal mental health funding
proposal.

Regular “Board to Board” meetings have been held between the CCG and MCHFT to foster joint
working across the local health system. “Exec to Exec” meetings have also been held with
providers including Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust and the Central
Cheshire Integrated Care Partnership. Joint working across the system has also been bolstered by
regular meetings with the GP Alliance.
The system has continued to work together in a Capped Expenditure
Programme (CEP)-light arrangement, with regular meetings between senior
finance officers and executives from the CCG and providers at “CEP Exec”
meetings. Discussions are currently underway to develop a System Finance
Executive to expand this approach to incorporate local authority partners as
well as those within the health system. This will further support system
transformation (and stability).
The Contract Review Board was established during 2018/19. This is a system wide group
featuring three providers (acute, community and primary care), it ensures that issues which cannot
be resolved in individual contract meetings are escalated for a system response and solution. We
have used this group to support our planning and contracting round and also to ensure that our
commissioning intentions are co-produced with all of our partners. The group has brought about a
shared understanding of the issues and a shared ownership for solutions examples include wound
care services and cardiology where we are seeking all partners to work together to provide the most
appropriate care in the right place regardless of contractual boundaries.

1.2.7

Improving Quality

To ensure that Quality is at the heart of the CCG's oversight and assurance processes, performance
concerns on quality and risks are escalated appropriately and openly. The governing body receives
a regular quality and performance report which highlights the exceptions in Quality and
Performance. This allows for robust challenge from the Governing Body members on all aspects of
quality that are escalated from the Quality and Performance committee. The focus of the papers is
to improve quality and monitor that this happens and is sustained. As the Quality and Performance
report is combined it enhances the discussion, challenge and debate on the delivery of the
constitutional targets in a safe and effective way. For example the issue on delivery of the 4 hour
target is triangulated with assessment of any clinical harm or effects on patient experience and what
the provider is doing to improve the performance and the quality.
Our governance structure ensures there are clear lines of accountability and reporting and a
line of sight to the Governing Body. The Quality & Performance Committee, Governance & Audit
Committee, Clinical Commissioning Executive, Contract Review Board (CRB) and Finance &
Performance Committee all have Quality surveillance mechanisms built into their Terms of
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Reference. These are reported monthly and onward escalation to Governing Body is undertaken as
appropriate.
Every programme or service change undergoes a Quality Impact Assessment and Equality
Impact Assessment, further training and development of staff has taken place to ensure that
quality is at the heart of decision making.
We have a Quality and Safeguarding Strategy (2017-2020) that has been ratified by the GB in
April 2017.
The Patient and Professional senate established in June 2017 has patient
and carer membership along with clinicians and professionals and all clinical
pathway development and redesign identified through the CEP or Rightcare
are presented to the senate for discussion. This uses an interactive format and
recent work has been done to increase engagement and enable innovation
through the senate.
There is an Incidents and Complaints sub-group which reports into the Quality and Performance
Committee. This group consists of a robust panel including clinical and Lay Members and is
responsible for reviewing all Serious Incident investigations and approving them for closure once
there is evidence that learning has been embedded. Providers are required to attend and are held to
account for any incidents and the action plans developed to ensure learning is embedded.
Prior to coming to the Incidents and Complaints group, there is a robust process in place to ensure
quality:
 Senior Quality Clinical leads attend provider root cause analysis (RCA) panels where
appropriate.
 All RCAs are clinically reviewed prior to coming to the sub group, the reviewer follows set criteria
to review the RCA and robustness of the action plan. Any comments, gaps identified and/or
request for additional information are fed back to the provider.
 The CCGs have agreed an established process with our providers for Post Infection Reviews
(PIR) to ensure optimal learning is attained.
The Safeguarding Governing Body Self-Directed e-learning was co-produced by the commissioning
support unit and the Designated Nurses for Adult Safeguarding in June 2018. The awareness
covers additional safeguarding requirements for Governing Body Members and ensures they’re
abreast of their responsibilities within Adult Safeguarding.
Every Governing Body meeting begins with a patient story. This reinforces the centrality of quality
and patient experience to every decision made by the Governing Body. The minutes of the
Governing Body and the CCG sub committees clearly demonstrate the continual challenge around
the quality aspects of every aspect of the CCGs business.
There is strong Lay Member engagement and involvement throughout the work of the CCGs.
This is evident in formal Governing Body and Committee discussions / decisions and many other
areas of work, many of which are referred to elsewhere in this report. Lay Members are active
quality champions on the Governing Body and also Chair the Quality and Performance Committee
and are members on the Incidents and Complaints sub-group.
CCG commissioning decisions are informed by patient experience and a range of measures are in
place to ensure quality considerations are central to this:
 Patient experience captured through dedicated events and regular patient engagement
mechanisms are fed into commissioning work and the commissioning cycle.
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A strong and positive relationship exists with Healthwatch who share patient and carer
experience and data through their dedicated programmes of work and also ad hoc qualitative
evidence shared.
A robust “you said, we did” approach is built into the commissioning cycle.
The CCG communications and engagement strategy and action plans are considered and
endorsed by the Governing Body.

Systems and process for monitoring and acting on a range of information about quality
 The Quality and Safeguarding Strategy 2017-20 provides a framework for monitoring and acting
on a range of information about quality, including how we measure, publish, reward, lead and
innovate for Quality.
 The Quality and Performance Committee meet monthly and review performance and quality
data from providers.
 There is a CCG IAF group that meet monthly to monitor progress of the IAF indicators and six
Clinical Priorities. Areas for improvement are reported to and overseen by the Quality and
Performance Committee and regular reports are received on a monthly basis of progress,
particularly on the Mental Health and Learning Disability targets, best practice is sought in order
to share and improve. These are also reported to the Governing Body.
 There is a Learning Disabilities Steering Group which is chaired by the Nurse on the Governing
Body and scrutinises the work to achieve the IAF targets.
 We chair a monthly Quality meeting with each of our providers, for some this is joint with the
contracts meeting and for others it is a separate meeting. Providers report their quality
assurance and patient experience, information governance data to these meetings.
 Regular informal one to one’s are also held with the Director of Nursing of each provider and the
Director or Associate Director of Quality and Safeguarding of the CCG to build and maintain
healthy relationships and encourage sharing of information.
 Themes and trends are constantly monitored via the Incidents, Complaints and Patient Advice
and Liaison Service (PALs) team and identified themes are escalated to the Quality and
Performance Committee. A trend analysis report is produced quarterly and submitted to the
Incidents & Complaints Group and Quality and Performance Committee for discussion and
action. Trends which identify a recurring theme which may be detrimental to the quality of
patient care are acted upon and discussed in the contract meetings. This may prompt a quality
visit to the provider concerned or a piece of work with the provider to address the issue.
 There is a process for receiving Professional concerns from providers which are then
investigated and help to identify quality issues in the system.
 We report to the NHS England Cheshire and Merseyside Quality Surveillance Group (QSG) on
a monthly basis. Membership includes CCGs, local authority, Healthwatch, Care Quality
Commission (CQC), NHS Improvement, Health Education England and Public Health England.
This group review quality performance and share information in order to identify potential or
actual risks to quality and agree a response.
 There is an agreed Quality Schedule attached to the contract for each of our providers, these
have been reviewed and updated for 2018/19 and providers report on this on a regular basis.
 Providers are held to account on the National CQUINs and there are local CQUINs independent
providers.
 We have worked collaboratively with all Cheshire and Wirral CCGs to agree CQUINs for our
shared mental health provider and to revise the Quality Schedule.
 A joint Quality leads meeting occurs monthly with all CCGs and this shared provider to discuss
quality and performance. CQUIN achievement is also agreed at this meeting.
 The Governance and Compliance team have robust processes for monitoring and acting on
complaints, incidents and FOI requests. The Incidents and Complaints group have clinical and
lay membership and ensure that all RCAs are reviewed and action plans approved prior to
closure.
 We chair a quarterly Safeguarding Assurance meeting with our main provider.
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The Annual Safeguarding Children and Adults Standards Self-Assessment Audit Tool monitors
Safeguarding standards within the providers the CCG commission.
Safeguarding assurance framework ensures safeguarding concerns are appropriately reported
and acted on.
A quality visits programme has worked successfully and a revised programme, developed in
collaboration with the providers has been created. The Quality team has visited the University
Hospital North Midlands to shadow their Clinical Excellence Framework in order to learn and
share good practice.
An approach to Primary Care quality has been developed including a primary care dashboard.
The CCG proposed a programme of quality visits to primary care, however, following much
discussion and engagement with GP colleagues, our approach to quality assurance and
improvement in primary care is currently being developed and the method of doing this rethought to ensure that quality improvement and the patient experience is at the heart of the
process. A task and finish group has been formed with the purpose to do this to ensure that this
is a fulfilling exercise and that there are demonstrable outcomes for the work and an
improvement of quality in primary care.
A care homes dashboard enables a clear focus on quality particularly focusing on admissions
and discharges to and from acute services.
A quality assurance framework is agreed with both local authorities for care homes and the CCG
are actively involved in this.
We jointly undertake Quality Assurance review visits on an annual basis for all care homes. We
meet monthly with the local authority to agree priorities, programme of work and any enhanced
monitoring required of providers identified as requiring increased supervision. We contribute to
and provide input to the care home forums.
We work on a number of initiatives with NHS England, as required, to promote effective and
good quality care to the local population. We are currently looking to deliver ‘train the trainer’
sessions for care homes to enable them to meet Information Governance sessions requirements
and complete an IG toolkit, as required by NHS England.
We are working with other CCGs to identify opportunities to streamline processes and improve
quality across the wider footprint.
Our Patient and Professional Senate is a source of independent, strategic, professional, clinical,
and experiential advice for our Central Cheshire colleagues. It comprises trusted and
experienced patients, clinical and professional experts across health and social care who can
support commissioners in the transformation of their health services.
The Patient and Professional Senate can be called upon by commissioners and providers
(professionals) alike to advise on any aspects of care or clinical pathways, where there is the
potential to improve quality and outcomes.

Examples of delivery of significant quality improvements
 Where issues are raised either by providers or through performance monitoring, the CCG acts
appropriately to ensure resolution, share and facilitate collaborative working to achieve
resolution. For example: We have liaised closely with providers to review and reconcile standard processes of
Incident Management backlogs.
 A recent incident regarding delays in test result reporting, led to a number of improvements
in end to end I.T. testing and collaboration across primary and secondary care.
 A recent complaint from a relative of the care and treatment of their relative in a care home
resulted in the CCG leading an investigation and collaborating with local authority and
Infection Prevention Control colleagues and the GP. The CCG met with the complainant and
seven of the family members. The investigation highlighted a number of issues and the CCG
have driven the quality improvements, in order to do this it was necessary to go to the Chief
Exec of the care home provider. The care home provider have now instigated significant
improvements which we expect them to roll out across their group.
 One of the gaps identified following this investigation has resulted in the CCG plan to refresh
sepsis training for care home staff.
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 A number of concerns raised regarding the provision of wound care and the patient
experience has resulted in a joint review, led by the CCICP Transformation Board and the
CCG of wound care provision in primary care and community services. The purpose of this
work is to identify the gaps and issues, share best practice and agree pathways for patients.
This is being led through a series of workshops and includes patient engagement.
We have facilitated collaborative working between two maternity providers, promoted quality
and safety for women and families and have facilitated a patient centred approach. The
outcome of this is that communication pathways have been agreed between the two
providers and both providers are now facilitating their own monthly clinical meeting. The
agreed communication pathways were implemented in September 2018 with a joint launch
event where both providers came together to launch the signed off processes. A newly
launched Maternity Voices Committee has brought both our maternity providers together
and engaged with Health Watch and third sector colleagues. A partner on the Committee is
Motherwell, a charity for vulnerable women and leads a number of improvement initiatives.
In March, the Committee is meeting at two Women’s Days in Cheshire.
The Ecoli Blood Stream Infection Reduction Steering Group is a multi-agency group, led by
South Cheshire and Vale Royal CCGs and Eastern Cheshire CCG in collaboration with both Acute
Trusts and both local authorities (Cheshire East and Cheshire West and Chester) this group has
brought together the work of the Medicines Management Team and several deep dives of the data
to inform an action plan for reduction. The outcome of the joint working is that we are seeing a
reduction in the numbers. This joint working has proven effective in reducing Ecoli BSI and the plan
has been endorsed by NHS England and NHS Improvement. There are plans with the local
authorities and Cheshire CCGs to expand this group to include all infection prevention control.
We have a Sepsis strategy and we are about to pilot sepsis training starting with four care homes,
two in South Cheshire and two in Vale Royal. This work will be shared with Cheshire CCGs and link
with work that they are also undertaking in this area. Plans for work with GP sepsis leads is also in
train.
The Red Bag Scheme has been introduced within all care homes in both CCGs, and includes
reasonable adjustments for those with Learning disabilities and/or dementia. This scheme ensures
that standardised information, as well as essential personal items, travel with the patient to the acute
trust with any planned and unplanned attendance, improving care and communication between the
acute care provider and the care facility. The CCG has audited effectiveness of this scheme and has
proven it improves quality of care, the patient experience and smooth discharge. Some gaps have
been identified in the process and there is an action plan to address this and hold the Acute Trust to
account to ensure that the process runs efficiently. Inclusion of a comforter has been promoted,
often essential for vulnerable patients, to provide reassurance during a stressful period.
Rejected cervical samples – a process has been set up, where the rejected samples are provided
to the CCG from the NHSE screening and immunisation team. These numbers are monitored by
practice and CCG footprint, and will be addressed with relevant practices, should any poor practice
or themes appear.
Complaint trend analysis has been utilised to drive up quality with the timeliness and procedural
aspects of Continuing Health Care cases.
We contribute to the Transforming care agenda with regular care treatment reviews (CTRs) for all
long stay patients and take a proactive approach to the monitoring of all action plans developed. The
CCG has worked closely with the complex care team and providers in supporting the discharge of a
number of highly complex patients from long stay care. Using a risk assessment tool, developed
locally, with providers to facilitate safe and appropriate discharge into the community. The CCG is
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actively involved in the monitoring of all residents identified on the dynamic risk register and actively
engages with providers to provide support for hospital avoidance where appropriate.
We undertake CETR - Care Education Treatment Reviews – for adolescent and young adults to
provide and monitor actions plans to support and prevent unnecessary hospital admission where
appropriate.
In July 2018 the CCG re-commissioned the IRIS (Identification and Referral to Improve
Safety) programme within Vale Royal CCG in response to a Domestic Homicide Review. The
training provides general, practice-based, domestic-violence training, support and a referral
programme for general practice inclusive of General Practitioners and their teams. The overall aim
of IRIS is to increase the number of people referred by clinicians to domestic abuse services. To
date a total of 32 clinicians and 35 administration and reception staff have been trained.
The escalation of a number of issues with professional callouts to the ambulance service has
encouraged NWAS to take part in a pilot for a separate telephone process for healthcare
professionals who require an ambulance in an emergency.
Closing the loop - As we enter our planning cycle we have taken the opportunity to share our
achievements and successes over the past 12 months with our local patients and stakeholders as
well as better understand how the reality of our commissioning feels for
our local population. We held the first of our Cheshire Chat sessions in
early December 2018, inviting our local population, stakeholders and
partners to understand the work of the CCG and to enable them to be
able to have the opportunity to shape the future of local healthcare. This
session provided a benchmark of engagement and involvement with our patients and stakeholders,
opening a conversation that we can take into our plans for next year to clearly demonstrate and
articulate how patients are at the heart of our plans and commissioning.
Commissioning for Quality
We reviewed and revised our process for developing project proposals and prioritising activity
during the year. The three critical questions to address when developing a mandate are:
 Does it improve or maintain patient outcomes?
 Does it deliver cost savings or is it cost-neutral?
 Is there evidence that it is deliverable?
Quality Premium
The Quality Premium scheme is intended to reward Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) for
improvements in the quality of the services that they commission and for associated improvements
in health outcomes and reducing inequalities.
The 2018/19 scheme was designed to retain a focus on the fundamentals of everyday
commissioning. These include the delivery of the NHS Constitution commitments on referrals to
treatment (RTT) times, Accident and Emergency (A&E), ambulance and cancer waiting times;
adhering to quality regulatory standards and delivering financial balance. For payment under the
Scheme, CCGs are required to meet certain financial gateways. Payments associated with the
scheme are to be confirmed but performance against the targets at year end was:
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Quality Premium Measure
(*also a Constitution Measure)
Maximum 4 hour waits in A & E Department*
Category 1 Ambulance Response
Maximum two month (62 day) wait from urgent GP
referral to first definitive treatment for cancer *
Incomplete RTT pathways – patients still waiting to start
treatment at the end of the month*
Early cancer diagnosis*
GP Survey - Patients to have a positive experience
when making a GP appointment
NHS Continuing Healthcare - Part A: Percentage of
patients with a positive checklist , the eligibility decision
is made by the CCG within 28 days from receipt of the
checklist
NHS Continuing Healthcare - Part B: Less than 15%
of all full NHS CHC assessments take place in an acute
hospital setting
Mental Health – Out of Area Placements
Gram Negative Blood Stream Infection (GNBSI)
Part A – i) reducing gram negative blood stream
infections (BSI) across the whole health economy (EColi)
Gram Negative Blood Stream Infection (GNBSI)
Part B: i) reduction of inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing for Urinary Tract Infections – 10% reduction
in the trimethoprim: Nitrofurantoin prescribing ratio
Gram Negative Blood Stream Infection (GNBSI)
Part B: ii) reduction of inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing for Urinary Tract Infections – 10% reduction
in the trimethoprim items prescribed to patients 70 years
and over
Local Quality Premium Measure

Target

Performance
Achieved**

RAG rating

95%

83.6%

R

07:00

08:36

R

85%

89.85%

G

92%

91.66%**

A

4% increase or
60% overall target

56.20%

R

85%

68%

R

80%

88%

G

15%

4%

G

33% reduction

0 placements

G

66
(financial year)

76

R

0.965
(financial year)

0.28***

G

30% reduction

60.84%***

G

Target

Performance
Achieved**

RAG rating

No data
available

G

The percentage of patients who meet the criteria are
90% of stroke
treated by a stroke skilled Early Supported Discharge
survivors who fit
team
the criteria
*Also a constitution target
** unpublished data (tbc)

***Data to end of February 2019
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1.2.8 Engaging people and communities

Our communications and engagement vision

“We believe that by working together we can be outstanding by communicating and sharing in an open and honest way, empowering out local
communities by giving an opportunity for each individual to be involved and making engagement meaningful and valuable”
The following section outlines some of the ways we have done this during 2018/19.
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Engagement and involvement
Engagement refers to the process of giving people - our patients, public and stakeholders - the
opportunity to be involved in and to influence the healthcare in their local area, ensuring their voices
are heard and their thoughts are taken into consideration; ensuring ‘no decision about me, without
me’.
Individual participation: By placing patients, their carers and families in the driving seat of
their own healthcare we can support them to ensure they have the confidence to take
individual ownership and make informed and considered shared decisions.
Public participation: Our patients, public and stakeholders are the heart of
everything we do and by giving them a voice they have the ability to be able to
shape and drive local healthcare and by working collaboratively communities can
better have efficient services built and developed around them.
Insight and feedback: Listening is key, capturing and sharing patient stories provides
insight and influences decision making, giving us the opportunity to understand the
needs of our local population and provide services that our communities really want.

Communications
How do our patients, public and stakeholders know about the work we’re doing and our priorities,
aims and ambitions if we do not communicate with them?
External communications means that we have tailored the message and the channel to
one that best fits each individual audience. We will look at digital and social media as
well as more traditional media.
It means we have offered a way to engage in a two way conversation and that when we have taken
the time to get this right it’s because the time is right and what we have to say is relevant. We won’t
use jargon, acronyms or complicated terms; we’ll ensure that we’re telling it in a
simple, open and transparent way.
Our approach to communications has developed in line with our ongoing approach to
engagement and increasingly we use co-production. This co-production involves our
patients, stakeholders and third sector partners and can be seen in many of our
public facing documents.
Internal Communications: Our employees are a precious resource, they are a key
stakeholder and partner in the work that we do and the care that we deliver to our
patients and they must be treated as such.
They should be communicated with and be as engaged and involved in exactly the same
in-depth way we do our patients.
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Staff – our most important resource
NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal
CCG believe that effective internal
communications is at the heart of achieving our
planned outcomes and it’s something the whole
organisation is responsible for.
Effective internal communication not only
supports the CCGs’ smooth running, successful
change programmes and good leadership but
also supports the empowerment of staff to lead
the way.
Internal communications is also a critical aspect
of employee engagement, which in turn promotes
better performance, employee retention and wellbeing. Employees feel more engaged when
information flows freely and they’re aware of
organisational activities and management
decisions that affect their jobs.

Outstanding awards
It’s really important that we take time to
acknowledge and recognise when people are
delivering outstanding work and when they’re
going above and beyond to make a difference
for our patients, our local population and the
CCGs as a whole.
The Outstanding awards are the CCGs
opportunity to do just that. The Outstanding
awards are an opportunity to let colleagues
know that the work they’re doing is valued and
recognised.
To date we have had over 120 nominations and
over 20 Outstanding winners from all areas of
the CCG – a fantastic opportunity to
acknowledge how hard we’re working and to say
well done for a job well done
New for 2018
The Outstanding award criteria has been
updated to reflect our new vision and values…

Staff engagement champions

Internal Communications activity

To further support the ongoing development of
the organisation and to reinforce the key
outcomes such as the development of robust
vision and values a dedicated team of staff
engagement champions have been created.

We take a ‘little and often’ approach to
supporting staff engagement and internal
communications activity. Here are some
examples of the work we have done:
 Seasonal staff quizzes
 Lunch and learn sessions to support and
promote key pieces of commissioning work
– such as our finance planning team
 Charity support such as our ‘Cheshire
Without Abuse’ Christmas collection
 Active Cheshire workplace pledge
 NHS 70 Bevan House summer fete
 Support for staff away day sessions and
development activity
 Weekly team brief sessions for cascade of
key organisational information
 Support for organisational OD programme of
activity and training

This team of champions is made up of at least
one representative from each directorate and
come together to collaboratively support and
nurture staff engagement.
The team of champions are also taking
responsibility for the next stage development and
embedding of the organisational vision and
values as created in a recent staff away morning.
The team of champions reflects the way in which
the organisation is formed and has an Executive
Director and a Governing Body Lay Member
as part of the membership
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Our approach to corporate social responsibility
As CCGs we understand the positive impact of working closely with
our local communities.
This is not only to ensure their feedback, thoughts and experiences
are fed into our commissioning but also to ensure that our workforce
and work environment is both supportive and representative of the
people we commission services for.
Apprentices
We work very closely with local apprenticeship provider, to recruit local young people into roles
within the CCG. To date we have worked with three apprentices who have each worked to support
different key areas of the CCG , two of these have stayed in employment within the local health
economy,
Giving back
We have heard from our staff that they would
like the opportunity to give something back to
our local communities.
In 2018 we have committed to allowing all staff
one day per year to volunteer within our local
health and social care communities. This will
start in 2019.

Work experience programme
We understand that valuable and meaningful
work experience is incredibly important to our
local young people and we actively encourage
short periods of work experience applications.
To support this we have developed a
programme of activities designed to showcase
the work of the CCG and encourage those
taking part to learn and develop.

Equality and Diversity
NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG are
committed to reducing health inequalities, promoting equality
and valuing diversity including human rights as an integral part
of everything we do.
Both CCGs approach to embedding Equality & Diversity within
the organisations utilises the NHS Equality Delivery System
(EDS) 2 toolkit, setting Equality objectives, monitoring the
equality performance of our key NHS providers, ensuring our
workforce are supported and engaged and we have robust
processes in place to consider our public Sector Equality Duty
(PSED) when we making commissioning decisions.
You can see our full EDS2 report and outcomes on our website
- NHS Vale Royal CCGs - and we will continue to monitor our
progress against the action plan and report regularly and openly
on the development of this work.
For our EDS2 monitoring we held a successful scoring event, inviting our communities to hear how
we have been inclusive in our engagement approaches and then to score where they felt we had
met the criteria. Those attending felt that the CCG were at GREEN (achieving) for most of the two
sections of criteria we aimed to meet. This work has fed into the EDS action plan.
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Patient Engagement and Involvement

Patient and Professional Senate
The NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and NHS Vale Royal CCG Patient
and Professional Senate is a source of independent, strategic, clinical advice for all local health
colleagues. It is comprised of trusted and experienced patients and clinical experts across health
and social care who can support commissioners in the transformation of their health services.
The Patient and Professional Senate can be called upon by commissioners and providers alike to
advise on any aspects of care where there is the potential to improve quality and outcomes.
The Senate’s role includes:
 Providing advice about the areas for inquiry or collaboration, and the areas for further analysis of
current evidence and practice
 Providing credible clinical leadership by understanding the reasons why clinical services are
achieving current clinical outcomes and advising when there is potential for improvement
through significant reconfiguration of services
 Taking a proactive role in promoting and overseeing major service change, for example advising
on the complex and challenging issues that may arise from service reconfiguration within their
areas
 Providing a forum for greater coordination and integration between clinical services and
commissioners, including the wider health and social care functions

Get involved…

Patients who engage with their individual GP practices will be offered the opportunity to be involved at
each planned Senate when they receive the future agenda. This will help identify those with specific
interest, experience or knowledge of pathways that we can call on when needed.
We also welcome patient and public members onto the through our website, where people will be able
to see the future agenda and subsequently be able to register their interest in attending the Senate.
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PPG Clusters

Throughout 2018 the CCG brought together the all of the Patient Participation Groups (PPG) from
each of the care community areas to ensure that the way we work with our patients and local PPGs
is effective, delivering the best support and involvement for the CCG but also ensuring that the
important key issues and priorities for our local patients are being listened to and acted on locally.
The PPG Cluster Groups have been meeting at different frequencies dependent on how often their
Care Community Steering Groups meet. In some areas the PPG Cluster has proved to be an
important link between the patients at each GP practice, the care community and the CCG. This
has included being involved with care community condition-specific events, practice visits and giving
their input in to the care community identified key projects.
The PPG Clusters Group is a vehicle to communicate vision/plans from the Care Community
Steering Groups and help them to provide support to develop local services. In some areas where
we have struggled to get members from every practice in the care community area, we have
widened the scope for member of the PPG Cluster Group to include Local Authority staff, 3rd Sector
staff and other local interested groups.

PPG Cluster exchange

The PPGs told us they wanted the opportunity to meet PPGs from other areas of Cheshire. The
CCG have made this happen by bringing the 5 PPG Cluster Groups together twice a year to enable
different PPG Clusters to share good practice and provide examples of what does/does not work
and networking opportunities.

Volunteers in Participation (VIPs)

At NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and NHS Vale Royal CCG, we feel
that it is essential for us to have the voice of our patients heard throughout the work we do.
Decisions are never made about local services without offering our local population the opportunity
to have their say to shape our local healthcare. To enable us to have a wider representation of the
local population we are giving people the opportunity to become a VIP.
 Members can choose how active they want to be and how they would prefer to engage.
 VIPs do not need to be part of another group, they can be individual members.
The more people we have signed up, the bigger the patient voice will be.

VIPs: supporting our engagement

Our

VIPs have been an important element
of our engagement, supporting us to deliver
our key messages across different
audiences, communities and groups.
VIPs have supported us at events such as
university mental health day, Self Care
week and Chester Pride.

VIPs: readers panel

Our VIP readers panel has advised and
supported the CCG and it’s partners on
many public facing documents.
These include strategic documents such as
a consultation document to reviewing the
information that is displayed in our local GP
surgeries.

VIPs: the voice of our local population

Our VIPs have contributed their thoughts and feedback to
consultations and surveys across health and social care to ensure
that our local population has an opportunity to shape the future of
care locally
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Cheshire Chat

Cheshire Chat gives NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG an opportunity for both
CCGs to have a conversation with our local populations.
Everyone is encouraged to get involved to share their thoughts and views on local healthcare,
focusing on giving our local population an opportunity to shape the future of local healthcare
services.
We hold events throughout the year in different places across South
Cheshire and Vale Royal, where people are given the opportunity to
have their say and let us know what is important to them and their
local communities in terms of local healthcare.
Concentrating on our ten commissioning priorities we are asking our populations how they find the
reality of using the services and how we could be outstanding in what we deliver.
We use any finding to feed into our commissioning intentions which will shape and drive the work of
the CCGs for the future. This means we can provide local healthcare that reflects the needs of our
population.

Our approach to self care

Empowering people with the confidence and information to look after themselves when they can and
to give our local population the options to be able to select and chose the most appropriate and best
care for them is the essence of self-care. By developing our self-care communications and
engagement approach we will give our patients greater control of their own health and encourage
healthy behaviours that help prevent ill health in the long-term.
We know from Cheshire Chat that our local population are happy to take charge and responsibility
for their own healthcare but that they don’t believe that there is enough being done to support and
educate them to take this responsibility.
The amount of different messages, collateral and information available to support this, is vast, which
at times can be confusing to apply consistently. We have taken an approach to clearly identify which
are our key messages and which campaigns to make our primary messages. This approach also
takes into consideration commissioning priorities from across the CCGs – such as mental health and
medicines management. Alongside the communications priorities is a supporting suite of
engagement activity for our patients, public and stakeholders.
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Self care week: 12 to 16 November 2018

Being awarded the Innovation Award from the National Self Care Forum for our engagement in
2017, our priority for 2018 was taking learning from last years Self Care Week to address health
inequality ensuring we empower young people and their families in knowing when to access health
services and educating them how to look after themselves.
Person centred: With a focus on person centred care we asked the questions ‘what
matters to you’, ‘who matters to you’ and what information do you need to help self care to
be a tool in achieving optimal health and wellbeing.
Participation: Our patients, public and stakeholders are the heart of everything we
do. Self care week 2017 provided an opportunity to gain feedback from our local
people which enabled us to work on improving peoples experiences by accessing
health services at the right time, right place.
Insight and feedback: Self care week 2017 allowed us to reflect and develop methods
which would enrich our local engagement by reaching a wider population more
reflective of our local communities. We used this learning to develop a more inclusive
approach in 2018.

Self care week “you said 2017…we did 2018”
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Self care week 2018 – our partners

Here are some of our key partners in Self care week 2018: Our Self Care Week activity could not
have been achieved without the support of our partners – thank you!

Self care Champions
We are proud that we now have over 100 patients who are Self Care Champions, helping us to
reach our communities with consistent Self Care messages.
Self care videos
Our Self Care videos, starring our local GPs, have proven to be very popular through our Social
Media channels and in our practice waiting rooms.
All of our short Self Care videos can be found on our websites and are supported with fact sheets
and information.
Over ten other CCG areas have used our Self Care collateral supporting the strength and
consistency of the messages.
Self care awards
Using previous stakeholder analysis, one of the biggest gaps we have locally through our
engagement is to our students and working populations.
We co-produced with our Self Care Champions a scheme where we can offer educational
establishments and businesses the opportunity to take part in our Self Care Award Programme.
This helps them to develop self care messages that will inform, help people to remain well and
support them during periods of illness.
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Focus on mental health…

You said…

That for mental health when I need
support I get it quickly

We did…

Developed an online mental health hub to
signpost our local population to find the
mental health support they need, when
they need it.
Take a look at www.youinmind.org.

Focus on local care homes…
You said…

Our local care home staff told us that it’s
often frustrating for care home residents
who have unplanned visits to hospital

We did…
The CCGs have worked with local partners
to prepare some standard documentation,
so now any care home resident going on
any unplanned visit to hospital–will have
their information stored in their very
own Red Bag to take with them to the
hospital, with their essential items.
This will be along with a checklist of items –
including information on medications;
mobility; continence; cognition for example.
This bag is kept with the patient as a visual
reminder.

Commissioned a series of online mental
health self-help guides which can be
access for free online and via an app
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Focus on Patient Participation

Focus on Public Engagement

You said…

You said…

Our PPG Cluster Groups told us they
wanted the opportunity to meet with other
PPGs across Cheshire

Our local communities have told us that it’s
not easy to attend the meetings to hear
what is being discussed about our
commissioning

We did…
We have committed to holding two PPG
Exchange events per year to allow
members to have the opportunity to have a
conversation, share good practice and
explore working together across wider
areas.

We did…
We now screen our Governing Body
meetings live on this website, people can
also watch it on our website at a later date
for the month after the meeting

If you are interested in getting involved in the work of NHS South Cheshire Clinical Group and NHS
Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group or would like to share your views on local health services,
please contact us on the following details:
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Group and NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
Bevan House
Barony Court
Nantwich , CW5 5RQ
01270 275369
SCCCG&VRCCG.Engagement@nhs.net
@NHSSCheshireCCG
@NHSValeRoyalCCG
You can find out more about us and have your say about local health services on our websites:
www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk
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1.2.9 Reducing Health Inequalities

There is clear evidence that people’s health, their access to health services and experiences of
services are affected by their age, gender, disability, race, sex, sexual orientation, religion/belief,
transgender, marital/civil partnership status and pregnancy/maternity status. As commissioners we
know the benefits of commissioning services that meet the needs of our communities and we will
strive to improve access and outcomes for patients, by meeting our Public Sector Equality Duty and
our requirements under the Equality Act 2010 and our commitment to reduce health inequalities. In
order to support this, all of our commissioning and decommissioning decisions are underpinned by
Quality and Equality Impact Assessments.
Relative to other CCGs, we know that we have significant challenges relating to the following:
Under 75 mortality from
cardiovascular disease

One-year survival from all
cancers

Unplanned hospitalisation
for asthma, diabetes and
epilepsy in under 19s

Emergency admissions for
acute conditions that
should not usually require
hospital admission

Emergency admissions for
children with lower
respiratory tract infections

One-year survival from
breast, lung and colorectal
cancer
Alcohol-specific hospital
admissions

Unplanned hospitalisation
for chronic ambulatory care
sensitive conditions

We have worked with our main provider to identify areas of significant variation from the national
norm for hospital admissions for particular conditions and new pathways have been developed for:
 Respiratory
 Paediatrics
 Lower and upper gastrointestinal (GI)
 Orthopaedics
 Neurology
 Heart Failure
We also know that child poverty, deprivation and unemployment are amongst the key determinants
of health outcomes. Therefore, we are working closely with Public Health and local authority
colleagues to deliver positive change through focus on “place”. Information on programmes and
preventive strategies in place / development are included elsewhere in the Performance Report.
Discussions around ensuring equality of outcomes for people across Cheshire are ongoing and the
CCG Accountable Officer and Chairs are leading discussions with the local authorities and other
system leaders to develop a solution that will work across both local authority areas. The CCG has
been proactive in the development of solutions to the lack of coterminous boundaries between
health and local government within our area. NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs have
taken a strong leadership role across Cheshire to promote solutions that work for the population, are
pragmatic and acceptable to health and local government colleagues across Cheshire.
As discussed elsewhere in this report, the Better Care Fund is an important tool for partners in the
system to use in addressing health inequalities.
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1.2.10

Sustainable Development

Sustainability has become increasingly important as the impact of people’s lifestyle and business
choices are changing the world in which we live in. We acknowledge this responsibility to our
patients, local communities, and the environment by working hard to minimise our carbon footprint.
Our primary ability to influence sustainability is through our contracts for healthcare, in which we
specify that providers must meet expected standards of efficiency and good practice in areas such
as energy management.
The CCG is mindful to minimise the journeys we make and to use alternative methods of meeting
through the use of technology (i.e. video conferencing, teleconferencing, and webinars) wherever
possible in order to reduce its carbon footprint. Where possible more efficient methods of transport
(e.g. rail journeys) are encouraged.
Buildings occupied, in the main, are owned by NHS Property Services, and we work closely with
them to ensure plans to reduce the carbon footprint are in line with the recommendations of the
Sustainability Development Unit of NHS England.
The CCG is prepared strategically for a future where transport, IT, and buildings are integrated in a
way that benefits patients and the environment.
Financial Data (Spend):

Units

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Total Energy Cost (all energy supplies)

£

8,817

6,554

5,705

Electricity Cost

£

5,787

4,062

3,314

Gas Cost

£

1,718

1,722

1,231

Water Cost

£

1,312

769

1,160

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Resource Use:
Electricity Consumed

kWh

37,894

31,738

30,619

Gas Consumed

kWh

43,596

71,754

44,399

Water/Sewerage Consumed

m3

235

272.97

167

Building Name
Bevan House

Units

Tenant Occupancy %
20.43%

Total Tenant Area (m2)
337.00
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1.2.11

Membership

Details of the CCG Membership are set out within the Accountability Report. Our Constitution states
that, as a Membership Assembly, we delegate authority to the Governing Body to effectively and
efficiently run the CCG on our behalf.
During 2018/19 we reviewed and amended our constitution to:
 Clarify and simplify the role of the Remuneration Committee;
 Make minor revisions to committee titles and remits (to reflect the current structure); and
 Make minor revisions to Executive Directors’ titles (to reflect current titles).
The opportunity was also taken to make minor corrections and address inconsistencies within the
document, none of which are material. The more significant changes of this type relate to:
 A footnote amendment to reflect the CCGs’ legal obligations in relation to public consultation.
The nature of the duties have not changed but different sections of the legislation need to be
quoted to reflect the CCGs’ status as delegated commissioners of primary care.
 A corrected reference to the Regulations which govern disqualification of members of governing
bodies. As above, this is a revision to the reference rather than any change in the associated
requirements.
NHS England confirmed that the proposed changes to the constitution of NHS Vale Royal CCG
complied with the particular requirements of the National Health Service Act 2006 as amended by
the Health and Social Care Act 2012 and were otherwise appropriate. The constitution can be
viewed at: http://www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk/
Our organisational structure is presented at appendix one. This illustrates our Membership
Assembly and Governing Body, together with its Committees and Sub Committees and therefore the
lines of reporting and communication. More information on these committees and their members
can be found in the Accountability Report.

Accountable Officer’s Statement
To the best of my knowledge and belief, the Performance Report presents a true and accurate
picture of NHS Vale Royal CCG.

Clare Watson
Accountable Officer
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
23 May 2019
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2.

The Accountability Report

2.1

Corporate Governance Report

The purpose of the corporate governance report is to explain the composition and organisation of
the CCG’s governance structures and how they support the achievement of our objectives.

2.1.1

The Members’ Report

The composition of our Membership Assembly:
Practice
Clinical Chair and
Swanlow Practice

Representative
Dr Jonathan Griffiths

Danebridge Medical Practice

Dr Fiona McGregorSmith

Firdale Medical Practice

Dr Alan Norman

High Street Medical Practice
Launceston Close Surgery

Dr Peter Larmour /
Dr Penny Preston
Dr Neil Thomas/
Dr Selva Rasaiah

Middlewich Road Surgery

Dr Maher Alasadi

Oakwood Medical Centre

Dr Teresa Strefford

Watling Street Medical Centre
Weaver Vale Surgery

Dr Garry Bartlett /
Dr Stephen Kershaw
Dr Michael Fallon/
Dr Declan Kelly

Weaverham Surgery

Dr Simon Halpin

Willow Wood Surgery

Dr Judi Price

Witton Street Surgery

Dr Nichola Bishop

Date
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019
1 April 2018 –
31 March 2019

Standing Invitees:
Cheshire Local Medical Committee

William Greenwood

CCG Chief Executive / Accountable Officer

Clare Watson

CCG Chief Finance Officer

Lynda Risk

CCG Director of Commissioning

Tracey Cole

There have been 7 Vale Royal Membership Assembly meetings during the year, plus a joint
session with NHS West Cheshire CCG membership.
The GP memberships are key forums for developing and agreeing CCG strategy and
direction. The CCG membership has received regular reports on and has engaged in discussion
on:
 “Working Together Across Cheshire”.
 The development of an integrated care partnership.
 Primary Care development.
 The development of the Primary Care Charter.
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Performance against the Improvement and Assessment Framework.
Mental Health services.

The Membership Assembly has delegated authority to the Governing Body to effectively and
efficiently run the CCG on its behalf.
The composition of our Governing Body:
Name and Role

Date

Dr Jonathan Griffiths
Chair
Clare Watson
Chief Executive
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith
GP Governing Body Member
Dr Teresa Strefford
GP Governing Body Member
Dr Nichola Bishop
GP Governing Body Member
Dr Robert Pugh
Secondary Care Representative
Judith Thorley
Governing Body Nurse
Suzanne Horrill
Lay Member (Governance and Audit)
Terry Savage
Lay Member (Patient and Public Engagement)
Ann Gray
Lay Member
Brian Roberts
Lay Member (Co-opted)
Lynda Risk
Chief Finance Officer
Tracey Cole
Director of Commissioning
Tracy Shewan
Director of Quality and Safeguarding
Ian Ashworth (non-voting member)
Director of Public Health, Cheshire West & Chester
Council
Standing Invitee:
Phil Meakin
Director of Assurance and Turnaround

1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019

1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019

Governing Body members’ declarations of interests can be viewed on the CCG’s website at:
http://www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk/governing-body/governing-body/declarations-of-interest
At 31 March 2019, our CCG had 5 male and 10 female Governing Body Members.
The Governing Body met on 13 occasions during the year (all of which were quorate and were held
jointly with NHS South Cheshire CCG’s Governing Body). 12 formal meetings were held in public
and the agenda and papers can be viewed at:
http://www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk/governing-body/governing-body/governing-body-meetings
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One of the 12 formal meetings was a joint meeting of the Governing Bodies of NHS Vale Royal
CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG.
A short biography of our Governing Body members is included at appendix 2.
Statement of Disclosure to Auditors
Each individual who is a member of the CCG at the time of the Members’ Report is approved
confirms:
 So far as the member is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s
auditor is unaware that would be relevant for the purposes of their audit report.
 The member has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken in order to make him or
herself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the CCG’s auditor is
aware of it.
The Governance and Audit Committees of NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS South Cheshire CCG
meet together. Meetings are therefore attended by:
Name and Role
Suzanne Horrill
Lay Member - Chair
Dr Sinead Clarke
GP Member
John Clough
Lay Member (NHS South Cheshire CCG)
Others in regular attendance at the Committee are:

Date

Lynda Risk
Chief Finance Officer
Jennifer Underwood
Risk and Performance Manager
Phil Meakin
Director of Assurance and Turnaround
Linda Elliott
Merseyside Internal Audit
Robin Baker; Ged Small
Grant Thornton, External Audit
Roger Causer
Counter Fraud Specialist, MIAA
Gareth James
HR Business Partner, MLCSU

1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019

1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019

1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019 (not
every meeting)
1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019

Please see our Governance Statement (section 2.1.3) for details of other committees and subcommittees.
Personal data related incidents
There have been no Serious Untoward Incidents relating to data security breaches within the CCG,
an incident involving a CCG data processor was reported to the Information Commissioner’s
Office.
Modern Slavery Act
NHS Vale Royal CCG fully supports the Government’s objectives to eradicate modern slavery and
human trafficking but does not met the requirements for producing an annual Slavery and Human
Trafficking Statement as set out in the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
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2.1.2

Statement by the Chief Executive, Clare Watson, as the
Accountable Officer of NHS Vale Royal CCG

The National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) states that each Clinical Commissioning
Group shall have an Accountable Officer and that Officer shall be appointed by the NHS
Commissioning Board (NHS England). NHS England has appointed the Chief Executive to be the
Accountable Officer of NHS Vale Royal CCG.
The responsibilities of an Accountable Officer are set out under the National Health Service Act
2006 (as amended), Managing Public Money and in the Clinical Commissioning Group
Accountable Officer Appointment Letter. They include responsibilities for:








The propriety and regularity of the public finances for which the Accountable Officer is
answerable.
For keeping proper accounting records (which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time
the financial position of the Clinical Commissioning Group and enable them to ensure that the
accounts comply with the requirements of the Accounts Direction).
For safeguarding the Clinical Commissioning Group’s assets (and hence for taking reasonable
steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities).
The relevant responsibilities of accounting officers under Managing Public Money.
Ensuring the CCG exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically (in
accordance with Section 14Q of the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended)) and with
a view to securing continuous improvement in the quality of services (in accordance with
Section14R of the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended)).
Ensuring that the CCG complies with its financial duties under Sections 223H to 223J of the
National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended).

Under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), NHS England has directed each
Clinical Commissioning Group to prepare for each financial year a statement of accounts in the
form and on the basis set out in the Accounts Direction. The accounts are prepared on an accruals
basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Clinical Commissioning Group
and of its income and expenditure, Statement of Financial Position and cash flows for the financial
year.
In preparing the accounts, the Accountable Officer is required to comply with the requirements of
the Government Financial Reporting and in particular to:






Observe the Accounts Direction issued by NHS England, including the relevant accounting and
disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent basis.
Make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis.
State whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the Government Financial
Reporting Manual have been followed, and disclose and explain any material departures in the
accounts.
Prepare the accounts on a going concern basis; and
Confirm that the Annual Report and Accounts as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable
and take personal responsibility for the Annual Report and Accounts and the judgements
required for determining that it is fair, balanced and understandable.

To the best of my knowledge and belief I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out
under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), Managing Public Money and in my
Clinical Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
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I also confirm that:


as far as I am aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the CCG’s auditors are
unaware, and that as Accountable Officer, I have taken all the steps that I ought to have taken
to make myself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the CCG’s
auditors are aware of that information.

Clare Watson
Accountable Officer
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
23 May 2019
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2.1.3
2.1.3(1)

The Governance Statement
Introduction and context

NHS South Cheshire CCG is a body corporate established by NHS England on 1 April 2013 under
the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended).
The clinical commissioning group’s statutory functions are set out under the National Health
Service Act 2006 (as amended). The CCG’s general function is arranging the provision of services
for persons for the purposes of the health service in England. The CCG is, in particular, required
to arrange for the provision of certain health services to such extent as it considers necessary to
meet the reasonable requirements of its local population.
The final headline rating for 2017/18 for NHS Vale Royal CCG was “Requires Improvement”
As at 1st April 2018, the clinical commissioning group was not subject to any directions from NHS
England issued under Section 14Z21 of the National Health Service Act 2006

2.1.3(2)

Scope of responsibility

As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the clinical commissioning group’s policies, aims and objectives,
whilst safeguarding the public funds and assets for which I am personally responsible, in
accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me in Managing Public Money. I also
acknowledge my responsibilities as set out under the National Health Service Act 2006 (as
amended) and in my Clinical Commissioning Group Accountable Officer Appointment Letter.
I am responsible for ensuring that the clinical commissioning group is administered prudently and
economically and that resources are applied efficiently and effectively, safeguarding financial
propriety and regularity. I also have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control within the clinical commissioning group as set out in this governance statement.

2.1.3(3)

Governance Arrangements and Effectiveness

The main function of the governing body is to ensure that the group has made appropriate
arrangements for ensuring that it exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically
and complies with such generally accepted principles of good governance as are relevant to it.
Key features of our CCG constitution in relation to governance are highlighted within the
Constitution and Scheme of Reservation and Delegation.
During 2018/19 we reviewed and amended our constitution to:




Clarify and simplify the role of the Remuneration Committee.
Make minor revisions to committee titles and remits (to reflect the current structure).
Make minor revisions to Executive Directors’ titles (to reflect current titles).

The opportunity was also taken to make minor corrections and address inconsistencies within the
document, none of which are material. The more significant changes of this type relate to:



A footnote amendment to reflect the CCGs’ legal obligations in relation to public
consultation. The nature of the duties have not changed but different sections of the legislation
need to be quoted to reflect the CCGs’ status as delegated commissioners of primary care.
A corrected reference to the Regulations which govern disqualification of members of
governing bodies. As above, this is a revision to the reference rather than any change in the
associated requirements.

Information about the composition of our Membership Assembly, Governing Body and Governance
and Audit Committee can be found in the Members’ Report. Information on the Remuneration
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Committee membership can be found in the Remuneration Report. Please see appendix one for a
diagram of our organisational structure.
Information on the roles and responsibilities of the Governing Body and its Committees is outlined
below. Lay Members play a key role in providing additional scrutiny, challenge and an
independent voice in support of robust and transparent decision-making on both the Governing
Body and its Committees.
Governing Body - The Governing Body’s overall responsibilities are to:






ensure that the group has appropriate arrangements in place to exercise its functions
effectively, efficiently and economically and in accordance with the groups principles of
good governance (its main function).
determine the remuneration, fees and other allowances payable to employees or other
persons providing services to the group, including nominated practice representatives,
and the allowances payable under a pension scheme it may establish under paragraph
11(4) of Schedule 1A of the 2006 Act, inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act.
approve any functions of the group that are specified in regulations.
with the exception of those functions reserved to the group’s Membership Council, to
discharge all of the groups remaining statutory functions including:
 to lead and approve the setting of the group’s vision and strategy and its annual
commissioning and financial plans
 securing continuous improvement in the standards, quality and outcomes of care,
and regularly discussing and monitoring quality issues
 financial and risk management
 jointly publishing, with the group’s Membership Council, the group’s annual report and
annual accounts
 where not specified in the terms of reference of the Governing Body committees,
receiving the minutes of meetings of joint or collaborative arrangements between
the group and another statutory body(ies)

During the year the Governing Body considered regular patient stories, finance updates, Chief
Executive’s updates, Executive Nurse updates, performance reports, financial recovery / capped
expenditure process updates, and quality and safeguarding reports. Additional Information on the
work of the Governing Body during the year is included within the Performance Report.
Formal Governing Body papers are available on the CCG’s website.
http://www.southcheshireccg.nhs.uk/governing-body/governing-body/governing-body-meetings
Recordings of public meetings of the Governing Body can be viewed at: https://barony.publici.tv/core/portal/webcasts
Remuneration Committee - The Remuneration Committee makes:





Recommendations to the Governing Body on determinations about the terms and conditions,
remuneration, fees and other allowances for governing body members, employees of the
CCG (including GPs performing roles within the CCG) and for people who provide services
to the group.
Recommendations to the Governing Body on determinations about allowances under any
pension scheme that the group may establish as an alternative to the NHS pension scheme.
Recommendations to the Governing Body on the arrangements for recruiting the group’s
accountable officer.

Governance and Audit Committee - The Governance and Audit Committee provides:


the Governing Body with an independent and objective view of the group’s financial
systems, financial information and compliance with laws, regulations and directions
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governing the group in so far as they relate to finance.
the Membership Council and the Governing Body have also delegated to the Governance
and Audit Committee the responsibility for:
 reviewing the effectiveness of the system of governance, risk management and
internal control, incorporating the arrangements for the Membership Council
 the arrangements made by the group for managing conflicts of interest, whistle
blowing and fraud (both clinical and non-clinical)

Clinical Commissioning Executive - The CCGs Clinical Commissioning Executive (CCE), which
is joint group of both NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS Vale Royal
Clinical Commissioning Group, is accountable to the respective Governing Bodies, and
ensures that the two Clinical Commissioning Groups collaborate on areas of commissioning
where this adds value and increases efficiency. The Clinical Commissioning Executive:








Develops and recommends the group’s five year and annual commissioning plans to
the relevant Governing Body.
Provides assurance to the Governing Body that the group’s commissioning intentions and
plans are effective, efficient and economic; that plans are informed by patients and the
public; that they are being delivered and that risks associated with delivery are being
mitigated.
Ensures the shared management arrangements are working effectively and are sustainable
to deliver commissioning intentions for NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
and NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group.
Has oversight of both groups’ annual commissioning cycles.
Through supporting structures and systems ensures that there is continuous
engagement with member practices on all aspects of its work.
Approves or rejects business cases, within the agreed delegated authority.

Quality and Performance Committee - The Quality and Performance Committee is a joint
committee of NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS Vale Royal Clinical
Commissioning Group and provides assurance to the Governing Body that:










Quality and patient experience is central to the work of the group and that systems and
process are in place for monitoring and acting on patient feedback, in particular quality issues
such as complaints, Patient and Liaison Services, Serious Untoward Incidents and Never
Events.
Services the group commissions are safe and effective, and lessons are learnt from
serious untoward incidents and never events.
There is continuous improvement in the quality of commissioned services; in primary
medical services and in patient outcomes.
Safeguarding statutory function and commissioners are being carried out effectively at a
local level.
The following sub-committees are authorised by the Governing Body and are
accountable to the committee:
 Maternity Services Liaison Committee
 Provider Clinical Quality & Patient Safety Review Meeting
 Safeguarding Monitoring Meetings
Systems are in place to proactively identify and act upon early warning signs of failing
services.
The group ensures its commissioning process is based upon reducing health
inequalities in access to, and the outcomes from healthcare.

Primary Care Commissioning Committee - The Primary Care Commissioning Committee
undertakes the function of commissioning a common approach to primary medical care services
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for the population of South Cheshire and Vale Royal. The Committee makes recommendation
towards the commissioning of primary medical services that:





Reflect the local requirements and population health needs for NHS South Cheshire CCG
and NHS Vale Royal CCG.
Strengthen a collaborative approach towards Primary Care Commissioning across the
CCGs.
Support the strategic ambitions of the CCGs within the Connecting Care Programme.
Support a developmental approach of co commissioning in line with the strategic vision of
the CCGs.

Finance and Turnaround Committee - The Finance and Turnaround Committee is a joint
committee of NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs and provides assurance to the
Governing Bodies on all financial and performance issues (unless specifically excluded, as the
assurance for elements of the performance agenda relating to quality and safety are reviewed via
the Quality Committee). The Committee:







Reports and provides assurance on the financial performance of the CCGs.
Reports and provides assurance on the performance of the CCG against constitutional targets
and any other associated Key Performance Indicators as specified either internally or externally
as agreed by the Governing Body e.g. Quality Premium.
Reports and provides assurance on the performance of contracts held by the CCG where they
impact on the financial performance of the CCG.
Receives the CCG budgets on an annual basis for agreement.
Reviews the financial strategy of the CCG to ensure it supports the delivery of the clinical
strategy.
Reviews all QIPP plans on a monthly basis as they relate to the financial position.

Joint Commissioning Committee of the Cheshire CCGs - The Joint Commissioning Committee is a
joint committee of NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
and NHS West Cheshire CCG. The Committee is responsible for exercising the following functions:




Delegated decision making authority for recommendations made by NHS Cheshire and
Merseyside for adoption across Cheshire, as outlined with the Committees Annual Workplan
and CCG Scheme of Reservation and Delegation.
Strategic oversight and development of the workplan for the establishment of unified health
commissioning across Cheshire, providing recommendations for adoption to CCG Governing
Bodies and endorsement by Health and Wellbeing Boards.
Delegated decision making authority on commissioning services at scale, as outlined with the
Committee’s Annual Workplan and CCG Scheme of Reservation and Delegation.

Membership Assembly performance and assessment of effectiveness
The Membership Assembly has continued to help shape the priority areas for the CCG during
2018/19 to focus on the needs of our patients within our locality, based on the priority areas of the
CCG and the national health agendas and guidance. We have contributed active debate and
discussion to the ongoing development of our CCG. We are aware of the significant challenges
ahead that the Five Year Forward View present. We are confident that, with our partners, we can
commission patient centred, high quality services for our patient population that will improve health
outcomes locally.
Governing Body performance and assessment of effectiveness
Our Governing Body, on behalf of the Membership Assembly, has ensured the CCG is well
managed and has met its statutory duties during this year. The Governing Body has a good
working relationship with the Membership Assembly in order to shape the future vision for the
CCG.
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Our Governing Body has ensured the delivery of clinical leadership and involvement which means
that the patient remains at the heart of everything we do and that patient services remain at a high
quality. The Governing Body has received regular update reports regarding the CCG’s financial
performance during the course of the financial year. Discussions have involved both clinicians and
Lay Members who have provided constructive challenge and debate in the continuous monitoring
of the CCG’s financial position.
Through scrutiny of quality and performance data Governing Body have challenged outcomes for
the population of Vale Royal. Governing Body Lay Members and clinicians have worked jointly with
CCG staff and providers to focus on the patient journey, quality, experience and outcomes.
A key area of focus for the CCG during the year has been to continue working with partners to
deliver a sustainable health care system in a continuation of the Capped Expenditure Process
(CEP) which was implemented the previous year. This has been extremely successful in
improving cross-system working and reducing barriers and has delivered significant efficiencies
and financial savings whilst maintaining performance in respect of quality. Relationships have been
built from which an integrated care partnership will be developed.
The local providers and the CCG have developed plans over the year to save £20 million across
the South Cheshire and Vale Royal health economy. This is a key success which has been driven
by the need for transformational change and the reduction in system cost. The system partners
have met regularly over 2018/19 to drive forward the changes. The system continues to face a
significant financial challenge but is better place to address this via the current working
arrangements.
The Governing Body has had a comprehensive programme of reviews and reports on agreed
priorities throughout the year. This work has focused on strategic priorities and key issues
identified within the Board Assurance Framework.
The Governing Body has had a good working relationship with both internal and external auditors
throughout the year and both attend the Governance and Audit Committee on a regular basis.
We have been keen to increase visibility of our Governing Body meetings and have installed a
“public i” system in our Conference Suite at Bevan House which allows the meetings to be
broadcast live. The system can be accessed at https://barony.public-i.tv/core/portal/webcasts
The website also contains recordings of previous Governing Body meetings. This has made our
meetings more accessible to a greater number of people than was previously the case.
Incidents and Complaints are monitored via a dedicated (I&C) group which reports to the Quality
and Performance Committee. Exceptions are reported to the I&C Group on a monthly basis. A
quarterly report is also discussed which considers trends and appropriate actions. The I&C Group
also has a remit to review and approve closure of Serious Untoward Incidents with the
Commissioned Provider in attendance. A Governance & Compliance Annual Report is also
prepared which covers outcomes and lessons learned.
The number of formal complaints received during the year was:

NHSVRCCG

Apr

May

Jun

2

1

1

Jul
2

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

1

4

4

1

0

0

1

1

18

The CCG operates a combined complaints team with NHS South Cheshire CCG so complaints and
issues and dealt with and analysed across both CCGs. This aids the identification of trends and
emerging issues among the CCGs’ services and providers. The breakdown figures below therefore
also take account of complaints received by NHS South Cheshire CCG:
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NHSSCCCG

Apr

May

Jun

1

1

0

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

4

2

7

4

1

3

2

2

30

3

In accordance with Health & Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) reporting requirements of
formal complaints, it is necessary to record the outcome of investigated complaints and categorise
them as either ‘Upheld’, ‘Partially Upheld’ or ‘Not Upheld’. Of the 48 complaints received in the
reporting period:





13 complaints were Not Upheld
12 complaints were Partially Upheld
14 complaints were Upheld
9 complaints remained under investigation at the end of the reporting period

Note: Partially Upheld is defined as: Where a complaint is made regarding more than one issue
and one or more of these issues (but not all), are upheld.
The top three reported complaint types were:




Shortage/Availability/Access to Service
CHC Process
Clinical Treatment

During the reporting period, there have been 2 formal complaints which the Parliamentary Health
Service Ombudsman (PHSO) investigated. Both complaints relate to CHC Retrospective Review
cases and remain under investigation with the PHSO, at the end of the reporting period.
The number of serious incidents reported during the reporting period was as follows:

NHSVRCCG

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

4

3

2

1

0

1

4

1

0

0

1

2

19

In addition, one “Never Event” has been reported within the reporting period. All Serious Incidents
including never events are investigated in accordance with the NHS England Serious Incident
Framework to ensure that appropriate action has been taken, and outcomes reviewed via the
CCG's Serious Incident Management procedures.
The number of Freedom of Information (FOI) requests reported during the reporting period (for
both CCGs covered by the joint team) was as follows:

NHSVRCCG
NHSSCCCG

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

23
22

25
27

20
19

35
36

30
28

14
16

16
17

18
19

12
10

21
20

16
19

18
21

248
254

The CCG has not received any complaints or requests for review of the CCG’s FOI responses from
applicants. The CCG has not received any complaints or investigations from the Information
Commissioners Office (ICO) in respect of the CCGs management of requests made under the FOI
Act.

2.1.3(4)

Compliance with the UK Corporate Governance Code

We are not required to comply with the UK Corporate Governance Code. Our Corporate
Governance arrangements are set out at section 2.1.3(3) this report.
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2.1.3(5)

Discharge of Statutory Functions

During establishment, the arrangements put in place by the CCG and explained within the
Corporate Governance Framework were developed with extensive expert external legal input, to
ensure compliance with the all-relevant legislation. That legal advice also informed the matters
reserved for Membership Body and Governing Body decision and the scheme of delegation.
In light of recommendation of the 2013 Harris Review, the CCG has reviewed all of the statutory
duties and powers conferred on it by the National Health Service Act 2006 (as amended) and other
associated legislative and regulations. As a result, I can confirm that the CCG is clear about the
legislative requirements associated with each of the statutory functions for which it is responsible,
including any restrictions on delegation of those functions.
Responsibility for each duty and power has been clearly allocated to a lead Director. Directors
have confirmed that their structures provide the necessary capability and capacity to undertake all
of the clinical commissioning group’s statutory duties.

2.1.3(6)

Risk Management Arrangements and Effectiveness

The CCG has in place a policy for the management of risk as part of its overall governance
arrangements. The policy provides a comprehensive guide to the CCG’s approach to risk
management, outlining committee and individual responsibilities. Key to this strategy is setting out
processes to identify risks to the organisation’s objectives and develop plans and actions to
address them. This is then driven forward by ensuring that there is continued and objective
monitoring both internally and via the CCG committee structure.
The aim is not to create a risk free environment, but one where risk is identified and managed as a
matter of course within the risk appetite of the CCG and where risk management is embedded in
all aspects of the work of the CCG.
There is a full suite of Risk Management and Board Assurance documents which are reviewed at
least bi-monthly. Risks and issues facing the CCG during the year were captured in the Board
Assurance Framework (BAF) and the BAF report is taken to the Governing Body at every formal
meeting. The Risk Register is scrutinised at the Governance and Audit Committee at each
meeting. The Governing Body agenda is cross referenced to the BAF to ensure that all risks which
could impact on the key objectives of the CCG are being addressed. The risks outlined in the BAF
were developed and agreed by the Governing Body at a dedicated workshop and at subsequent
meetings.
The programme management office approach has helped to solidify the risk management process
and ensure it is considered by staff at all levels in their day-to-day work. Quality Impact
Assessments, Equality impact assessments, data protection impact assessments and risk logs are
a standard part of all projects and pieces of work and risks identified at a project level are
escalated, when appropriate, through the directorates to the corporate risk register. Where risks
are identified in the planning of service developments that may impact on the public and users of
services consultations are carried out (see the Engagement section of the performance report for
further detail)
Risks can be identified from a number of sources including staff identifying risks; via committees;
incidents; patient, public and stakeholder feedback; complaints and incidents; external
assessments and audits; programme and project management and general operation activity.
All risks are assigned a relevant Executive owner who has overall accountability, with an
operational manager responsible for overseeing the effective management of each risk.
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Risk scores up to 10 are managed at a Directorate level. Risks scored 12 and above are discussed
at directorate level and escalated where appropriate if significant to the overall business of the
CCG.
Policies are in place around health and safety, emergency planning, whistleblowing, information
governance and incident reporting, all of which contribute to the overall management of risk within
the organisation. Training has taken place during the year around privacy impact assessments,
quality impact assessments and equality impact assessments, public engagement and consultation
and risk management.
The CCG has local counter-fraud services in place provided by Mersey Internal Audit Agency.

2.1.3(7)

Capacity to Handle Risk

The following key areas describe our approach:
 Leadership is given to the risk management process – The CCG has ensured that risk
management processes have been embedded throughout the CGG, with clear direction and
oversight from the Governing Body and the Executive Team. The responsibility for risk
management is identified at all levels across the CCG, from governing body members, directors
and to all managers and staff. Risks are regularly reported to Governance and Audit Committee,
Quality and Performance Committee and escalated as appropriate to Governing Body. Our
Executives have clear responsibilities and understand their role in implementing the effective
approach towards how the CCG handles risk. Risks are regularly reviewed by senior managers
and Executives, with risks being escalated as appropriate. The Programme Management Office
has given additional clarity to risk management, with clear reporting lines from project and
programme level through to senior management, Clinical Commissioning Executive and
onwards to Governance and Audit Committee and Quality and Performance Committee and
ultimately Governing Body.
 Our Staff – Our staff are trained and equipped to manage risk in a way appropriate to their
authority and duties. Training has been provided to staff as an integral part of the establishment
of the programme management office, with additional support and advice being provided
internally to anyone who requires it. Role specific training has been provided to the members of
the risk management team to ensure they are fully up-to-date with current best practice and
equipped to offer advice and guidance throughout the CCG.

2.1.3(8)

Risk Assessment

The CCG’s risk management framework, including the role of the Governing Body, is described
above. The biggest risks recorded on the CCG’s Corporate Risk Register and presented to the
CCG’s Governance and Audit Committee in March 2019 were:
CR2018-32 – Cheshire Care Record
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Trend

Initial Risk Score

5

5

25

Current Risk Score

5

5

25



Risk Description
The Cheshire Care Record Contract currently has less than 18 months left. (April 2020) There is
currently no projected costs or process in place to extend the current contract or replace with a
new solution. This system is currently funded by the commissioners and councils across Cheshire.
The service is used by multiple out of area organisations.
Controls
 Cheshire Care Record Board in place which has recently been established, this is attended by
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all key commissioners and COCH who are the contract holders. This is supplemented by an
operational group for Cheshire Care Record.
 STP work also taking place looking at potential solutions
CR2017-16 Delivery of Financial Control Total/Financial Balance
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Trend

Previous Risk Score

5

4

20

Current Risk Score

5

4

20



Risk Description
Overall delivery of financial control total/financial balance. The planned deficits submitted to NHS
England in April contain significant amounts of unidentified QIPP and if this isn't delivered in year
the CCGs will fail to meet their plans.
Controls
 Financial reporting on a monthly basis
 A CEP Working Group has been established internally and meets weekly to monitor the
capped expenditure process plans which include CEP, QIPP and CIP savings projects and
work to identify additional schemes for 2018/19 and beyond.
 Actions being taken to challenge areas of spend across the system
 CCGs are involved in the Capped Expenditure Process which is focused on reaching a
financially sustainable position across the local health economy in year and into the future
 Meeting with the system on a weekly basis as part of the CEP Exec to ensure that the System
plan is delivered
 On the agenda weekly at the internal Corporate Leadership Team meeting for escalation of
issues and additional grip on progress.

CR2017-18 Identified QIPP Assumptions
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Trend

Previous Risk Score

4

5

20

Current Risk Score

4

5

20



Risk Description
The CCGs have identified QIPP built into the financial planning assumptions for 2017/18. If one or
more of the identified projects fails to deliver on time or to the expected levels, this will impact on
the overall delivery of financial balance.
Controls
 Reports produced on a monthly basis and progress discussed at F&T, CCE and CEP Exec.
 Contractual challenges made to providers.
 Additional BI resource agreed and in place.
 Corporate focus on financial recovery.
 Both LA HOSC have been presented to and updated on regular basis
 Audit by Deloitte and MIAA has taken place, report received
 Identification of QIPP plans
 Development of CEP Plan
 Ongoing monthly review of CEP Progress Report
 Development of 2018/19-2019/20 pipeline

2.1.3(9)

Other Sources of Assurance

The Internal Control Framework
A system of internal control is the set of processes and procedures in place in the clinical
commissioning group to ensure it delivers its policies, aims and objectives. It is designed to identify
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and prioritise the risks, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact
should they be realised. The CCG recognises that it is not possible, or on occasion appropriate, to
entirely eliminate risk. On this basis the Risk Management Framework provides a process to
manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The system of internal control allows risk to be managed to a reasonable level rather than
eliminating all risk; it can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness.
The Committee structure of the CCG ensures clear lines of accountability and defined
responsibilities in order to provide assurance to the Governing Body and our Membership that the
CCG is discharging its duties effectively. All committees have terms of reference to define their
remit and accountability.
Control mechanisms include:






The scheme of reservation and delegation (SORD) which sets out the responsibilities of the
Membership, Governing Body and its sub-committees. This makes clear where responsibilities
lie and where assurance can be sought that these responsibilities are being carried out
effectively.
CCG Assurance Framework and Risk Management Framework which support the delivery of
the CCG’s objectives by establishing processes to identify and effectively manage risk,
identifying gaps in control and providing assurance on the delivery of the objectives.
Financial controls which includes financial policies, standing orders, standing financial
instructions and delegated limits which are reviewed annually.
CCG Policies and Procedures.

The Governance and Audit Committee monitors the effectiveness of the CCG’s internal controls on
behalf of the Governing Body. Assurances are received from a range of sources including internal
audit, external audit, local counter fraud services, management reports and committee reports.
Annual Audit of Conflicts of Interest Management
The revised statutory guidance on managing conflicts of interest for CCGs (published June 2017)
requires CCGs to undertake an annual internal audit of conflicts of interest management. To
support CCGs to undertake this task, NHS England has published a template audit framework.
An audit of arrangements for managing conflicts of interest was undertaken by Mersey Internal
Audit Agency in Quarter in Quarter 4 of 2018/19. The overall ratings for the 5 areas in scope were:
Scope Area

Compliance Level

RAG rating

1. Governance Arrangements

Fully Compliant



2. Declarations of interests and gifts and hospitality

Fully Compliant



3. Register of interests, gifts and hospitality and
procurement decisions

Partially Compliant



4. Decision making processes and contract monitoring

Partially Compliant



Fully Compliant



5. Reporting concerns and identifying and managing
breaches / non compliance

The breakdown of ratings for each element of the areas in scope was:
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Fully
Compliant

Partially
Compliant

Not
Compliant

1. Governance Arrangements

9

0

0

2. Declarations of interests and gifts and
hospitality

3

0

0

3. Register of interests, gifts and hospitality
and procurement decisions

6

1

0

4. Decision making processes and contract
monitoring

3

2

0

5. Reporting concerns and identifying and
managing breaches / non compliance

3

0

0

Scope Area

The “Partially Compliant” elements related to ensuring all information is completed on declaration
forms, updating our tender waiver forms and ensuring conflicts raised in meetings are minuted in
detail.
Data Quality
The Governing Body receives a monthly NHS Performance report which includes information on
performance against the NHS Constitutional targets and the CCG’s agreed planned activity with
key providers.
The Governing Body finds the quality of data they receive acceptable however, the CCG is
committed to maintaining high standards in its management of data, working in accordance with
best practice to provide appropriate assurance regarding data quality, so continually works with
partners to maintain and improve data quality. The CCG recognises its statutory responsibilities in
relation to the quality and management of data under the Data Protection Act 2018, the Freedom
of Information Act 2000, and associated Legislation. The underlining principles to our data quality
are as follows:







Accuracy – Data should be sufficiently detailed for the purposes for which it is collected.
Validity – Data will be collected and used in compliance with internal and external
requirements, to ensure consistency and it reflects the intended requirements.
Reliability – Data is collected and processed consistently and in accordance with our defined
processes to ensure that any changes in data are genuinely reflective of the activities
represented.
Timeliness – Data is collected as promptly as possible after the associated activity and be
available for use within a reasonable timeframe.
Relevance – Data collected should be relevant for the purposes for which they are obtained.
Completeness – Data should be complete and as comprehensive as necessary to provide an
accurate representation of the activity concerned and meet the information needs of the
customer.

All of the organisation’s main providers are required under their contract to have good quality data
that is compliant with national standards and the CCG undertakes validation processes to ensure
data is complete, accurate, relevant and timely. This is undertaken by the Business Intelligence
Team, who are part of the Midlands and Lancashire Commissioning Support Unit (CSU).
Regular reports are also provided on the CCG’s performance against NHS England’s Improvement
and Assessment Framework.
Information Governance
The NHS Information Governance Framework sets the processes and procedures by which the
NHS handles information about patients, the public and employees, in particular personal
identifiable information. The NHS Information Governance Framework is supported by a Data
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Security and Protection Toolkit and the annual submission process provides assurances to the
clinical commissioning group, other organisations and to individuals that personal information is
dealt with legally, securely, efficiently and effectively. The CCG completed the Data Security and
Protection Toolkit and has met all standards required as part of this assessment.
We place high importance on ensuring that there are robust information governance systems and
processes in place to help protect personal and corporate information. We have established an
information governance management framework and have developed information governance
policies and procedures in line with the Data Security and Protection Toolkit. We have ensured all
staff undertake annual mandatory information governance training and have implemented a staff
information governance handbook to ensure employees are aware of their roles and
responsibilities.
There are processes in place for incident reporting and investigation of serious incidents. With the
support of the CSU IG team, an information risk culture has been embedded throughout the
organisation.
Business Critical Models
I confirm an appropriate framework and environment is in place to provide quality assurance of
business critical models, in line with the recommendations in the Macpherson report.
Our business critical models and processes have been identified as risk assurance and risk
management, financial and resources control, contracting and procurement processes, policy
planning, forecasting and commissioning of health services, quality assurance processes, business
management and corporate processes and governance arrangements.
The CCG has embedded effective Quality Assurance (QA) within governance processes
throughout 2018/19. This has been delivered through the Board Assurance and Risk Management
Frameworks (described elsewhere in this report) and the development of the Programme
Management Office. The approach to QA can be grouped under three headings:




Culture
Capacity
Control

Culture - Clear leadership from Governing Body members and Membership Council to accept risk
and develop a ‘no blame’ culture and willingness to learn lessons. The ‘no blame’ culture
encourages transparency to collaborate and learn from our mistakes e.g. the current Board
Assurance Framework has been adopted by the Governing Body and is owned by the whole
organisation at all levels.
Capacity - We have used expertise in-house through our clinical leadership model and expert skills
of our staff i.e. safeguarding/financial and contracting skills. However, we have recognised our
limitations of capacity and used external expertise to ensure quality assurance e.g. procurement
from CSU, internal audit and counter-fraud services from MIAA, OD support from an external
provider and external clinical reviews from AQuA.
Control - We have a model of clinical leadership for quality and commissioning programmes i.e.
commissioning; quality and safeguarding plus finance and performance areas. There is also
clinical and executive ownership of the Clinical Priority Areas identified in the CCG Improvement
and Assessment Framework. This gives strong accountability to the Membership and the
Governing Body.
The Board Assurance Framework is owned by the Governing Body on behalf of our membership to
ensure mitigation of risk and scrutiny of relevant issues. Risks are identified by all members of the
CCG, owned by Commissioning Leads and corporate risks are presented to Governance and Audit
Committee (and Governing Body) on a regular basis.
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Pension Obligations
As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme, control measures
are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the scheme regulations are
complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary, employer’s contributions and
payments into the scheme are in accordance with the scheme rules, and that member pension
scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the
regulations.
Equality, Diversity and Human Rights Obligations
Control measures are in place to ensure that the clinical commissioning group complies with the
required public sector equality duty set out in the Equality Act 2010.
Third Party Assurances
Assurance on Information Governance and Counter Fraud arrangements are sought from
Healthcare providers. We have received risk stratification assurance statements from Midlands
and Lancashire Commissioning Support Unit (MLCSU), who provide our business intelligence and
HR support services, and Arden & Greater East Midlands (GEM) Commissioning Support Unit,
who provide our DSCRO service. These assurance statements have been submitted to NHS
England.

2.1.3(10)

Control Issues

The CCG breached the A&E 4 hour target of 95%. The majority of the CCG's A&E activity is
undertaken by MCHFT. The Trust has an agreed trajectory but has failed to achieve the target.
The A&E delivery plan remains a key focus of the contract meetings between the CCG and
MCHFT and at the A&E Delivery Board. A number of key initiatives have been put in place:
The Trust has commenced changes in streaming as well as additional staffing.
There are two main pieces of work being done in this area, one is the Rapid Enhanced
Assessment Clinical Team (REACT) team where Physio and OT staff are working at the front door
to help with quick turnarounds and to reduce admissions. The Trust are looking to extend this to
7pm in the evenings and to cover the weekends. Alongside this the Trust are working with CCICP
on data sharing to flag any admitted patients that are known to the community to see whether the
community hubs can help.
Another piece of work to help to address the high level of GP admissions is for the Trust to trial a
hotline (from April) which will mean that the GP can speak to a clinician and bypass ED by going
straight to the ambulatory care unit.
52 week waits – The CCG had 15 patients waiting over 52 weeks: Manchester University NHS
Foundation Trust 11, University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust 4





The CSU Business Intelligence team provide regular monitoring on RTT waits to include
information on patients who are close to breaching.
A new Potential Long Waits Report has been developed by the BI Team to allow the CCG’s to
track patients who may breach in forth coming months. A member of the CSU BI Team will
proactively chase up any lead commissioners of providers with potential breaches.
Regular updates will be provided via the Q&P Performance Report, AO NHSE Update Report,
Governing Body Assurance Report and adhoc performance bulletins.
All long wait patients are monitored and reviewed weekly at director lead performance
meetings at MCHT.

2.1.3(11)

Review of economy, efficiency & effectiveness of the use of resources

In order to obtain maximum benefit for patients from finite resources, we regularly review our
expenditure to ensure that it gets value for money. This is achieved by improving commissioning
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to ensure that different services, programmes and initiatives work together effectively. In addition,
benchmarking tools are used to compare costs with other organisations, and also by comparing
costs of services commissioned against health outcomes. These tools help us to improve the
efficiency of the services provided to patients. We strive to ensure that budget holders are clear of
the responsibility that they have and the decisions that they can make aligned to the Scheme of
Delegation. Ensuring that the ownership of budgets is not just held in the finance and contracting
team helps to ensure that there is wider organisational understanding of our collective
responsibility to use all of our resources effectively and efficiently. Applying a strong governance
and assurance framework around this further reinforces the control mechanism and manages the
risks effectively whilst also facilitating an approach that improves outcomes for our local population.
The Finance & Turnaround Committee carries out additional scrutiny and assurance of the CCG’s
use of resources and the CCG received substantial assurance in the MIAA review of our core
financial systems.
The most recently published assessment of the CCG’s Quality of Leadership (covering Quarter 2
of 2018/19) is “Amber”. The 2018/19 year-end results for this Indicator will be available from July
2019 at https://www.nhs.uk/service-search/performance/search

2.1.3(12)

Delegation of functions

The CCG has established a Joint Commissioning Committee of NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG. It has been set up to
manage, to the extent permitted under s.14Z3 NHS Act 2006 (as amended), the activities of the
four CCGs as within its delegated responsibilities.
The Committee has the primary purpose of enabling the CCG members to work effectively
together to collaborate and take joint decisions in the areas of work they agree. Individual CCGs
that constitute the membership of the Committee will still always remain accountable for meeting
their statutory duties.
The Committee is responsible for exercising the following functions:
 Delegated decision making authority for recommendations made by the Cheshire and
Merseyside Five Year Forward View leadership board, and Cheshire and Wirral Local Delivery
System recommendations for adoption across Cheshire.
 Strategic oversight and development of the workplan for the establishment of unified health
commissioning across Cheshire, providing recommendations for adoption to CCG Governing
Bodies and endorsement by Health and Wellbeing Boards.
 Delegated decision making authority on commissioning services at scale, as outlined with the
Committees Annual Workplan and CCG Scheme of Reservation and Delegation.
Each CCG has equal representation, with the individual CCG membership on the Committee
being:
 Clinical representation: CCG GP Chair and one other GP Representative.
 Executive representation: Accountable Officer and one other Executive Director.
 Independent Representation: CCG Lay Member.
The Committee operates in accordance with an Annual Workplan agreed and reviewed by each
CCG member of the Joint Committee on an annual basis. The Governing Bodies of each member
CCG receive written reports following each Committee meeting and the Committee annually
reviews its aims, objectives, strategy and progress and publishes an annual report on progress
made against objectives. The Annual Review was published with the January 2019 Committee
papers and its conclusion was reported to the CCG’s Governing Body. This was summarised as
follows: “Initially, there had been a focus on developing the governance and creating the necessary
processes, trust and confidence among the group. As the Committee has matured, there had been
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an increased focus on developing joint working arrangements and the focus will increasingly move
towards the development of services, including the delivery of things that individual CCGs cannot
deliver alone. The creation of a single Exec team will facilitate that, as would a shift of business
from individual CCGs to the Committee. The next steps would also include further joint working
with local authority colleagues. Good progress has been made.”
The Joint Committee’s terms of reference, Workplan and details of the Committee’s meetings can
be viewed at: http://www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk/governing-body/cheshire-ccgs-joint-commissioningcommittee

2.1.3(13)

Counter Fraud Arrangements

The CCG’s Prime Financial Policies state that: “The Governing Body’s Governance and Audit
Committee will satisfy itself that the group has adequate arrangements in place for countering
fraud and shall review the outcomes of counter fraud work. It shall also approve the counter fraud
work programme. The Governing Body’s Governance and Audit committee will ensure that the
group has arrangements in place to work effectively with the NHS Counter Fraud Authority (CFA).”
The CCG’s constitution states that the Lay Member whose role is to oversee the key elements of
governance, Chairs the Governing Body’s Governance and Audit Committee and acts as the
Conflicts of Interest Guardian has a lead role in ensuring that appropriate and effective
whistleblowing and counter fraud systems are in place. The Executive Lead responsible for on
tackling fraud, bribery and corruption is the CFO.
Anti-fraud, bribery and corruption services are provided by Mersey Internal Audit Agency (MIAA).
MIAA’s Anti-Fraud Specialists are all fully accredited and adhere to national legislative and best
practice guidance, including supporting the CCG to comply with the requirements in the NHS CFA
Standards for Commissioners.







The CCG Audit Committee received reports from the MIAA counter fraud team and takes
appropriate action to address recommendations.
The Committee received MIAA’s Anti-Fraud Services Annual Report in September 2018.
There is executive support and direction for a proportionate proactive work plan to address
identified risks.
The Committee considered and approved an updated “Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption
Policy” in January 2019.
The CCG submitted an overall ‘green’ rating to the formal self-review tool for the Standards for
Commissioners. The CCG’s self-assessment for the was reported to the Governance and
Audit Committee in January 2019.

The CCG was selected for a focused quality assessment of compliance against the NHS Counter
Fraud Authority Standards for Commissioners 2018/19 (Fraud, Bribery and Corruption).
The CCG was commended for its comprehensive evidence submission. The bulk of the
assessment work was carried out during a site visit held on 1 August 2018, and a closing meeting
was held on 2 August 2018. Meetings were held with the CFO, the LCFS, the primary care
commissioning manager, the senior contract manager, the communications manager, the business
manager and the chair of the Governance and Audit Committee.
The CCG was assessed for compliance with the following key areas of activity; Strategic
Governance and Inform and Involve, which consisted of 13 standards in all. The CCG was
assessed as compliant in 12 of the standards and partially compliant in one standard. Where the
CCG was not fully compliant with one of the standards an action plan was implemented. The final
report was agreed in September 2018.
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2.1.3(14)

Head of Internal Audit Opinion

Following completion of the planned audit work for the financial year for the clinical commissioning
group, the Director of Internal Audit issued an independent and objective opinion on the adequacy
and effectiveness of the clinical commissioning group’s system of risk management, governance
and internal control. The Director of Internal Audit concluded that:
Substantial Assurance, can be given that that there is a good system of internal control designed
to meet the organisation’s objectives, and that controls are generally being applied consistently.
During the year, Internal Audit issued the following audit reports:
Area of Audit

Level of Assurance Given

Assurance Framework
Data Security & Protection Toolkit
Conflicts of Interest
Programme Management Office Approach & Merger
Core Financial Systems
Continuing Healthcare Follow Up
Referral Management
Primary Care Commissioning and Contracting:
Governance
NHS Vale Royal Better Care Fund
Continuing Health Care and Complex Care Financial
Controls – Pan Cheshire Review

N/A
Substantial Assurance
N/A
Substantial Assurance
Substantial Assurance
Substantial Assurance
Substantial Assurance
Full
Substantial Assurance
Limited Assurance

Of the reviews completed in the year, assurance ratings were given in 9 cases. An assurance
rating was not applicable in one, due to the nature of this work. The audit assignment element of
the Opinion is limited to the scope and objectives of each of the individual reviews. Detailed
information on the limitations (including scope and coverage) to the reviews has been provided
within the individual audit reports and through the Audit Committee Progress Reports throughout
the year.
During the year, Internal Audit did not issue any audit reports which identified critical risks. Critical
risks are defined as: “Control weakness that could have a significant impact upon, not only the
system, function or process objectives but also the achievement of the organisation’s objectives in
relation to:




The efficient and effective use of resources.
The safeguarding of assets.
The preparation of reliable financial and operational information
compliance with laws and regulations.

2.1.3(15)

Review of the effectiveness of Governance, Risk Management &
Internal Control

My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the
internal auditors and the executive managers and clinical leads within the clinical commissioning
group who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal control
framework. I have drawn on performance information available to me. My review is also informed
by comments made by the external auditors in their management letter and other reports.
Our Assurance Framework itself provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls that
manage risks to the clinical commissioning group achieving its principal objectives have been
reviewed.
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The Governing Body and the Governance and Audit Committee have advised me on the
implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control. Where
appropriate they have provided advice and a plan to address weaknesses and to ensure that
continuous improvement of the system is in place.

2.1.3(16)

Conclusion

Mitigating actions are in place to address the key risks facing the CCG to ensure that continuous
improvements of the system are in place. These risks and the mitigating actions are outlined at
section 2.1.3(10). The CCG continues to face financial challenges and has agreed a deficit budget
with NHS England in 2018/19. The CCG continues to be in financial recovery and will look to build
on robust delivery of savings achieved in 2018/19. All future plans align with the Cheshire and
Merseyside Five Year Forward View and the Local Delivery System plans.

Clare Watson
Accountable Officer
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
23 May 2019
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2.2

Remuneration Report

The remuneration and staff report sets out the CCG’s remuneration policy for directors and senior
managers, reports on how that policy has been implemented and sets out the amounts awarded to
directors and senior managers and where relevant the link between performance and
remuneration.

2.2.1

Remuneration Committee and Policy

The Remuneration Committee is a formally appointed committee of the CCG. Its role is to advise
and make recommendations to the Governing Body on appropriate remuneration and terms of
service for the Chief Officer and other senior managers/officers not on Agenda for Change national
terms and conditions. The Committee met four times in 2017/18 (two of which were held with the
NHS South Cheshire CCG Remuneration Committee, two of which were held with the
Remuneration Committees of NHS Vale Royal, NHS Eastern Cheshire and NHS West Cheshire
CCGs).
The table below details NHS Vale Royal CCG Remuneration Committee composition and its
members (as the CCGs shared a management team and the Committee meets jointly with NHS
South Cheshire CCG remuneration Committee the full attendance is listed):
Name

Position

Meetings Attended/
Total Meetings

Committee members in attendance:
Suzanne Horrill

Lay Member - Governance and Audit, NHS Vale
Royal CCG

4/4

Dr Alan Norman

GP and Clinical Member, NHS Vale Royal CCG

4/4

HR advisors in attendance:
Adam Burgess-Evans

MLCSU – Head of People Services

3/4

Gareth James

MLCSU – Senior HR Business Partner

2/4

Other officers/advisors in attendance:
Clare Watson

Accountable Officer

3/4

Lynda Risk

Chief Finance Officer

2/4

NHS South Cheshire CCG Remuneration Committee Members in attendance:
John Clough

Lay Member - Governance and Audit, NHS
South Cheshire CCG

4/4

Dr Philip Goodwin

GP and Clinical Member, NHS South Cheshire
CCG

4/4
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Remuneration of Senior Managers
‘Senior manager’ is defined as “those persons in senior positions having authority or responsibility
for directing or controlling major activities of the CCG”. This means those who influence the
decisions of the CCG as a whole rather than the decisions of individual directorates or
departments.
Our Remuneration Committee determined the salaries of Governing Body members, including the
Chair, Chief Executive / Accountable Officer and Chief Finance Officer as well as the Executive
Directors of the CCG. The remuneration packages for senior posts were determined following
specialist HR advice and in accordance with relevant NHS England guidance, including: “Clinical
commissioning group guidance on senior appointments, including accountable officer” and “Clinical
commissioning group governing body members: Role outlines, attributes and skills”.
The NHS England guidance details a number of allowances that can be applied for differing
circumstances. These include a percentage increase for complexity and a percentage increase
where joint management arrangements exist. Both of these have been applied as per the
Remuneration Committee’s recommendations for the Chief Executive / Accountable Officer and
the Chief Finance Officer. The percentage allowance relating to complexity has been applied for
the GP Clinical Chair salary. All other CCG employed staff are covered by the Agenda for Change
national terms and conditions.
The terms of reference of the Committee were reviewed and refined in response to the findings of
NHS England’s NHS Liverpool CCG Remuneration Report Review.
Benefits
Senior managers may receive taxable benefits from the CCG lease car / car allowance scheme as
part of their remuneration.
Pensions
All salaried Governing Body members had access to the NHS Pension Scheme, except for our Lay
Members. Details of each pension scheme can be found at: https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/memberhub (see note 4.1.1 of the Annual Accounts for further information). Final reference for note to be
confirmed
Performance Management
Our CCG has adopted an annual appraisal system for all its employees which assesses
individuals’ performance in relation to the delivery of organisational objectives. The CCG also
maintains a suite of associated policies including a Performance Management Policy.
.
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2.2.2 Governing Body Salary Disclosure 2018/19 (Subject to Audit)

(bands of
£5,000)

Expense
2
Payments
(taxable)
(to nearest
£100)

(bands of
£5,000)

All Pension
Related
3
Benefits
(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£5,000)

£000

£0

£000

£000

£000

75 - 80

0

0

15 - 17.5

95 - 100

45 - 50

0

0

0

45 - 50

35 - 40

500

0

0

10 - 15

30 - 35

0

0

27.5 - 30

60 - 65

40 - 45

0

0

0

40 - 45

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

30 - 35

0

0

0

30 - 35

65 - 70

0

0

35 - 37.5

100 - 105

15 - 20

0

0

0

10 - 15

65 - 70

0

0

102.5 - 105

165 - 170

Salary &
Fees1
Name & Title

Dr Jonathan Griffiths - Clinical Chair
April 2018 - March 2019
Clare Watson - Chief Officer
April 2018 - March 2019
Lynda Risk - Chief Finance Officer
April 2018 - March 2019
Tracey Cole - Executive Director of Commissioning
April 2018 - March 2019
Phil Meakin - Executive Director of Assurance and Turnaround
April 2018 - March 2019
Judith Thorley - Chief Nurse
April 2018 - March 2019
Tracey Shewan Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Teresa Strefford - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Nicola Bishop - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019

Bonuses

Total
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2.2.2 Governing Body Salary Disclosure 2018/19 (Subject to Audit)
Salary &
Fees1
Name & Title
Dr Robert Pugh - Secondary Care Representative
April 2018 - March 2019
Suzanne Horrill - Lay Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Terry Savage - Lay Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Brian Roberts - Lay Member
April 2018 - March 2019
6

6

Ann Gray - Lay Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Ian Ashworth - Director of Public Health, Cheshire West & Chester Council4
April 2018 - March 2019

Expense
2

Bonuses

All Pension
Related

Total

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

Payments
(taxable)
(to nearest
£100)
£0

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

Benefits
(bands of
£2,500)
£000

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

10 - 15

0

0

0

10 - 15

10 - 15

0

0

0

10 - 15

0-5

0

0

0

0-5

0-5

0

0

0

0-5

0

0

0

0

0

3
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2.2.2 Governing Body Salary Disclosure 2017/18 (Subject to Audit)

(bands of
£5,000)

Expense
Payments
(taxable)
(to nearest
£100)

(bands of
£5,000)

All Pension
Related
Benefits
(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£5,000)

£000

£0

£000

£000

£000

75 - 80

0

0

35 - 37.5

115 - 120

10 - 15

1000

0

30 - 32.5

40 - 45

30 - 35

1800

0

60 - 62.5

95 - 100

20 - 25

1800

0

0

20 - 25

5 - 10

0

0

27.5 - 30

30 - 35

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

15 - 20

2000

0

0

15 - 20

10 - 15

0

0

0

10 - 15

10 - 15

0

0

0

10 - 15

65 - 70

0

0

7.5 - 10

70 - 75

15 - 20

0

0

0

15 - 20

30 - 35

0

0

82.5 - 85

115 - 120

Salary & Fees
Name & Title

Dr Jonathan Griffiths - Clinical Chair
April 2017 - March 2018
Simon Whitehouse - Chief Executive
April 2017 - June 2017
Lynda Risk - Chief Finance Officer
April 2017 - March 2018
Tracy Parker Priest - Executive Director of Transformation & Commissioning
April 2017 - December 2018
Tracey Cole - Executive Director of Commissioning
February 2018 - March 2018
Phil Meakin - Executive Director of Assurance and Turnaround
February 2018 - March 2018
Judith Thorley - Chief Nurse and Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding
April 2017 - March 2018
Moira Angel - Interim Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding
June 2017 - March 2018
Dr Jean Jenkins - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - May 2017
Dr Teresa Strefford - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Dr Nicola Bishop - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018

Bonuses

Total
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2.2.2 Governing Body Salary Disclosure 2017/18 (Subject to Audit)

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

Expense
Payments
(taxable)
(to nearest
£100)
£0

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

All Pension
Related
Benefits
(bands of
£2,500)
£000

(bands of
£5,000)
£000

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

5 - 10

0

0

0

5 - 10

0-5

0

0

0

0-5

0-5

0

0

0

0-5

0

0

0

0

0

Salary & Fees
Name & Title
Dr Robert Pugh - Secondary Care Representative
April 2017 - March 2018
Suzanne Horrill - Lay Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Terry Savage - Lay Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Brian Roberts - Lay Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Ann Gray - Lay Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Ian Ashworth - Director of Public Health, Cheshire West & Chester Council
April 2017 - March 2018

Bonuses

Total

80

Notes to Statements
1. NHS Vale Royal CCG has a shared management team with NHS South Cheshire CCG
where the costs of a number of employees are shared between the two organisations.
Costs are shared 64% for NHS South Cheshire CCG and 36% NHS Vale Royal CCG.
The table below represents the total salary and fees for each CCG and the total amount
remunerated.
Name

Position

Lynda Risk
Tracey Cole
Phil Meakin *
Judith Thorley
Tracey Shewan *

Chief Finance Officer
Executive Director of Commissioning
Executive Director of Assurance and Turnaround
Chief Nurse
Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding

VRCCG
£'000
35 - 40
30 - 35
40 - 45
5 - 10
30 - 35

SCCCG
£'000
65 - 70
55 - 60
70 - 75
5 - 10
50 - 55

Total
£'000
105 - 110
85 - 90
110 - 115
10 - 15
80 - 85

* Phil Meakin and Tracey Shewan are on secondment from other NHS organisations. The
amount represents the total amount paid by the CCG, therefore include Employer NI and
Pension costs.
Name
Clare Watson - Apr 18 - Dec 18
Clare Watson - Jan 19 - Mar 19

VRCCG
£'000
41,805
5,051

SCCCG
£'000
82,924
8,759

ECCCG
£'000

WCCCG
£'000

9,395

12,545

Total
£'000
124,729
35,750

Clare Watson was seconded as the Chief Officer to NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS
South Cheshire CCG until December 2018. The amount above represents the total
amount paid by the CCG, therefore includes Employer NI and Pension costs.
Clare was appointed Chief Officer of NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG,
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG as part of a single executive
team across Cheshire in January 2019. Therefore, the table above shows the salary only
amount for January 2019 to March 2019 as per Greenbury disclosure requirements.
As a shared management function with NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG, costs for Clare Watson have been split as follows:
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
NHS South Cheshire CCG
NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS West Cheshire CCG

% Split
26.28%
24.50%
14.13%
35.09%

2. The taxable benefits relate to the CCGs lease car scheme. For Lynda Risk, 36% of the
benefit in kind is assumed to be gained from NHS Vale Royal CCG and 64% from NHS
South Cheshire CCG.
3. The values in the All Pension Related Benefits column derive from a calculation that
follows the HMRC method to estimate the employer’s contribution to the increase in
pension entitlement for defined benefit pension schemes. These values are not shared
between NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS South Cheshire CCG but are shown at the full
amount for both CCGs.
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Pension related benefit relates to in-year benefits from participating pension schemes.
These are the aggregate input amounts, calculated using the method set out in section
229 of the Finance Act 2004(1). Para 10(1)(e)(ii)(cc) of sch8 of 2013/1981.
The amount is calculated by:
Increase to Pension = ((20 x PE) +LSE) – ((20 x PB) + LSB) – Employee Contributions
Where:
PE is the annual rate of pension that would be payable to the director if they became
entitled to it at the end of the financial year;
PB is the annual rate of pension, adjusted for inflation, that would be payable to the
director if they became entitled to it at the beginning of the financial year;
LSE is the amount of lump sum that would be payable to the director if they became
entitled to it at the end of the financial year; and
LSB is the amount of lump sum, adjusted for inflation, that would be payable to the
director if they became entitled to it at the beginning of the financial year.
These figures are provided by the NHS Pensions Scheme for “Greenbury” reporting
purposes, the CCG has no control over the amounts reported.
4. Ian Ashworth is employed by Cheshire West and Chester Council and receives no
remuneration from NHS Vale Royal CCG
5. Dr Teresa Strefford, Dr Nichola Bishop have other contracts for service within the CCG
other than their Governing Body role. The salary disclosure table shows their full
remuneration received from the CCG.
6. Edel Gray and Brian Roberts are lay members for both NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS
South Cheshire CCG. Their remuneration is split on a 50% per CCG basis.
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2.2.3 Governing Body Pension Disclosure 2018/19 (Subject to Audit)

Real increase
in pension at
pension age

Name & Title

Dr Jonathan Griffiths - Clinical Chair
April 2018 - March 2019
Lynda Risk - Chief Finance Officer
April 2018 - March 2019
Tracey Cole - Director of Commissioning
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Teresa Strefford - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019
Dr Nicola Bishop - Governing Body Member
April 2018 - March 2019

Lump sum at
Cash
Real increase Total accrued
Cash
age 60 related
Equivalent
Real increase
in pension
pension at
Equivalent
to accrued Transfer Value
in Cash
lump sum at pension age at
Transfer Value
pension at 31
at
Equivalent
pension age 31 March 2019
at
March 2019

(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£5,000)

(bands of
£5,000)

01-Apr-18

Transfer Value

31-Mar-19

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0 - 2.5

0

10 - 15

20 - 25

186

41

227

0

0

35 - 40

85 - 90

673

57

731

0 - 2.5

0

15 - 20

20 - 25

177

49

226

0 - 2.5

0

10 - 15

30 - 35

209

21

229

0

0

10 - 15

30 - 35

222

22

244

5 - 7.5

15 - 17.5

0

0

172

122

294
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2.2.3 Governing Body Pension Disclosure 2017/18 (Subject to Audit)

Real increase
in pension at
pension age

Name & Title

Dr Jonathan Griffiths - Clinical Chair
April 2017 - March 2018
Simon Whitehouse - Chief Executive Officer
April 2017 - June 2017
Lynda Risk - Chief Finance Officer
April 2017 - March 2018
Tracey Cole - Director of Commissioning
April 2017 - December 2017
Judith Thorley - Chief Nurse and Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding
April 2017 - March 2018
Dr Jean Jenkins - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - May 2017
Dr Teresa Strefford - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018
Dr Nicola Bishop - Governing Body Member
April 2017 - March 2018

Lump sum at
Cash
Real increase Total accrued
Cash
age 60 related
Equivalent
Real increase
in pension
pension at
Equivalent
to accrued Transfer Value
in Cash
lump sum at pension age at
Transfer Value
pension at 31
at
Equivalent
pension age 31 March 2018
at
March 2018

(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£2,500)

(bands of
£5,000)

(bands of
£5,000)

01-Apr-17

Transfer Value

31-Mar-18

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0 - 2.5

2.5 - 5

10 - 15

20 - 25

148

34

182

2.5 - 5

0

40 - 45

95 - 100

533

62

594

2.5 - 5

2.5 - 5

35 - 40

90 - 95

571

83

654

0 - 2.5

0 - 2.5

10 - 15

20 - 25

154

18

172

0

0

25 - 30

120 - 125

751

0

751

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 - 2.5

0 - 2.5

10 - 15

30 - 35

165

38

203

0 - 2.5

0 - 2.5

10 - 15

30 - 35

211

5

216

2.5 - 5

10 - 12.5

0

0

100

66

167
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Notes to Pension Disclosure
Cash equivalent transfer values:
A cash equivalent transfer value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension
scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits valued are the
member’s accrued benefits and any contingent spouse’s (or other allowable beneficiary’s) pension
payable from the scheme.
A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme or arrangement to secure pension benefits in
another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to
transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme. The pension figures shown relate to the
benefits that the individual has accrued as a consequence of their total membership of the pension
scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which disclosure applies.
The CETV figures and the other pension details include the value of any pension benefits in
another scheme or arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme.
They also include any additional pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their
purchasing additional years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are
calculated within the guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
Real increase in CETV:
This reflects the increase in CETV that is funded by the employer. It does not include the increase
in accrued pension due to inflation or contributions paid by the employee (including the value of
any benefits transferred from another scheme or arrangement).

2.2.4

Pay Multiples (Subject to Audit)

NHS Vale Royal CCG has a management sharing arrangement with NHS South Cheshire CCG, it
is the cost to NHS Vale Royal CCG that identifies them as “highest paid” and not the total of that
individual’s remuneration. The remuneration costs would typically be split 36% NHS Vale Royal
CCG and 64% NHS South Cheshire CCG.
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration of the
highest-paid director in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s
workforce.
The banded remuneration of the highest paid director in NHS Vale Royal CCG in the financial year
2018/19 was £80,000 (2017/18, £77,500). This was 7.12 times (2017/18, 7.1) the median
remuneration of the workforce, which was £11,238 (2017/18, £10,911). It is worth noting that 25 of
the 41 person workforce in NHS Vale Royal CCG, work for Medicines Management across 3
CCGs where NHS Vale Royal CCG’s share is 22% of the total cost.
The complexity of the shared management arrangement means that consideration should be given
to the overall median total for NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG which was
£32,171 (2017/18, £32,731) with a ratio of 3.26 (2017/18, 3.13).
In 2018/19, zero employees received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid director.
Remuneration ranged from £4,316 to £80,000.
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, benefits-in-kind,
but not severance payments. It does not include employer pension contributions and the cash
equivalent transfer value of pensions.
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2.3 Staff Report
2.3.1

Our Team

Our revised Constitution has been ratified by NHS England. Our Constitution states that, as a
Membership Assembly, we delegate authority to the Governing Body to effectively and efficiently
run the CCG on our behalf.
Our organisational structure can be found in appendix one. This illustrates our Membership
Assembly and Governing Body, together with its Committees and the lines of reporting and
communication.
Our CCG team is clinically led and comprise of clinicians and a small management team. We also
have a Secondary Care Doctor and a Governing Body Lead Nurse who form part of the Governing
Body, along with our Lay Members.
Our GPs and clinicians have a wealth of local knowledge, clinical expertise and a real passion to
improve health and care for the people within our local communities. We have GPs who lead on
specific pieces of work in Service Quality and Safety, Children and Young People, Mental Health
and Learning Disabilities, Medicines Management, as well as Primary Care Quality. We see
clinical involvement as a vital ingredient to support us to continue to strive for an improvement in
clinical outcomes for our population, whilst ensuring that we are able to deliver the service changes
that are required and that the local care system remains sustainable with regards to meeting the
increased demand. Our Lay Members hold portfolio roles and responsibilities including
Governance and Audit and Patient and Public Engagement.
When we formed as a CCG on 1st April 2013 we took the local decision, with our members, to
create a shared management team with our neighbouring CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG. We
have continued with this structure to ensure that we work more efficiently and have a real focus on
using every pound of taxpayers money in as effective manner as possible. In adopting this
approach we also strive to acknowledge local differences within our population and local
communities. On this basis we have our own Governing Bodies supporting the two respective
CCGs who are then further supported by the shared management team. The shared management
team makes sense given that the main providers of acute, community and mental health care are
the same across the two CCGs.

2.3.2

Staff Numbers and Composition (Subject to Audit)

The table below shows the average staff numbers for the CCG as at 31 March 2019. Further
information can be found in note 4 of the CCG accounts. The average number of employees is
calculated as the whole time equivalent (WTE) number of employees under contract of service in
each week in the financial year, divided by the number of weeks in the financial year.
Average Staff over the year by Staff
Permanent
Other Staff
Total WTE
Group (Excl Lay Members)
Staff WTE
WTE
Add Prof Scientific and Technic
3.72
0.00
3.72
Administrative and Clerical
23.24
1.35
24.59
Medical and Dental
1.56
0.00
1.56
Nursing and Midwifery Registered
2.32
0.00
2.32
Total
30.84
1.35
32.19
Note: GP and Lay Governing Body members are not included in the table above.
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Gender profile:
The gender breakdown of the Governing Body membership at 31 March 2019, as described in the
Members’ Report, was:
 66% female (10 members);
 33% male (5 members)
The gender profile of CCG staff (by headcount) is detailed below:
Staff
Very Senior Managers
Other members of Staff
Total

Female
3
33
36

Male

Total
2
6
8

5
39
44

Headcount includes staff whose contract is with NHS South Cheshire CCG and does not include
headcount recharged from NHS Vale Royal CCG or any other entity as part of the shared
management structure. Lay members are also excluded from the calculations.
Expenditure on staffing can be found in Note 4.1.1 of the Annual Accounts.

2.3.3

Sickness Absence

The CCG has a robust Attendance Management policy and procedure in place designed to
establish a positive attendance culture and support its managers and staff with attendance issues
by ensuring that these are managed consistently in a fair and equitable way.
The CCG proactively managed both short-term and long-term sickness absence in line with this
policy, with sickness absence being monitored on a monthly basis and reported on a quarterly
basis to the Governance and Audit Committee, which is a subcommittee of the Governing Body.
The total number of calendar days lost to sickness absence during the period 1st January 2018 31st December 2018 was 298 days, which equates to an average 6 working day lost per member of
staff over the last year.

2.3.4

Staff Policies Applied

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
As a Clinical Commissioning Group, we are committed to equality of opportunity for all employees
and are committed to employment practices, policies and procedures which ensure that no
employee, or potential employee, receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of gender,
race, colour, ethnic or national origin, sexual orientation, marital status, religion or belief, age, trade
union membership, disability, offending background, domestic circumstances, social and
employment status, HIV status, gender reassignment, political affiliation or any other personal
characteristic as outlined in the Equality Act (2010) and any other status covered by the Human
Rights Act (1998). Diversity will be viewed positively and, in recognising that everyone is different,
the unique contribution that each individual’s experience, knowledge and skills can make is valued
equally.
The promotion of equality and diversity is actively pursued through our policies ensuring that
employees receive fair, equitable and consistent treatment and ensuring that employees, and
potential employees, are not subject to direct or indirect discrimination.
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It is a condition of employment that all employees respect and act in accordance with the Equality
and Diversity Policy. Failure to do so will result in the disciplinary procedure being instigated, which
could result in dismissal.
We have an Equality and Diversity Policy that has been approved by Staff Side Partners and
ratified by the Governing Body.
Staff Partnership Forum
The CCG acknowledges that the effective and productive conduct of employee relations benefits
significantly from a recognised forum within which all stakeholders play an active role in
partnership working. In support of this the CCG has a recognition agreement with Trade Unions
and staff side representatives and actively participates in the Cheshire & Merseyside’s Staff
Partnership Forum which aims to identify and facilitate the workforce and employment aspects of
the NHS locally in developing arrangements to implement required changes which may affect the
workforce.
The Staff Partnership Forum is the CCG’s main body for actively engaging, consulting and
negotiating with key staff side stakeholders. The forum is authorised to agree, revise and review
policies and procedures which may relate to changes in employment legislation and regulation and
the terms and conditions of employment affecting CCG staff covered by the national Agenda for
Change Terms and Conditions.
Any policies approved by the Staff Partnership Forum during this period were subsequently ratified
by the CCGs Governance and Audit Committee.
Staff Support
During the year the CCG continued to remain fully committed to the health and positive wellbeing
of its employees and understands that the health and wellbeing of the workforce is crucial to the
delivery of the improvements in patient care outlined in the CCG’s strategic commissioning plan.
All staff have access to a comprehensive Occupational Health Service including support for Visual
Unit Display (VDU) users and confidential counselling services. Managers are supported by the
Human Resources team to make appropriate referrals to support any health concerns raised by an
employee in a bid to ensure health and wellbeing remains a priority for the organisation.
Personal Development Reviews
The CCG has adopted an annual appraisal system for all of its employees in order to manage the
performance and development of its staff. The CCG has adopted the stance that the current
organisation’s objectives and appraisal system are the method by which performance and
achievement of corporate objectives would be measured. Further work is currently being
undertaken to develop the PDR process in line with the CCG’s Organisational Development Plan
and priorities.
Employee Consultation (Staff Well Being and Engagement)
The CCG recognises that its staff are its greatest asset, as it is through staff that the CCG is able
to achieve the fundamental positive outcomes in clinical commissioning required as part of the
organisation’s corporate strategy and objectives. In support of this the CCG places a high
importance on the delivery of effective communications, involvement and engagement with all of its
employees and discharges these duties through a variety of means including:
 An annual Staff Survey which consults staff on a wide range of issues.
 Staff engagement champions – the Staff Engagement Champion group oversees the
monitoring and implementation of the CCGs staff survey action plans. The group’s vision is to
support the organisation in driving forward effective engagement and health and wellbeing of
all staff across the CCG.
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A regular stand-up / ‘team briefing’ which provides a valuable opportunity for the Chief Officer
and senior managers to brief staff on important matters concerning the business and
operations of the organisation, including specific employee matters to which all CCG staff are
invited and encouraged to attend.
A weekly electronic bulletin available to all staff that provides a short and digestible summary of
key internal and external issues of relevance to the staff and CCG.
An internal online intranet resource that includes summaries of key activities and performance,
alongside policy and procedures.

Disabled Employees
The CCG is committed to equality of opportunity for all employees and is committed to
employment practices, policies and procedures which ensure that no employee, or potential
employee receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of gender, race, colour, ethnic or
national origin, sexual orientation, marital status, religion or belief, age, trade union membership,
disability, offending background, domestic circumstances, social and employment status, HIV
status, gender reassignment political affiliation or any other person characteristic as outlines in the
Equality Act ( 2010) and any other status covered by the Human Rights Act (1998). Diversity will
be viewed positively and in recognising that everyone is different, the unique contribution that each
individual’s experience, knowledge and skills can make is valued equally.
The promotion of equality and diversity is actively pursued through policies and ensures that
employees receive fair equitable and consistent treatment and ensures that employees, and
potential employees, are not subject to direct or indirect discrimination. To ensure that CCG
policies do not have an adverse impact in response to the requirements of the Equality Act (2010),
policies are screen for relevance during policy development processes and full equality impact
assessments are conducted where necessary.
It is a condition of employment that all employees respect and act in accordance with the Equality
and Diversity policy. The CCG takes equality and diversity serious and will not tolerate
discrimination in any form. As such failure to act in accordance with the CCG’s Equality and
Diversity policy could lead to disciplinary action.
The CCG operates a fair and objective system for recruiting, which places emphasis on individual
skills, abilities and experience. This enables a full diversity of people to demonstrate their ability to
do a job. Selection criteria contained within our job descriptions and person specifications are
regularly reviewed to ensure that they are justifiable and so do not unfairly discriminate directly or
indirectly and are essential for the effective performance of the role. We offer a guaranteed
interview scheme for disabled applicants who meet our essential selection criteria. During 2018/19
we continued to maintain our “Positive About Disabled People/2 Tick” accreditation.
Workforce Development
Creating an environment in which our people can thrive is an essential element in delivering our
vision - working together with our partners for our local populations, minimising health inequalities
and delivering high quality healthcare. The CCG has supported various strands of work to ensure
our people are equipped to perform their roles effectively and continue to develop.
A clinical engagement strategy was agreed by the Governing Body in June 2017. The strategy
informs work around engagement and in particular the work being done to promote increased
engagement between GPs and Hospital Consultants. This has been the subject of a Podcast
Interview which you can access via this link: http://ockham.healthcare/episode-68-jonathangriffiths-improving-engagement-between-gps-and-hospital-consultants/
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The CCG is working with the Quality Lead Practice Nurse for each CCG area to deliver and
implement the Leading Change, Adding Value nursing strategy through the General Practice
Nursing (GPN) 10 point plan. The main areas of focus are increasing student placements in
Primary Care and career development and opportunities for the General Practice nurse workforce.
The CCGs support a GPN forum in the form of a Nurse Council and a Nurse Assembly (these
groups were the subject of national plaudits when established and promoted as model
arrangements).
During 2018/19, Health Education Northwest commissioned three cohorts of the General Practice
Nurse Leadership Programme across the North West. This is in line with the GP Five Year
Forward View, Ten point plan and workforce development and aims to develop the “GPN” clinical
voice, confidence and competence, progress with succession planning and secure GPN’s for the
future integrated workforce
The CCG has a well-established Personal Development Review (PDR) process for staff to
identify priorities and development needs. Governing Body members also hold regular PDR
meetings with the CCG Chair. The PDR process for all staff includes a section on training needs
and this information is used to develop a wider training needs analysis for the CCG.
The CCG’s Accountable Officer (who was a joint appointment with NHS Vale Royal CCG) was
also appointed to the Accountable Officer role at NHS Eastern Cheshire and NHS West Cheshire
CCGs during the year.
The four Cheshire CCGs’ executive teams meet fortnightly as a Joint Executive Team (JET).
This has enabled greater coordination of activity across Cheshire, promoting greater effectiveness
and efficiency through a “joined up” approach. The executive team have clear portfolios which
have been reviewed and refined during the year. This includes “buddying” arrangements with GP
practices; relationships with link lay members (via the working together across Cheshire
workstreams) as well as ownership of particular areas of the improvement and assessment
framework. To further enhance co-ordination across Cheshire, arrangements have been put in
place to recruit a single Executive team in early 2019/20.
The Joint Commissioning Committee (JCC) of the Cheshire CCGs has also developed during
the year. More information on the developing role of the JCC is included elsewhere in this Report.
Our finance team has level two accreditation from the North West Skills Developments Network.
As part of this accreditation a survey was carried out to identify staff training needs and support
requirements from the finance and contracting team. During the year, the team delivered staff
learning sessions on budget management and understanding of the CCG’s Scheme of
Reservation and Delegation and Standing Financial Instructions. Within the finance team there is
a strong training ethos with a number of staff training for professional qualifications. The CCG is
part of the national finance management trainee scheme supporting the development of future
senior finance staff.
Human Resources and Organisational Development Strategy
During the year, the CCG instigated a comprehensive OD programme to support and develop the
CCG staff and leaders to enable them to deliver system change and improved outcomes.
Following the results of a staff survey the CCG commissioned an external OD Business Partner to
deliver a comprehensive OD programme. This involved in-depth interviews with a sample of staff
at all levels in the organisation to understand how OD should support the change in culture. A high
level OD plan was developed with a number of recommendations that the CCG adopted in full.
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A development programme for the executive team and governing body was implemented to
bring together the new strategic team and to set the agenda for the organisation. Team building
events involving self-assessment using Motivational Maps helped the senior leaders to understand
one another better and to work better together.
An OD prospectus was developed which pulled together bespoke offers from membership
organisations such as North West Leadership Academy (NWLA) and Advanced Quality Alliance
(AQuA) and other local partners such as MCHFT. The Prospectus sets out the available support
for staff at all levels including in-house provision and external opportunities. This OD Programme
is consistent across the four Cheshire CCGs.
A bid for funding from NWLA for a Pan-Cheshire Leadership Programme was successful and
the “Leading Change in Cheshire Programme” commenced in January 2019 across the four
Cheshire CCGs. This is a leadership programme designed to equip our senior leaders across all
four CCGs with a clear understanding of exemplary leadership and to work with the executive
teams in shaping the new health and care system.
The programme was launched on 31 January 2019 and there will be sessions at regular intervals
over a 5 to 6 month period. This is a blended programme involving 360-degree assessments; 1:1
coaching; Action Learning; Master Class Workshops. This is an important investment for our
organisations and an exciting and challenging time. This training provides a unique opportunity to
develop our leadership skills whilst we implement the changes together in real time.
In answer to views expressed at Staff Engagement events, a three day Preparing for Change
programme, facilitated by AQuA, was developed to support staff to develop their resilience;
manage change and develop a coaching approach.
A series of listening events have been held to engage staff and seek their views to inform the
development of integrated commissioning and integrated care partnerships across Cheshire. Staff
are encouraged to discuss their ideas / concerns with their managers, staff engagement
champions and/or via a dedicated “working together across Cheshire” inbox.
Quarterly “staff away days” are held. The next session is scheduled for Thursday 14 March and
will focus on change and support for staff to work with and prepare for change as well as providing
an opportunity to hear first-hand from Active Cheshire as the workplace plan is launched.
The CCG continues to promote its Outstanding Awards to acknowledge and recognise when
people are delivering outstanding work and when they're going above and beyond to make a
difference for our patients, our local population and the CCG as a whole.
Emergency Preparedness, Resilience & Response
In 2015 NHS England issued revised core standards for Emergency Planning, Resilience and
Response (EPRR). The CCG conducted a gap analysis against the standards and the CCG
Incident Response and Business Continuity Plans were reviewed at the same time.
Following a self-assessment process during 2018/19 NHS South Cheshire CCG/ NHS Vale Royal
CCG demonstrated ‘Full’ compliance. The CCG Governance and Audit committee were assured
that the CCGs were ‘fully’ compliant with the standards and this was duly reported to NHS England
who confirmed that the CCG “met the expected timescale and all documentation was signed off at
Board level. Any gaps identified were noted by NHS England and have a clear action plan, that
will be reviewed again in the 2019/2020 Core Standards Return”.
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The CCG continues to maintain an on call managers system, in conjunction with NHS Vale Royal
CCG, to ensure a 24/7 response.
There have been no requirements in year to activate the CCG emergency plans and the CCG
continue to play a full part in the Local Health Resilience Partnership and relevant sub groups.
Trade Union Facility Time
The CCG has no employees currently acting as trade union representatives.

2.3.5

Expenditure on consultancy

2.3.6

Off-payroll engagements

During 2018/19 NHS Vale Royal CCG spent £2k on Consultancy Services.
Off payroll engagements are payments made by the CCG to employees outside of their payroll
system that are for more than £245 per day and that last for longer than six months.

Number
Number of existing engagements as at 31st March 2019

14

of which, the number that have existed;
for less than one year at the time of reporting

0

for between one and two years at the time of reporting

4

for between two and three years at the time of reporting

0

for between three and four years at the time of reporting

1

for four or more years at the time of reporting

9

*represents payments made to GP Practices for their attendance at the CCG membership council.

Number
Number of new engagements, or those that reached six months in duration
between 1st April 2017 and 31st March 2018

0

Of which:
No. assessed as caught by IR35

0

No. assessed as not caught by IR35

0

No. engaged directly (via PSC contracted to department) and are on
departmental payroll

0

No. of engagements reassessed for consistency / assurance purposes during
the year.

0
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Number of new engagements, or those that reached six months in duration
between 1st April 2017 and 31st March 2018

0

Number
Number of off-payroll engagements of board members, and/or senior officers
with significant financial responsibility, during the financial year

0

Total no. of individuals on payroll and off-payroll that have been deemed “board
members, and/or, senior officials with significant financial responsibility”, during
the financial year

15

2.3.7

Exit Packages (Subject to Audit)

2.3.8

Executive Team Restructuring

There were no exit packages in 2018/19.

During the year the CCG agreed to restructure its Executive Team so that it has a joint executive
team working across four CCGs, which are NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG,
NHS Western Cheshire CCG and NHS South Cheshire CCG. As a consequence detailed plans
have been put in place to recruit a new Joint Executive team from the existing pool of Executives
of the four CCGs and certain posts have also been advertised nationally. As a result it is
considered likely that there will be a cost to this restructuring including potentially payment of some
exit packages. The CCGs have calculated the potential likelihood and costs of the restructure by
comparing the number of posts in the agreed new structure with the number of existing posts and
estimating the likely number of exit packages required factoring in potential uncertainties around
redeployment of roles affected. There is an agreement that any restructuring costs will be shared
across the partner CCGs on the basis of weighted population and the provision represents this
CCGs share of the estimated provision.

2.4 Parliamentary Accountability and Audit Report
NHS Vale Royal CCG is not required to produce a Parliamentary Accountability and Audit Report.
An audit certificate and report is also included in this Annual Report at section 2.

Accountable Officer’s Statement
To the best of my knowledge and belief, the Accountability Report presents a true and accurate
picture of NHS Vale Royal CCG.

Clare Watson
Accountable Officer
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
23 May 2019
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Independent auditor's report to the members of the Governing Body of
NHS Vale Royal CCG
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of NHS Vale Royal CCG (the ‘CCG’) for the year ended 31
March 2019, which comprise the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, the Statement of
Financial Position, the Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity, the Statement of Cash Flows and
notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial
reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, and as interpreted and
adapted by the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2018-19.
In our opinion, the financial statements:


give a true and fair view of the financial position of the CCG as at 31 March 2019 and of its
expenditure and income for the year then ended; and



have been properly prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, as interpreted and adapted by the Department of Health
and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2018-19; and



have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Health and Social Care Act 2012.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and
applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the ‘Auditor’s
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements’ section of our report. We are independent of the
CCG in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial
statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require
us to report to you where:


the Accountable Officer’s use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the
financial statements is not appropriate; or



the Accountable Officer has not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the CCG’s ability to continue to adopt the going
concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The Accountable Officer is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Annual Report, other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report
thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, except to the
extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion
thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we
identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the
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other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of the other information, we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Other information we are required to report on by exception under the Code of Audit Practice
Under the Code of Audit Practice published by the National Audit Office on behalf of the Comptroller
and Auditor General (the Code of Audit Practice) we are required to consider whether the Governance
Statement does not comply with the guidance issued by the NHS Commissioning Board or is misleading
or inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit. We are not required to
consider whether the Governance Statement addresses all risks and controls or that risks are
satisfactorily addressed by internal controls.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Opinion on other matters required by the Code of Audit Practice
In our opinion:


the parts of the Remuneration and Staff Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the European Union, as interpreted and adapted by the
Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual 2018-19 and the requirements of
the Health and Social Care Act 2012; and



based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit of the financial statements and our
knowledge of the CCG gained through our work in relation to the CCG’s arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, the other information published
together with the financial statements in the Annual Report for the financial year for which the
financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.

Opinion on regularity required by the Code of Audit Practice
In our opinion, in all material respects the expenditure and income recorded in the financial statements
have been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament and the financial transactions in the financial
statements conform to the authorities which govern them.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if:


we issue a report in the public interest under Section 24 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act
2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or



we refer a matter to the Secretary of State under Section 30 of the Local Audit and Accountability
Act 2014 because we have reason to believe that the CCG, or an officer of the CCG, is about to
make, or has made, a decision which involves or would involve the body incurring unlawful
expenditure, or is about to take, or has begun to take a course of action which, if followed to its
conclusion, would be unlawful and likely to cause a loss or deficiency; or



we make a written recommendation to the CCG under Section 24 of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit.

We have nothing to report in respect of the above matters.
Responsibilities of the Accountable Officer and Those Charged with Governance for the
financial statements
As explained more fully in the Statement of Accountable Officer's responsibilities set out on page(s) 56
to 57, the Accountable Officer, is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in the form
and on the basis set out in the Accounts Directions, for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view,
and for such internal control as the Accountable Officer determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
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In preparing the financial statements, the Accountable Officer is responsible for assessing the CCG’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and
using the going concern basis of accounting unless they have been informed by the relevant national
body of the intention to dissolve the CCG without the transfer of its services to another public sector
entity.
The Accountable Officer is responsible for ensuring the regularity of expenditure and income in the
financial statements.
The Governance and Audit Committee is Those Charged with Governance. Those charged with
governance are responsible for overseeing the CCG’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the
Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms
part of our auditor’s report.
We are also responsible for giving an opinion on the regularity of expenditure and income in the
financial statements in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – Conclusion on the
CCG’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness
in its use of resources
Matter on which we are required to report by exception - CCG’s arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if, in our opinion we have not been
able to satisfy ourselves that the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2019.
We have nothing to report in respect of the above matter.
Responsibilities of the Accountable Officer
As explained in the Governance Statement, the Accountable Officer is responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of the CCG's
resources.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the review of the CCG’s arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
We are required under Section 21(1)(c) and Schedule 13 paragraph 10(a) of the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 to be satisfied that the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources and to report where we have not been
able to satisfy ourselves that it has done so. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered,
whether all aspects of the CCG's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources are operating effectively.
We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the
guidance on the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in November 2017, as
to whether in all significant respects, the CCG had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly
informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers
and local people. The Comptroller and Auditor General determined this criterion as that necessary for us
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to consider under the Code of Audit Practice in satisfying ourselves whether the CCG put in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the
year ended 31 March 2019, and to report by exception where we are not satisfied.
We planned our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on our risk assessment, we
undertook such work as we considered necessary to be satisfied that the CCG has put in place proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – Certificate
We certify that we have completed the audit of the financial statements of NHS Vale Royal CCG in
accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the Code of Audit
Practice.
Use of our report
This report is made solely to the members of the Governing Body of the CCG, as a body, in accordance
with Part 5 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014. Our audit work has been undertaken so that
we might state to the members of the Governing Body of the CCG those matters we are required to
state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we
do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the CCG and the members of the
Governing Body of the CCG, as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have
formed.

Robin Baker
Robin Baker, Key Audit Partner
for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Local Auditor

Royal Liver Building, Liverpool
24 May 2019
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Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure for the year ended
31 March 2019

Note

2017-18
£'000

2018-19
£'000

Income from sale of goods and services
Other operating income
Total operating income

2
2

(2,203)
(2,203)

(910)
(127)
(1,037)

Staff costs
Purchase of goods and services
Depreciation and impairment charges
Provision expense
Other Operating Expenditure
Total operating expenditure

4
5
5
5
5

2,057
153,792
21
90
315
156,275

1,958
149,986
17
412
152,373

Net Operating Expenditure

154,072

151,336

Finance income
Finance expense
Net expenditure for the year

154,072

151,336

Net (Gain)/Loss on Transfer by Absorption
Total Net Expenditure for the Financial Year

154,072

151,336

-

-

154,072

151,336

Other Comprehensive Expenditure
Items which will not be reclassified to net operating costs
Items that may be reclassified to Net Operating Costs
Sub total
Comprehensive Expenditure for the year
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Statement of Financial Position as at
31 March 2019
Note

2017-18
£'000

2018-19
£'000

Non-current assets:
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

8

155
-

67
-

Current assets:
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets

9
11

1,752
54
1,806

1,849
77
1,926

-

-

Total current assets

1,806

1,926

Total assets

1,961

1,993

(10,361)
(90)
(10,451)

(9,579)
(9,579)

(8,490)

(7,586)

Non-current liabilities

-

-

Assets less Liabilities

(8,490)

(7,586)

Financed by Taxpayers’ Equity
General fund
Revaluation reserve
Other reserves
Charitable Reserves
Total taxpayers' equity:

(8,490)
(8,490)

(7,586)
(7,586)

Non-current assets held for sale

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Total current liabilities
Non-Current Assets plus/less Net Current Assets/Liabilities

12
13

The notes on pages 113 to 118 form part of this statement
The financial statements on pages 101 to 104 were approved by the Governing Body on 23rd May 2019 and signed on its behalf by:

Clare Watson
Accountable Officer
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Statement of Changes In Taxpayers Equity for the year ended
31 March 2019
General fund
£'000

Revaluation
reserve
£'000

Other
reserves
£'000

Total
reserves
£'000

Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2018-19
Balance at 01 April 2018
Transfer between reserves in respect of assets transferred from closed NHS bodies
Impact of applying IFRS 9 to Opening Balances
Impact of applying IFRS 15 to Opening Balances
Adjusted NHS Clinical Commissioning Group balance at 31 March 2018
Changes in NHS Clinical Commissioning Group taxpayers’ equity for 2018-19
Net operating expenditure for the financial year

(7,586)
(3)
(7,589)

-

-

(7,586)
(3)
(7,589)

(154,072)

0

0

(154,072)

-

-

-

-

(154,072)
153,171
(8,490)

0

0

(154,072)
153,171
(8,490)

Other reserves

Total reserves

£'000

£'000

Total revaluations against revaluation reserve
Net Recognised NHS Clinical Commissioning Group Expenditure for the Financial Year
Net funding
Balance at 31 March 2019

Revaluation
reserve
£'000

General fund
£'000
Changes in taxpayers’ equity for 2017-18
Balance at 01 April 2017
Transfer of assets and liabilities from closed NHS bodies as a result of the 1 April 2013 transition
Adjusted NHS Clinical Commissioning Group balance at 31 March 2018
Changes in NHS Clinical Commissioning Group taxpayers’ equity for 2017-18
Net operating costs for the financial year
Total revaluations against revaluation reserve
Net Recognised NHS Clinical Commissioning Group Expenditure for the Financial Year
Net funding
Balance at 31 March 2018

(8,206)
(8,206)

-

-

(8,206)
(8,206)

(151,336)

-

-

(151,336)

-

-

-

-

(151,336)
151,956
(7,586)

-

-

(151,336)
151,956
(7,586)
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Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended
31 March 2019
Note
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net operating expenditure for the financial year
Depreciation and amortisation
Non-cash movements arising on application of new accounting standards
(Increase)/decrease in trade & other receivables
(Increase)/decrease in other current assets
Increase/(decrease) in trade & other payables
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Operating Activities

5
9
12
13

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
(Payments) for property, plant and equipment
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Investing Activities
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) before Financing
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Grant in Aid Funding Received
Net Cash Inflow (Outflow) from Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents
Cash & Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Financial Year
Effect of exchange rate changes on the balance of cash and cash equivalents
held in foreign currencies
Cash & Cash Equivalents (including bank overdrafts) at the End of the
Financial Year

11

2017-18
£'000

2018-19
£'000
(154,072)
21
(3)
97
782
90
(153,085)

(151,336)
17
(515)
(126)
(151,960)

(109)
(109)

-

(153,194)

(151,960)

153,171
153,171

151,956
151,956

(23)

(4)

77

80

-

-

54

77

The notes on pages 118 to 126 form part of this statement
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Notes to the financial statements
1

Accounting Policies
NHS England has directed that the financial statements of clinical commissioning groups shall meet the accounting
requirements of the Group Accounting Manual issued by the Department of Health and Social Care. Consequently, the
following financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Group Accounting Manual 2018-19 issued by the
Department of Health and Social Care. The accounting policies contained in the Group Accounting Manual follow
International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they are meaningful and appropriate to clinical
commissioning groups, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the Financial Reporting Advisory Board.
Where the Group Accounting Manual permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy which is judged to be
most appropriate to the particular circumstances of the clinical commissioning group for the purpose of giving a true and
fair view has been selected. The particular policies adopted by the clinical commissioning group are described below. They
have been applied consistently in dealing with items considered material in relation to the accounts.

1.1

Going Concern
These accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis
Public sector bodies are assumed to be going concerns where the continuation of the provision of a service in the future is
anticipated, as evidenced by inclusion of financial provision for that service in published documents.
Where a clinical commissioning group ceases to exist, it considers whether or not its services will continue to be provided
(using the same assets, by another public sector entity) in determining whether to use the concept of going concern for the
final set of financial statements. If services will continue to be provided the financial statements are prepared on the going
concern basis.

1.2

Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation of
property, plant and equipment, intangible assets, inventories and certain financial assets and financial liabilities.

1.3

Movement of Assets within the Department of Health and Social Care Group
Transfers as part of reorganisation fall to be accounted for by use of absorption accounting in line with the Government
Financial Reporting Manual, issued by HM Treasury. The Government Financial Reporting Manual does not require
retrospective adoption, so prior year transactions have not been restated. Absorption accounting requires that entities
account for their transactions in the period in which they took place, with no restatement of performance required when
functions transfer within the public sector. Where assets and liabilities transfer, the gain or loss resulting is recognised in
the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, and is disclosed separately from operating costs.
Other transfers of assets and liabilities within the Department of Health and Social Care Group are accounted for in line
with IAS 20 and similarly give rise to income and expenditure entries.

1.4

Pooled Budgets
NHS Vale Royal CCG has entered into a pooled budget arrangement with NHS West Cheshire CCG and Cheshire West &
Chester Council in accordance with section 75 of the NHS Act 2006. Under the arrangement, funds are pooled for Carers
Grants and note 16 provides details of the income and expenditure.
The pool is hosted by Cheshire West and Chester Council. NHS Vale Royal CCG accounts for its share of the assets,
liabilities, income and expenditure arising from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the pooled
budget agreement

1.5

Contracting Outturn Estimates
The forecast out turn for provider contracts are estimated based on the activity information available in conjunction with
regular discussions with providers to reach an agreed estimate of the contracting over/under performance. The actual
activity information for providers will be available in June 2019.

1.6

Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
The following are the key estimations that management has made in the process of applying NHS Vale Royal CCG's’s
accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:

1.6.1

Prescribing Estimates
There is an average six week delay in receiving from the Prescription Pricing Department (PPD) the costs of prescriptions
dispensed and a forecast year position by practice. For 2018/19, the PPD has indicated that the final March 2019 figures
will therefore not be available until mid May 2019. The figures included in these accounts are therefore based on the
actual figures received for January 2019 and an estimate for February and March 2019 (£2,548,181).

1.6.2

Partially Completed Spells Estimates
The cost of Partially Completed Spells are calculated by NHS Providers. These costs will be based on episodes of care
that span over the year end (i.e. the episode of care begins in 2018/19, but is not completed until 2019/20). Estimated
costs for partially completed spells for NHS bodies have been included only for those organisations that include them in
their own statutory accounts.
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1.6.3

The Maternity Pathway Payment System
NHS Vale Royal CCG is obliged to make payment to NHS providers covering the whole of the maternity pathway, at the
point at which the patient presents for treatment. This results in an amount being paid to NHS providers ahead of the
completed episode of care, and a resultant prepayment for NHS Vale Royal CCG. The estimated prepayment for Maternity
Pathways for NHS bodies has been included only for those organisations that include them in their own statutory accounts.

1.7

Operating Segments
NHS Vale Royal CCG considers that it only has one operating segment, which is the Commissioning of Healthcare as
detailed in note 15.

1.8

Revenue
The transition to IFRS 15 has been completed in accordance with paragraph C3 (b) of the Standard, applying the Standard
retrospectively recognising the cumulative effects at the date of initial application.
In the adoption of IFRS 15 a number of practical expedients offered in the Standard have been employed. These are as
follows;
• As per paragraph 121 of the Standard the clinical commissioning group will not disclose information regarding
performance obligations part of a contract that has an original expected duration of one year or less,
• The clinical commissioning group is to similarly not disclose information where revenue is recognised in line with the
practical expedient offered in paragraph B16 of the Standard where the right to consideration corresponds directly with
value of the performance completed to date.
• The FReM has mandated the exercise of the practical expedient offered in C7(a) of the Standard that requires the clinical
commissioning group to reflect the aggregate effect of all contracts modified before the date of initial application.
Revenue in respect of services provided is recognised when (or as) performance obligations are satisfied by transferring
promised services to the customer, and is measured at the amount of the transaction price allocated to that performance
obligation.
Where income is received for a specific performance obligation that is to be satisfied in the following year, that income is
deferred.
Payment terms are standard reflecting cross government principles of 30 days
The value of the benefit received when NHS Vale Royal CCG accesses funds from the Government’s apprenticeship
service are recognised as income in accordance with IAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants. Where these funds are
paid directly to an accredited training provider, non-cash income and a corresponding non-cash training expense are
recognised, both equal to the cost of the training funded.

1.9

Employee Benefits

1.9.1

Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments, including payments arising from the apprenticeship levy, are
recognised in the period in which the service is received from employees, including bonuses earned but not yet taken.
The cost of leave earned but not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements to
the extent that employees are permitted to carry forward leave into the following period.

1.9.2

Retirement Benefit Costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Schemes. These schemes are unfunded,
defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies allowed under the direction of the
Secretary of State in England and Wales. The schemes are not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies
to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the schemes are accounted for as though
they were defined contribution schemes: the cost to NHS Vale Royal CCG of participating in a scheme is taken as equal to
the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded by the scheme. The
full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to expenditure at the time NHS Vale Royal CCG commits itself
to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.
The schemes are subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years and an accounting valuation every year.

1.10

Other Expenses
Other operating expenses are recognised when, and to the extent that, the goods or services have been received. They
are measured at the fair value of the consideration payable.

1.11

Grants Payable
Where grant funding is not intended to be directly related to activity undertaken by a grant recipient in a specific period,
NHS Vale Royal CCG recognises the expenditure in the period in which the grant is paid. All other grants are accounted for
on an accruals basis.
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1.12

Property, Plant & Equipment

1.12.1 Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised if:
·
It is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
·
It is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential will be supplied to NHS Vale Royal
CCG;
·
It is expected to be used for more than one financial year;
·
The cost of the item can be measured reliably; and,
·
The item has a cost of at least £5,000; or,
·
Collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250,
where the assets are functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are anticipated to have
simultaneous disposal dates and are under single managerial control; or,
·
Items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit, irrespective of their
individual or collective cost.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly different asset lives, the
components are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own useful economic lives.
1.12.2 Measurement
All property, plant and equipment is measured initially at cost, representing the cost directly attributable to acquiring or
constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management.
Assets that are held for their service potential and are in use are measured subsequently at their current value in existing
use. Assets that were most recently held for their service potential but are surplus are measured at fair value where there
are no restrictions preventing access to the market at the reporting date
Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying amounts are not materially different from those
that would be determined at the end of the reporting period. Current values in existing use are determined as follows:
·
Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use; and,
·
Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost.
Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less any impairment loss.
Cost includes professional fees but not borrowing costs, which are recognised as expenses immediately, as allowed by IAS
23 for assets held at fair value. Assets are re-valued and depreciation commences when they are brought into use.
IT equipment, transport equipment, furniture and fittings, and plant and machinery that are held for operational use are
valued at depreciated historic cost where these assets have short useful economic lives or low values or both, as this is not
considered to be materially different from current value in existing use.
An increase arising on revaluation is taken to the revaluation reserve except when it reverses an impairment for the same
asset previously recognised in expenditure, in which case it is credited to expenditure to the extent of the decrease
previously charged there. A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is
recognised as an impairment charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the
asset and, thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken
to expenditure. Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported as other comprehensive income in the
Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.
1.12.3 Subsequent Expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the directly attributable cost is
capitalised. Where subsequent expenditure restores the asset to its original specification, the expenditure is capitalised
and any existing carrying value of the item replaced is written-out and charged to operating expenses.
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1.13

Intangible Assets

1.13.1 Recognition
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets without physical substance, which are capable of sale separately from the rest
of NHS Vale Royal CCG’s business or which arise from contractual or other legal rights. They are recognised only:
·
When it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, NHS Vale
Royal CCG;
·
Where the cost of the asset can be measured reliably; and,
·
Where the cost is at least £5,000.
Software that is integral to the operating of hardware, for example an operating system, is capitalised as part of the
relevant item of property, plant and equipment. Software that is not integral to the operation of hardware, for example
application software, is capitalised as an intangible asset. Expenditure on research is not capitalised but is recognised as
an operating expense in the period in which it is incurred. Internally-generated assets are recognised if, and only if, all of
the following have been demonstrated:
·
The technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for use;
·
The intention to complete the intangible asset and use it;
·
The ability to sell or use the intangible asset;
·
How the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits or service potential;
·
The availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the intangible asset and sell or
use it; and,
·
The ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development.
1.13.2 Measurement
Intangible assets acquired separately are intially recognised at cost. The amount initially recognised for internallygenerated intangible assets is the sum of the expenditure incurred from the date when the criteria above are initially met.
Where no internally-generated intangible asset can be recognised, the expenditure is recognised in the period in which it is
incurred.
Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at current value in existing use by reference to an active market,
or, where no active market exists, at the lower of amortised replacement cost or the value in use where the asset is income
generating . Internally-developed software is held at historic cost to reflect the opposing effects of increases in
development costs and technological advances. Revaluations and impairments are treated in the same manner as for
property, plant and equipment.
1.13.3 Depreciation, Amortisation & Impairments
Freehold land, properties under construction, and assets held for sale are not depreciated.
Otherwise, depreciation and amortisation are charged to write off the costs or valuation of property, plant and equipment
and intangible non-current assets, less any residual value, over their estimated useful lives, in a manner that reflects the
consumption of economic benefits or service potential of the assets. The estimated useful life of an asset is the period over
which NHS Vale Royal CCG expects to obtain economic benefits or service potential from the asset. This is specific to
NHS Vale Royal CCG and may be shorter than the physical life of the asset itself. Estimated useful lives and residual
values are reviewed each year end, with the effect of any changes recognised on a prospective basis. Assets held under
finance leases are depreciated over their estimated useful lives.
At each reporting period end, NHS Vale Royal CCG checks whether there is any indication that any of its property, plant
and equipment assets or intangible non-current assets have suffered an impairment loss. If there is indication of an
impairment loss, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated to determine whether there has been a loss and, if so,
its amount. Intangible assets not yet available for use are tested for impairment annually.
A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is recognised as an
impairment charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and,
thereafter, to expenditure. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken to
expenditure. Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to the revised
estimate of the recoverable amount but capped at the amount that would have been determined had there been no initial
impairment loss. The reversal of the impairment loss is credited to expenditure to the extent of the decrease previously
charged there and thereafter to the revaluation reserve.
1.14

Donated Assets
Donated non-current assets are capitalised at current value in existing use, if they will be held for their service potential, or
otherwise at fair value on receipt, with a matching credit to income. They are valued, depreciated and impaired as
described above for purchased assets. Gains and losses on revaluations, impairments and sales are treated in the same
way as for purchased assets. Deferred income is recognised only where conditions attached to the donation preclude
immediate recognition of the gain.
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1.15

Government grant funded assets
Government grant funded assets are capitalised at current value in existing use, if they will be held for their service
potential, or otherwise at fair value on receipt, with a matching credit to income. Deferred income is recognised only where
conditions attached to the grant preclude immediate recognition of the gain.

1.16

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the
lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.

1.16.1 NHS Vale Royal CCG as Lessee
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases are initially recognised, at the inception of the lease, at fair value
or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments, with a matching liability for the lease obligation to the
lessor. Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a
constant rate on interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are recognised in calculating NHS Vale
Royal CCG’s surplus/deficit.
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Lease incentives are
recognised initially as a liability and subsequently as a reduction of rentals on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land and building components are separated and individually assessed as to
whether they are operating or finance leases.
1.17

Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value, using the first-in first-out cost formula.

1.17.1 Cash & Cash Equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24
hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition and that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on
demand and that form an integral part of NHS Vale Royal CCG’s cash management.
1.18

Provisions
Provisions are recognised when NHS Vale Royal CCG has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past
event, it is probable that NHS Vale Royal CCG will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made
of the amount of the obligation. The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure required to
settle the obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties. Where a provision is
measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the obligation, its carrying amount is the present value of those cash
flows using HM Treasury’s discount rate as follows:
Early retirement provisions are discounted using HM Treasury’s pension discount rate of positive 0.29% (2017-18: positive
0.10%) in real terms. All general provisions are subject to four separate discount rates according to the expected timing of
cashflows from the Statement of Financial Position date:
• A nominal short-term rate of 0.76% (2017-18: negative 2.42% in real terms) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows up
to and including 5 years from Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal medium-term rate of 1.14% (2017-18: negative 1.85% in real terms) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows
over 5 years up to and including 10 years from the Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal long-term rate of 1.99% (2017-18: negative 1.56% in real terms) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows over
10 years and up to and including 40 years from the Statement of Financial Position date.
• A nominal very long-term rate of 1.99% (2017-18: negative 1.56% in real terms) for inflation adjusted expected cash flows
exceeding 40 years from the Statement of Financial Position date.
All 2018-19 percentages are expressed in nominal terms with 2017-18 being the last financial year that HM Treasury
provided real general provision discount rates.
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a third party,
the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursements will be received and the amount of the
receivable can be measured reliably.
A restructuring provision is recognised when NHS Vale Royal CCG has developed a detailed formal plan for the
restructuring and has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to
implement the plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it. The measurement of a restructuring provision
includes only the direct expenditures arising from the restructuring, which are those amounts that are both necessarily
entailed by the restructuring and not associated with on-going activities of the entity.
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1.19

Clinical Negligence Costs
NHS Resolution operates a risk pooling scheme under which NHS Vale Royal CCG pays an annual contribution to NHS
Resolution, which in return settles all clinical negligence claims. The contribution is charged to expenditure. Although NHS
Resolution is administratively responsible for all clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with clinical
commissioning group.

1.20

Non-clinical Risk Pooling
NHS Vale Royal CCG participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are
risk pooling schemes under which NHS Vale Royal CCG pays an annual contribution to the NHS Resolution and, in return,
receives assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual membership contributions, and any excesses payable in
respect of particular claims are charged to operating expenses as and when they become due.

1.21

Carbon Reduction Commitment Scheme
The Carbon Reduction Commitment scheme is a mandatory cap and trade scheme for non-transport CO2 emissions. NHS
Vale Royal CCG is registered with the CRC scheme, and is therefore required to surrender to the Government an
allowance for every tonne of CO2 it emits during the financial year. A liability and related expense is recognised in respect
of this obligation as CO2 emissions are made.
The carrying amount of the liability at the financial year end will therefore reflect the CO2 emissions that have been made
during that financial year, less the allowances (if any) surrendered voluntarily during the financial year in respect of that
financial year.
The liability will be measured at the amount expected to be incurred in settling the obligation. This will be the cost of the
number of allowances required to settle the obligation.
Allowances acquired under the scheme are recognised as intangible assets.

1.22

Contingent liabilities and contingent assets
A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed only by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of NHS Vale Royal
CCG, or a present obligation that is not recognised because it is not probable that a payment will be required to settle the
obligation or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured sufficiently reliably. A contingent liability is disclosed unless
the possibility of a payment is remote.
A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of NHS Vale Royal
CCG. A contingent asset is disclosed where an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Where the time value of money is material, contingent liabilities and contingent assets are disclosed at their present value.

1.23

Financial Assets
Financial assets are recognised when NHS Vale Royal CCG becomes party to the financial instrument contract or, in the
case of trade receivables, when the goods or services have been delivered. Financial assets are derecognised when the
contractual rights have expired or the asset has been transferred.
Financial assets are classified into the following categories:
·
Financial assets at amortised cost;
·
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income and ;
·
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss.
The classification is determined by the cash flow and business model characteristics of the financial assets, as set out in
IFRS 9, and is determined at the time of initial recognition.

1.23.1 Financial Assets at Amortised cost
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are those held within a business model whose objective is achieved by
collecting contractual cash flows and where the cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest. This includes
most trade receivables and other simple debt instruments. After initial recognition these financial assets are measured at
amortised cost using the effective interest method less any impairment. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly
discounts estimated future cash receipts through the life of the financial asset to the gross carrying amount of the financial
asset.
1.23.2 Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Financial assets held at fair value through other comprehensive income are those held within a business model whose
objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets and where the cash flows are
solely payments of principal and interest.
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1.23.3 Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Financial assets measure at fair value through profit and loss are those that are not otherwise measured at amortised cost
or fair value through other comprehensive income. This includes derivatives and financial assets acquired principally for
the purpose of selling in the short term.
1.23.4 Impairment
For all financial assets measured at amortised cost or at fair value through other comprehensive income (except equity
instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive income), lease receivables and contract assets, NHS
Vale Royal CCG recognises a loss allowance representing the expected credit losses on the financial asset.
NHS Vale Royal CCG adopts the simplified approach to impairment in accordance with IFRS 9, and measures the loss
allowance for trade receivables, lease receivables and contract assets at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit
losses. For other financial assets, the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses if
the credit risk on the financial instrument has increased significantly since initial recognition (stage 2) and otherwise at an
amount equal to 12 month expected credit losses (stage 1).
HM Treasury has ruled that central government bodies may not recognise stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against other
government departments, their executive agencies, the Bank of England, Exchequer Funds and Exchequer Funds assets
where repayment is ensured by primary legislation. NHS Vale Royal CCG therefore does not recognise loss allowances
for stage 1 or stage 2 impairments against these bodies. Additionally DHSC provides a guarantee of last resort against the
debts of its arm's lengths bodies and NHS bodies and NHS Vale Royal CCG does not recognise allowances for stage 1 or
stage 2 impairments against these bodies.
For financial assets that have become credit impaired since initial recognition (stage 3), expected credit losses at the
reporting date are measured as the difference between the asset's gross carrying amount and the present value of the
estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset's original effective interest rate. Any adjustment is recognised
in profit or loss as an impairment gain or loss.
1.24

Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised on the statement of financial position when NHS Vale Royal CCG becomes party to the
contractual provisions of the financial instrument or, in the case of trade payables, when the goods or services have been
received. Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the liability has been discharged, that is, the liability has been paid or
has expired.

1.24.1 Financial Guarantee Contract Liabilities
Financial guarantee contract liabilities are subsequently measured at the higher of:
·
The premium received (or imputed) for entering into the guarantee less cumulative amortisation; and,
·
The amount of the obligation under the contract, as determined in accordance with IAS 37: Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.
1.24.2 Financial Liabilities at Fair Value Through Profit and Loss
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and contracts with embedded
derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as financial liabilities at fair value through profit and
loss. They are held at fair value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in NHS Vale Royal CCG’s surplus/deficit. The
net gain or loss incorporates any interest payable on the financial liability.
1.24.3 Other Financial Liabilities
After initial recognition, all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method,
except for loans from Department of Health and Social Care, which are carried at historic cost. The effective interest rate is
the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments through the life of the asset, to the net carrying amount of
the financial liability. Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.
1.25

Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of NHS Vale Royal CCG are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not apply and
input tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in
the capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are
stated net of VAT.

1.26

Third Party Assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not recognised in the accounts since NHS
Vale Royal CCG has no beneficial interest in them.
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1.27

Losses & Special Payments
Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for the health
service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to
special control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different categories, which
govern the way that individual cases are handled.
Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in expenditure on an accruals basis,
including losses which would have been made good through insurance cover had NHS Vale Royal CCG not been bearing
its own risks (with insurance premiums then being included as normal revenue expenditure).

1.28

Gifts
Gifts are items that are voluntarily donated, with no preconditions and without the expectation of any return. Gifts include all
transactions economically equivalent to free and unremunerated transfers, such as the loan of an asset for its expected
useful life, and the sale or lease of assets at below market value.

1.29

Accounting Standards That Have Been Issued But Have Not Yet Been Adopted
The DHSC GAM does not require the following IFRS Standards and Interpretations to be applied in 2018-19. These
Standards are still subject to HM Treasury FReM adoption, with IFRS 16 being for implementation in 2019-20, and the
government implementation date for IFRS 17 still subject to HM Treasury consideration.
● IFRS 16 Leases – Application required for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, but not yet adopted
by the FReM: early adoption is not therefore permitted.
● IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts – Application required for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2021, but not
yet adopted by the FReM: early adoption is not therefore permitted.
● IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments – Application required for accounting periods beginning on or after 1
January 2019.
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2. Other Operating Revenue

Income from sale of goods and services (contracts)
Education, training and research
Non-patient care services to other bodies
Other Contract income
Recoveries in respect of employee benefits
Total Income from sale of goods and services
Other operating income
Other non contract revenue
Total Other operating income
Total Operating Income

2018-19
Total

2017-18
Total

£'000

£'000
33
1,976
99
95
2,203

881
29
910

-

127
127

2,203

1,037
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3. Disaggregation of Income - Income from sale of good and services (contracts)

Education, training
and research
£'000
Source of Revenue
NHS
Non NHS
Total

33
33

Education, training
and research
£'000
Timing of Revenue
Point in time
Over time
Total

33
33

Non-patient care
services to other
bodies
£'000

Other Contract income

Recoveries in respect
of employee benefits

£'000

£'000

1,552
424
1,976

Non-patient care
services to other
bodies
£'000
1,976
1,976

14
85
99

95
95

Other Contract income

Recoveries in respect
of employee benefits

£'000

£'000
99
99

95
95
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4. Employee benefits and staff numbers
4.1.1 Employee benefits

Total
Permanent
Employees
£'000

Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer Contributions to NHS Pension scheme
Other pension costs
Gross employee benefits expenditure
Less recoveries in respect of employee benefits (note 4.1.2)
Total - Net admin employee benefits including capitalised
costs
Less: Employee costs capitalised
Net employee benefits excluding capitalised costs

Less: Employee costs capitalised
Net employee benefits excluding capitalised costs

Total

£'000

£'000
118
13
15
146

1,682
170
204
1
2,057

(95)

-

(95)

1,816

146

1,962

1,816

146

1,962

Permanent
Employees
£'000

Less recoveries in respect of employee benefits (note 4.1.2)
Total - Net admin employee benefits including capitalised
costs

Other

1,564
157
189
1
1,911

4.1.1 Employee benefits

Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer Contributions to NHS Pension scheme
Other pension costs
Gross employee benefits expenditure

2018-19

2017-18

Total
Other

Total

£'000

£'000

1,518
154
188
1
1,861

81
7
9
97

1,599
161
197
1
1,958

(29)

-

(29)

1,832

97

1,929

1,832

97

1,929

2018-19

2017-18

Other

Total

Total

£'000

£'000

£'000

4.1.2 Recoveries in respect of employee benefits
Permanent
Employees
£'000
Employee Benefits - Revenue
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Employer contributions to the NHS Pension Scheme
Other pension costs
Total recoveries in respect of employee benefits

(84)
(11)
(0)
(95)

-

(84)
(11)
(0)
(95)

(26)
(3)
(29)
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4. Employee benefits and staff numbers cont'd
4.2 Average number of people employed
2018-19
Permanently
employed
Number
Total

Other
Number

2017-18

Permanently
employed
Number

Total
Number

Other
Number

Total
Number

30.81

1.35

32.16

32.85

0.91

33.76

-

-

-

-

-

-

Of the above:
Number of whole time equivalent people engaged on capital projects
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4. Employee benefits and staff numbers cont'd
4.3 Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Details of the benefits payable and
rules of the Schemes can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions.
These schemes are unfunded, defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies allowed
under the direction of the Secretary of State in England and Wales. The schemes are not designed to be run in a way that would
enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities.
Therefore, the schemes are accounted for as though they were defined contribution schemes: the cost to the clinical
commissioning group of participating in a scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting
period.
The schemes are subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years and an accounting valuation every year.
4.3.1 Accounting valuation
A valuation of scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary (currently the Government Actuary’s Department) as
at the end of the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the previous accounting period in conjunction with
updated membership and financial data for the current reporting period, and is accepted as providing suitably robust figures for
financial reporting purposes. The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2018, is based on valuation data as 31 March
2017, updated to 31 March 2018 with summary global member and accounting data. In undertaking this actuarial assessment, the
methodology prescribed in IAS 19, relevant FReM interpretations, and the discount rate prescribed by HM Treasury have also been
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the report of the scheme actuary, which forms part of the
annual NHS Pension Scheme Accounts. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website and are published annually.
Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
4.3.2 Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the schemes (taking into account
recent demographic experience), and to recommend contribution rates payable by employees and employers.
The last published actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed for the year ending 31 March 2012.
The Scheme Regulations allow for the level of contribution rates to be changed by the Secretary of State for Health, with the
consent of HM Treasury, and consideration of the advice of the Scheme Actuary and employee and employer representatives as
deemed appropriate.
The next actuarial valuation is to be carried out as at 31 March 2016 and is currently being prepared. The direction assumptions
are published by HM Treasury which are used to complete the valuation calculations, from which the final valuation report can be
signed off by the scheme actuary. This will set the employer contribution rate payable from April 2019 and will consider the cost of
the Scheme relative to the employer cost cap. There are provisions in the Public Service Pension Act 2013 to adjust member
benefits or contribution rates if the cost of the Scheme changes by more than 2% of pay. Subject to this ‘employer cost cap’
assessment, any required revisions to member benefits or contribution rates will be determined by the Secretary of State for Health
after consultation with the relevant stakeholders.
For 2018-19, employers’ contributions of £203,659 were payable to the NHS Pensions Scheme (2017-18: £197,010) were payable
to the NHS Pension Scheme at the rate of 14.38% of pensionable pay. The scheme’s actuary reviews employer contributions,
usually every four years and now based on HMT Valuation Directions, following a full scheme valuation. The latest review used
data from 31 March 2012 and was published on the Government website on 9 June 2012. These costs are included in the NHS
pension line of note 4.1.1.
Due to the joint management structure with NHS South Cheshire CCG the actual employers' contribution paid over to the NHS
Pension Scheme in 2018-19 was £201,959 (2017-18 £192,482). Due to the recharges between the two organisations the figures
accounted for, are shown in note 4.1.1 and not the actual amount paid.
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5. Operating expenses
2017-18
Total
£'000

2018-19
Total
£'000
Purchase of goods and services
Services from other CCGs and NHS England
Services from foundation trusts
Services from other NHS trusts
Services from Other WGA bodies
Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS bodies
Prescribing costs
Pharmaceutical services
GPMS/APMS and PCTMS
Supplies and services – clinical
Supplies and services – general
Consultancy services
Establishment
Transport
Premises
Audit fees
Other non statutory audit expenditure
·
Internal audit services
·
Other services
Other professional fees
Legal fees
Education, training and conferences
Total Purchase of goods and services

1,275
86,211
8,158
22,404
15,806
18
14,806
30
2,773
0
1,180
6
758
41

1,043
84,083
7,969
0
21,046
16,239
23
14,199
531
2,716
19
804
6
769
41

1
290
9
26
153,792

317
159
22
149,986

Depreciation and impairment charges
Depreciation
Total Depreciation and impairment charges

21
21

17
17

Provision expense
Change in discount rate
Provisions
Total Provision expense

90
90

-

133
181
1
315

130
254
28
412

154,218

150,415

Other Operating Expenditure
Chair and Non Executive Members
Grants to Other bodies
Expected credit loss on receivables
Other expenditure
Total Other Operating Expenditure
Total Operating Expenditure
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6. Payments to Suppliers
6.1 Better Payment Practice Code
Measure of compliance

2018-19
Number

2018-19
£'000

2017-18
Number

2017-18
£'000

Non-NHS Payables
Total Non-NHS Trade invoices paid in the Year
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices paid within target
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade invoices paid within target

4,161
3,987
95.82%

41,470
40,382
97.38%

4,091
3,916
95.72%

39,741
37,358
94.00%

NHS Payables
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid within target
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices paid within target

1,805
1,682
93.19%

97,327
97,988
100.00%

1,756
1,670
95.10%

96,074
95,838
99.75%
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7. Operating Leases
7.1 As lessee
NHS Vale Royal CCG occupies property managed by and leased to NHS Property Services Ltd. Whilst our arrangements with NHS Property Services Limited fall within the definition of operating
leases, rental charge for future years has not yet been agreed . Consequently this note does not include future minimum lease payments for the arrangements only.
7.1.1 Payments recognised as an Expense
Land
£'000
Payments recognised as an expense
Minimum lease payments
Contingent rents
Sub-lease payments
Total

Buildings
£'000
-

760
760

2018-19
Total
£'000

Other
£'000
6
6

766
766

Land
£'000

Buildings
£'000
-

763
763

2017-18
Total
£'000

Other
£'000
4
4

767
767
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8. Property, plant and equipment
2018-19

Land

Buildings

£'000

£'000

Information
technology

Furniture &
fittings

Total

£'000

£'000

£'000

Cost or valuation at 01 April 2018

-

-

91

18

109

Addition of assets under construction and payments on account
Additions purchased
Cost/Valuation at 31 March 2019

-

-

109
200

18

109
218

Depreciation 01 April 2018

-

-

36

6

42

Charged during the year
Depreciation at 31 March 2019

-

-

21
57

6

21
63

Net Book Value at 31 March 2019

-

-

143

12

155

Purchased
Total at 31 March 2019

-

-

143
143

12
12

155
155

Asset financing:
Owned

-

-

143

12

155

Total at 31 March 2019

-

-

143

12

155

Revaluation Reserve Balance for Property, Plant & Equipment
Land
£'000
Balance at 01 April 2018
Revaluation gains
Impairments
Release to general fund
Other movements
Balance at 31 March 2019

Information
technology

Buildings
£'000
-

Furniture &
fittings

£'000
-

Total

£'000
-

£'000
-

-
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8. Property, plant and equipment cont'd
8.1 Economic lives
Minimum Life
(years)
Information technology
Furniture & fittings

Maximum Life
(Years)
3
5

3
5
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9. Trade and other receivables

Current
2018-19
£'000

Non-current
2018-19
£'000

Current
2017-18
£'000

Non-current
2017-18
£'000

NHS receivables: Revenue
NHS prepayments
NHS accrued income
Non-NHS and Other WGA receivables: Revenue
Non-NHS and Other WGA prepayments
Non-NHS and Other WGA accrued income
Expected credit loss allowance-receivables
VAT
Other receivables and accruals
Total Trade & other receivables

205
373
762
380
25
11
(4)
0
1,752

Total current and non current

1,752

1,849

-

-

Included above:
Prepaid pensions contributions

-

390
394
723
106
143
93
0
1,849

-

9.1 Receivables past their due date but not impaired
2018-19
DHSC
Group
Bodies
£'000
By up to three months
By three to six months
By more than six months
Total

23
1
24

2018-19
Non DHSC
Group
Bodies
£'000
127
177
304

2017-18
DHSC
Group
Bodies
£'000
110
63
102
275

2017-18
Non DHSC
Group
Bodies
£'000
67
18
85
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9.2 Impact of Application of IFRS 9 on financial assets at 1 April 2018
Trade and
Trade and
other
other
receivables - receivables NHSE
other DHSC
bodies
group
bodies
£000s
£000s
Classification under IAS 39 as at 31st March 2018
Financial Assets held at FVTPL
Financial Assets held at Dmortised cost
77
1,113
Financial Assets held at FVOCI
Total at 31st March 2018
77
1,113
Classification under IFRS 9 as at 1st April 2018
Financial Assets designated to FVTPL
Financial Assets mandated to FVTPL
Financial Assets measured at amortised cost
Financial Assets measured at FVOCI
Total at 1st April 2018
Changes due to change in measurement attribute
Other changes
Change in carrying amount

Trade and
other
receivables external

Other
financial
assets

Total

£000s

£000s

£000s

199
199

-

1,388
1,388

77
77

1,113
1,113

199
199

-

1,388
1,388

-

-

-

-

-

The CCG does not consider the impact of IFRS 9 to have any effect on the classification of financial assets
9.3 Movement in loss allowances due to application of IFRS 9
Trade and
other
receivables NHSE
bodies
£000s

Trade and
other
receivables other DHSC
group
bodies
£000s

Trade and
other
receivables external

Other
financial
assets

Total

£000s

£000s

£000s

Impairment and provisions allowances under IAS 39 as at 31st March 2018
Financial Assets held at Amortised cost
(ie the 1718 Closing Provision)
Financial assets held at FVOCI
Total at 31st March 2018
-

-

-

-

-

Loss allowance under IFRS 9 as at 1st April 2018
Financial Assets measured at amortised cost
Financial Assets measured at FVOCI
Total at 1st April 2018

-

-

(3)
(3)

-

(3)
(3)

-

-

(3)

-

(3)

Change in loss allowance arising from application of
IFRS 9
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10. Other financial assets
10.1 Expected Credit Losses on Financial Assets
2018-19
In Other Bodies Share Capital &
other investments
£'000
Expected Credit Losses:
12-month expected credit losses (Stage 1 - no significant increase in risk)
Lifetime expected credit losses (Stage 2 - significant increase in risk)
Lifetime Expected credit losees (Stage 3 - credit impaired assets)

4
-
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11. Cash and cash equivalents
2018-19
£'000
Balance at 01 April 2018
Net change in year
Balance at 31 March 2019
Made up of:
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Cash with Commercial banks
Cash in hand
Current investments
Cash and cash equivalents as in statement of financial position
Bank overdraft: Government Banking Service
Bank overdraft: Commercial banks
Total bank overdrafts
Balance at 31 March 2019
Patients’ money held by the clinical commissioning group, not included above

77
(23)
54

2017-18
£'000

80
(3)
77

54
54

77
77

-

-

54

77

-

-
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12. Trade and other payables

Current
2018-19
£'000

NHS payables: Revenue
NHS accruals
Non-NHS and Other WGA payables: Revenue
Non-NHS and Other WGA accruals
Social security costs
VAT
Tax
Other payables and accruals
Total Trade & Other Payables

647
1,602
5,334
2,518
25
1
24
210
10,361

Total current and non-current

10,361

Current
2017-18
£'000

Non-current
2018-19
£'000
-

1,222
1,318
4,025
2,730
24
7
22
231
9,579

Non-current
2017-18
£'000
-

9,579

Other payables include £30,850 outstanding pension contributions at 31 March 2019
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12.1 Impact of Application of IFRS 9 on financial liabilities at 1 April 2018
Trade and other
payables - NHSE
bodies

Trade and other
payables - other
DHSC group
bodies

Trade and other
payables external

£000s

£000s

£000s

Other
borrowings
(including
finance lease
obligations)
£000s

Other financial
liabilities

Total

£000s

£000s

Classification under IAS 39 as at 31st March 2018
Financial Assets held at FVTPL
Financial Assets held at Amortised cost
Total at 31st March 2018

2,540
2,540

-

6,986
6,986

-

-

9,526
9,526

Classification under IFRS 9 as at 1st April 2018
Financial Liabilities designated to FVTPL
Financial Liabilities mandated to FVTPL
Financial Liabilities measured at amortised cost
Financial Assets measured at FVOCI
Total at 1st April 2018

2,540
2,540

-

6,986
6,986

-

-

9,526
9,526

-

-

-

-

-

-

Changes due to change in measurement attribute
Other changes
Change in carrying amount
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13. Provisions

Redundancy
Total
Total current and non-current

Current
2018-19
£'000

90
90

-

90
Redundancy
£'000

Balance at 01 April 2018

Non-current
2018-19
£'000

Current
2017-18
£'000

-

Non-current
2017-18
£'000

-

Total
£'000

-

-

Arising during the year
Utilised during the year
Reversed unused
Balance at 31 March 2019

90
90

90
90

Expected timing of cash flows:
Within one year
Between one and five years
After five years
Balance at 31 March 2019

90
90

90
90

Legal claims are calculated from the number of claims currently lodged with the NHS Resolution and the probabilities
provided by them, there were no claims lodged against NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group during the year ended
31 March 2019 (2017/2018 - £nil).
During the year the CCG agreed to restructure its Executive Team so that it has a joint executive team working across four CCGs, which
are NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS Western Cheshire CCG and NHS South Cheshire CCG. As a
consequence detailed plans have been put in place to recruit a new Joint Executive team from the existing pool of Executives of the four
CCGs and certain posts have also been advertised nationally. As a result it is considered likely that there will be a cost to this
restructuring including potentially payment of some exit packages. The CCGs have calculated the potential likelihood and costs of the
restructure by comparing the number of posts in the agreed new structure with the number of existing posts and estimating the likely
number of exit packages required factoring in potential uncertainties around redeployment of roles affected. There is an agreement that
any restructuring costs will be shared across the partner CCGs on the basis of weighted population and the provision represents this
CCGs share of the estimated provision.
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14. Financial instruments
14.1 Financial risk management
Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during the period in creating or
changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities.
Because NHS clinical commissioning group is financed through parliamentary funding, it is not exposed to the degree of financial risk
faced by business entities. Also, financial instruments play a much more limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical
of listed companies, to which the financial reporting standards mainly apply. The clinical commissioning group has limited powers to
borrow or invest surplus funds and financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day operational activities rather than being
held to change the risks facing the clinical commissioning group in undertaking its activities.
Treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters defined formally within the NHS
clinical commissioning group standing financial instructions and policies agreed by the Governing Body. Treasury activity is subject to
review by the NHS clinical commissioning group and internal auditors.
14.1.1 Currency risk
The NHS clinical commissioning group is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and
liabilities being in the UK and sterling based. The NHS clinical commissioning group has no overseas operations. The NHS clinical
commissioning group and therefore has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.
14.1.2 Interest rate risk
The clinical commissioning group borrows from government for capital expenditure, subject to affordability as confirmed by NHS
England. The borrowings are for 1 to 25 years, in line with the life of the associated assets, and interest is charged at the National
Loans Fund rate, fixed for the life of the loan. The clinical commissioning group therefore has low exposure to interest rate
fluctuations.
14.1.3 Credit risk
Because the majority of the NHS clinical commissioning group and revenue comes parliamentary funding, NHS clinical commissioning
group has low exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at the end of the financial year are in receivables from customers,
as disclosed in the trade and other receivables note.
14.1.4 Liquidity risk
NHS clinical commissioning group is required to operate within revenue and capital resource limits, which are financed from resources
voted annually by Parliament. The NHS clinical commissioning group draws down cash to cover expenditure, as the need arises. The
NHS clinical commissioning group is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.
14.1.5 Financial Instruments
As the cash requirements of NHS England are met through the Estimate process, financial instruments play a more limited role in
creating and managing risk than would apply to a non-public sector body. The majority of financial instruments relate to contracts to
buy non-financial items in line with NHS England's expected purchase and usage requirements and NHS England is therefore
exposed to little credit, liquidity or market risk. As such financial instruments are short term so that the transaction price represents fair
value.
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14. Financial instruments cont'd
14.2 Financial assets
Financial Assets
measured at
amortised cost
2018-19
£'000
Equity investment in group bodies
Equity investment in external bodies
Loans receivable with group bodies
Loans receivable with external bodies
Trade and other receivables with NHSE bodies
Trade and other receivables with other DHSC group bodies
Trade and other receivables with external bodies
Other financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2019

Equity
Instruments
designated at
FVOCI
2018-19
£'000

Total
2018-19
£'000
-

455
536
367
1
54
1,413

455
536
367
1
54
1,413

-

14.3 Financial liabilities
Financial
Liabilities
measured at
amortised cost
2018-19
£'000
Loans with group bodies
Loans with external bodies
Trade and other payables with NHSE bodies
Trade and other payables with other DHSC group bodies
Trade and other payables with external bodies
Other financial liabilities
Private Finance Initiative and finance lease obligations
Total at 31 March 2019

502
2,208
7,392
210
10,312

Other

Total

2018-19
£'000

2018-19
£'000

-

502
2,208
7,392
210
10,312
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15. Operating segments

Commissioning of Healthcare
Total

Gross
expenditure
£'000
156,275
156,275

Income
£'000
(2,203)
(2,203)

Net expenditure
£'000
154,072
154,072

Total assets
£'000
1,961
1,961

Total liabilities
£'000
(10,451)
(10,451)

Net assets
£'000
(8,490)
(8,490)

15.1 Reconciliation between Operating Segments and SoCNE

Total net expenditure reported for operating segments
Reconciling items:
Total net expenditure per the Statement of Comprehensive Net
Expenditure

2018-19
£'000
154,072
154,072

15.2 Reconciliation between Operating Segments and SoFP

Total assets reported for operating segments
Reconciling items:
Total assets per Statement of Financial Position

2018-19
£'000
1,961
1,961

Total liabilities reported for operating segments
Reconciling items:
Total liabilities per Statement of Financial Position

2018-19
£'000
(10,451)
(10,451)
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16. Joint arrangements - interests in joint operations
16.1 Interests in joint operations
NHS Vale Royal CCG was part of a Better Care Fund along with NHS West Cheshire CCG and Cheshire West and Chester Council. The
memorandum account below shows expenditure for NHS Vale Royal CCG:
Amounts recognised in Entities books ONLY
2018-19
Name of arrangement

Parties to the
arrangement

Description of principal
activities

Amounts recognised in Entities books ONLY
2017-18

Assets

Liabilities

Income

Expenditure

Assets

Liabilities

Income

Expenditure

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Carers Grants

-

-

-

164

-

-

-

196

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Section 256

-

-

-

2,179

-

-

-

2,103

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Care Act

-

-

-

340

-

-

-

337

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Community Equipment

-

-

-

192

-

-

-

171

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Integrated case
management teams

-

-

-

1,259

-

-

-

1,199

Better Care Fund

NHS Vale Royal CCG,
NHS West Cheshire
CCG and Cheshire West
and Chester Council

Community Beds

-

-

-

2,658

-

-

-

2,869

-

-

-

6,792

-

-

-

6,875
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17. Related party transactions
The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the Clinical Commissioning Group has had a significant
NHS England (including commissioning support units)
NHS Foundation Trusts
NHS Trusts
NHS Litigation Authority
NHS Business Services Authority
In addition, the Clinical Commissioning Group has had a number of material transactions with other government departments and other
central and local government bodies. The Clinical Commissioning Group has received no revenue or capital payments from charitable
funds
Details of related party transactions with individuals are as follows:
Payments to Receipts
Related
from Related
Party
Party
Brian Roberts, Swanlow Medical Centre, Winsford (Wife employed as
Practice Manager)
Brian Roberts, University of Chester (Employed as Lecturer)
Clare Watson, Healthskills (Personal friend is director)
Dr Robert Pugh, St Luke's (Cheshire) Hospice (Trustee)
Judi Thorley, Judi Thorley Solutions Ltd (Owner)
Lynda Risk, Price Waterhouse Cooper (Daughter employed by)
Tracey Cole, NICE Technology Appraisal Committee (Lay member)
Tracey Cole, Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt Hospital NHS Trust (Partner
employed by)
Tracey Cole, (LASCNA) Lancashire & South Cumbria Neurological Alliance
(Trustee of)
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith, Danebridge Medical Centre (GP Partner)
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith, South Cheshire & Vale Royal GP Alliance
(Practice is Member of)
Dr Fiona McGregor Smith, DMC Building Group (Member of)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths, Swanlow Practice (GP Partner)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths, South Cheshire & Vale Royal GP Alliance (Member of
)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths, Dene Drive Property Partnership (GP Practice is
member of)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths, North West Leadership Academy (Blackpool
Teaching) (Board Member)
Dr Nichola Bishop, Witton Street Surgery (GP Partner)
Dr Nichola Bishop, South Cheshire & Vale Royal GP Alliance (Member of )
Dr Nichola Bishop, Astra Zeneca (Shareholder)
Dr Teresa Strefford, Oakwood Medical Centre (GP Partner)
Dr Teresa Strefford, South Cheshire & Vale Royal GP Alliance (Practice is
Member of)
Suzanne Horrill, One to One Midwifery (Acquainted with)
Suzanne Horrill, NHS England Pharmacy Regulation & Services Committee
(Lay Member)

£'000

£'000

Amounts
owed to
Related
Party
£'000

Amounts
due from
Related
Party
£'000

2,647

(3)

27

-

17
342
-

-

38
10
-

-

-

-

-

(74)

-

-

-

-

16,393

0

38

-

705

-

61

-

2,647

-

27

-

705

-

61

-

1,300

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

4,220

-

10

-

705

-

61

-

7,315

(3)
-

12

(2)
-

705

-

61

-

251

-

10

-

2

(1,519)

2

(92)
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18. Events after the end of the reporting period
During 2018/19, NHS Vale Royal CCG agreed to restructure to one Executive Team across NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS West
Cheshire CCG. As detailed in Note 13, NHS Vale Royal CCG's share of the restructuring costs in 2018/19 is estimated to be £90,000. During 2019/20 the four CCGs are expected to vote
on a formal merger, the CCG does not expect this to have any further significant impact and has therefore not provided for any additional costs. No other decisions have taken place since
the end of the reporting period that would have an impact on the financial statements.
19. Financial performance targets
NHS Vale Royal CCG have a number of financial duties under the NHS Act 2006 (as amended).
NHS Vale Royal CCG performance against those duties was as follows:

Expenditure not to exceed income
Capital resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Capital resource use on specified matter(s) does not exceed the amount specified in Directions
Revenue administration resource use does not exceed the amount specified in Directions

2018-19
Target
156,388
154,075
110
2,196

2018-19
Performance
156,384
154,072
109
1,972

2017-18
Target
147,836
146,799
2,190

2017-18
Performance
152,373
151,336
2,019
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Appendix 1a: NHS Vale Royal CCG Committee Structure

Membership Assembly
12 Practices, comprising:

Winsford Care Community

Northwich Care Community

Joint
Commissioning
Committee

Quality and
Performance
Committee

Primary Care
Commissioning
Committee

Governing Body

Remuneration
Committee

Governance
and Audit
Committee

Clinical
Commissioning
Executive

Finance and
Turnaround
Committee
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Appendix 1b: NHS Vale Royal CCG Executive Management Structure
Chief Executive / Accountable Officer
Overall Improvement & Assessment
Chairs and Governing Body leadership
Framework(IAF) performance and
achievement, incl. Leadership domain
Local Authorities/Co-terminosity
Organisational Development and Change

Accountable for all statutory and
organisational performance and delivery
Cheshire (at scale) Commissioning
NHSE and C&M Health & Care Partnership













Finance and Contracting Directorate
IAF – Sustainability domain
Financial Management
Capped Expenditure Process (CEP)
Contractual Management:
 Primary Care delegated
 Community Care/CCICP
 Mental Health
 Learning Disabilities
 Acute
 Links to specialist services
 Alliance (GP Federation) contract
Governance:
 Senior Information Risk Owner
(SIRO)
 Audit
 Counter Fraud
Estates
Business Intelligence (BI)
Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT)
CWaC relationship management

GP Membership












Assurance and Turnaround Directorate
Organisational Performance:
 Improvement and Assessment
Framework (IAF) co-ordination
 Planning
 Corporate Returns and Reporting
Governance:
 Board Assurance Framework (BAF)
 Risk Register
Turnaround:
 Quality, Innovation, Productivity
and Prevention (QIPP)
 CEP governance and management
incl. PMO Project Delivery
Emergency Preparedness (EPRR)
Human Resources (HR)
Commissioning Support Unit (CSU)
CEC relationship management

Integrated Care Provider Development

Relationship management with partners and
system leadership

Public Sector Reform/Sub Regional work












Commissioning Directorate
IAF – Better Care & Health domains
Commissioning:
 Primary Care
 Community Care/CCICP
 Mental Health
 Learning Disabilities
 Acute
 Links to specialist services
 Right Care
 Get It Right First Time (GIRFT)
 Transforming Care Partnership (TCP)
Individual Funding Requests (IFRs)
Continuing Healthcare (CHC)
Local Health Resilience Management
(LHRM)
Medicines Management (MMT)
Joint Commissioning:
 Better Care Fund/iBCF
 Integrated Care
 Prevention including flu plan
CWaC relationship management

















Quality and Safeguarding Directorate
IAF – Better Care & Health domains
System quality management
Service & clinical priorities & strategy
rd
3 sector/wider determinants
Communications & Engagement
System Quality & Outcomes Framework
Safeguarding, Children & Adult
SEND
Commissioning:
 Care Homes
Provider Performance Management:
 Primary Care
 Community Care/CCICP
 Mental Health
 Learning Disabilities
 Acute
 Links to specialist services
Governance:
 Caldicott Guardian
 Mental Capacity Act (MCA) /
Deprivation of Liberty (DOLs)
 Incidents / Complaints
 Freedom of Information Requests
(FOIs)/ Subject Access Requests
(SARs)
System Workforce (incl. CPD)
CEC relationship management
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Appendix 2: NHS Vale Royal CCG Governing Body Biographies (at 31
March 2019)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths – GP Clinical Chair
Jonathan Griffiths is a GP at Swanlow Practice in Winsford, Cheshire, and Chair
of NHS Vale Royal CCG.
Jonathan qualified from Manchester University in 1994. He worked as a junior
doctor in the West Midlands and did his GP training in South Birmingham. He
then worked as a GP for 7 years in South Staffordshire, where for a while he
was involved as a member of the Professional Executive Committee for the
local PCT. In 2005 he moved to work at Swanlow Practice in Winsford.
He has been involved in commissioning in Vale Royal since Practice Based
Commissioning (PBC) first developed a few years ago, and was Chair of Vale
Royal PBC group before the NHS reforms led to the creation of Clinical
Commissioning Groups. He is a member on the board of the North West
Leadership Academy, and his professional interests include GP commissioning
and clinical leadership.
You can follow his blog on the CCG website at www.valeroyalccg.nhs.uk/
news-and-events/blog and on Twitter @DrJonGriffiths
Clare Watson – Accountable Officer
Clare has worked in the NHS since 1993, starting in East Cheshire Health
Authority as a management trainee and moving across the county through
various organisational mergers and different commissioning roles before
leaving Chester in 1999 to move to Stockport Health Authority and East
Stockport PCG as Head of Primary Care.
Clare worked in primary care, children’s commissioning, community services
and integrated commissioning, finishing as Acting Executive Director of
Primary Care and Partnerships before moving to Tameside & Glossop in
2008. She held positions as Director of Transformation and Commissioning
for the PCT and CCG before taking on a role as Executive Director of Strategic
Commissioning for the Integrated Commissioning function, which was a
merger of the Executive Director teams of the CCG with Tameside Borough
Council. This offered Clare the opportunity to take on a much broader placebased commissioning brief, including estates, health and work, as well as
working with the new Greater Manchester Devolution team. Clare came to
South Cheshire & Vale Royal CCGs in September last year and is proud to
lead the organisations forward.
Clare lives in Hale with her husband Mike, two children Matthew, 15, Rebecca,
13 and two very spoilt cats, Oscar and Barney.
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March 2019)
Lynda Risk – Chief Finance Officer
Lynda is a chartered accountant by profession and has worked in the NHS for
nearly 20 years. After qualifying, Lynda moved to the NHS in Wales initially in
audit and then as Associate Director of Finance, looking after the financial
accounts, a number of secondary care contracts and GP fund holding. After a
period of 4 years Lynda moved to the North West Regional Office as the
primary care finance lead for the North West region, and became the North
West Red Book expert!
With the changes of government Lynda became involved in the development
of many primary care initiatives including PCGs, PMS, PDS and ultimately
PCTs. Feeling the need to get back to the coal face, Lynda moved to South
Cheshire and became the Head of Finance for the Central Cheshire and Crewe
and District PCGs, this involved managing a devolved PCG based financial
budget and a contract portfolio including Mid Cheshire NHST. After the
advent of PCTs, Lynda moved into the commissioning team, taking on
performance, information and contracting and their related management
accounting functions.
This ultimately involved the development and
implementation of payment by results. As the contracting function became
more complex and the PCTs in East and Central Cheshire merged, Lynda
became more focused on the contracting agenda.
Tracey Cole – Executive Director of Commissioning
Tracey started her career as an NHS management trainee in Wales and went
on to work in a number of acute and specialist trusts across the North West of
England as a general manager. She has qualifications in project management,
patient and public involvement, NHS management and executive leadership.
Tracey sits on a national committee for NICE (National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence) which makes clinical and cost effectiveness decisions on new
treatments and technologies. Joining the Executive Team in January 2018, she
brings 19 years of NHS and third sector senior management experience with
her along with a passion for leadership development and a track record of
delivering clinically led service improvements.
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March 2019)
Tracey Shewan – Executive Director of Quality & Safeguarding
Tracey is a Registered Mental Health Nurse with over 30 years’
experience. Tracey has held various senior leadership positions in
health provision, commissioning and regulation leading on not only
nursing and quality, but patient and public engagement and wider
communications. Tracey is a degree qualified nurse who also has
undertaken an MBA Health Executive and Masters in Strategic
Communications and is passionate about patient safety working with
South Staffordshire PCT in their response to the Francis Inquiry.
Tracey joined the CCG in April 2018 and previously was the Director of
Nursing in North Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent CCGs

Judi Thorley – Governing Body Nurse
Judi is a Registered General Adult Nurse and Registered Learning
Disability Nurse with over 30 years’ experience. Judi has held various
leadership positions in different organisations within the NHS, leading
service change and development at a local, regional and national level.
Judi is one of only 2 Registered Learning Disability Nurses to have been
selected for the Kings fund, Johnson & Johnson Nurse Leadership
programme in 2002. This opportunity increased Judi’s interest in
effecting real change for those most vulnerable in our society and led to
her undertaking a Master’s degree in Organisational Leadership in
Health and Social Care at Nottingham University, graduating in 2006.
Passionate about high quality care for all Judi likes to work with
patients, service users, carers, partners and staff to listen and hear real
life experiences to collaboratively improve services.
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Dr Nichola Bishop – GP Member
Nichola qualified from the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1998
and went on to do her GP training in Macclesfield, and is now based in
Northwich where she has been a GP for 12 years. In her clinical practice
she takes a particular interest in sexual health and minor surgery. She
became involved in the CCG in 2014 when she took on the role of
Clinical Lead for women and children and Caldicott Guardian. She was
elected to the Governing Body in 2017 and is currently Clinical Lead for
Quality and Safeguarding.

Dr Fiona McGregor-Smith – GP Member
Fiona attended St Andrew’s University followed by Manchester
University and qualified in 1986. She worked as a junior doctor in
Manchester and Leighton Hospital and, after combining locum work
and travelling in Australia, completed her general practice training in
Nantwich, Cheshire. She has been a partner at Danebridge Medical
Centre in Northwich since 1990 and has held roles as a GP adviser for
the Health Authority and the Cheshire Community Health Care Trust.
Currently she works three days a week at Danebridge where, in addition
to clinic commitments and teaching medical students, she undertakes
the role of executive partner and has a particular interest in family
planning. One day a week is spent as the prescribing lead on the Vale
Royal Commissioning Group Executive Board.
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Dr Teresa Strefford – GP Member
Teresa qualified from Leeds Medical School in 1997 and went on to do
her GP training in Knaresborough and Harrogate. In 2001 she moved
to Cheshire and was GP Partner on the Wirral before becoming a
partner at Oakwood medical Centre in 2004. In her clinical practice she
takes a particular interest in women’s health as well as being
prescribing lead for the practice.
She became involved in commissioning initially as part of the PBC
group. She became involved in the CCG in 2011 when she took on the
role of Lead for Quality and Patient Safety. She was elected to the
Governing Body in 2013.
Dr Robert Pugh – Secondary Care Doctor
Bob comes from Bolsover in North Derbyshire and qualified as doctor
in Leeds in 1971. After training posts in Yorkshire, Edinburgh, Glasgow
and at Alder Hey in Liverpool, he became a second consultant
paediatrician at Leighton Hospital in November 1978.
At Leighton as a consultant, as well as a busy clinical workload, he
helped develop the children’s home nursing team and continued and
developed specialist interests in children with cancer (in conjunction
with Alder Hey), neurodisability and epilepsy. He was clinical director
and child health strategic lead for over 15 years and the Trust’s lead for
Child Safeguarding until 2008.
In 2008 he retired from active clinical practice to continue his other
interest of medical education (mainly undergraduate teaching) and left
this post in July 2013, maintaining some contacts with the University of
Manchester medical school. Bob joined both CCGs in September 2013
as the secondary care doctor (consultant) to the governing body. He
has been a trustee of St Luke’s Cheshire Hospice since 2013. He has
recently become a member of the CQC cohort of doctors acting as
members of hospital inspections teams.
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Suzanne Horrill – Lay Member, Chair of Governance & Audit
Committee
Suzanne Horrill is the Lay Member - Governance and Audit for Vale
Royal CCG. She has responsibility as Chair of the Governance and Audit
Committee and as a member of the Governing Body for ensuring the
CCG embraces good and effective governance.
Suzanne graduated as a Chartered Accountant in 1996 having trained at
Price Waterhouse first in Liverpool then in Manchester before working
for several years in internal audit at Airtours plc. From there Suzanne
moved back into practice at Ernst & Young as a senior manager in their
Business Risk Services division based in Manchester.
In 2007 Suzanne moved into the public sector and joined Transport for
Greater Manchester (TFGM) as their Head of Risk and Assurance. Other
current roles include independent audit committee member for a social
housing organisation in Lancashire, and lay member for NHS England’s
pharmaceutical regulatory committee.
Terry Savage – Lay Member, Patient & Public Engagement
Terry spent 25 years as a trade union official starting his career in
Leicester covering the Northants and Peterborough areas before
moving to Birmingham and then Nottingham. He spent the last 15
years of his career as a national negotiating officer based in the union
head office in Manchester.
Terry was appointed as a non-executive director of Central Cheshire PCT
in 2003, before moving to the reorganised Central and Eastern Cheshire
PCT. He was elected as chair of the PCT community services (CECH)
from 2007, which operated as an arm’s length body reporting to the
PCT. Terry remained chair of CECH until they were taken over by
Eastern Cheshire NHS Trust in April 2011. He was appointed to the Vale
Royal Governing Body as the Lay Member for Public and Patient
Involvement in 2012.
Terry sat as an independent member of the Cheshire Police Authority
from 2006 – 2012 when it was abolished to make way for the incoming
Police and Crime Commissioner. He also served as the chair of the
Cheshire branch of the national charity Crimestoppers 2011 – 2014.
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Ann Gray – Lay Member
Ann joined the Governing Body as a generalist lay member in 2017 and
has a excellent track record of achievement both in the NHS and in the
private sector.
She began her career as a nurse in the NHS in 1980 securing an
Honours Degree in Nursing and gained a wealth of experience across
the health service before reaching the level of Director of Nursing. Ann
was one of a small number of individuals who was selected to take part
in the King’s Fund Clinical Leadership course which fuelled her passion
on the importance of strong clinical leadership in order to deliver
quality services to patients.
Ann has lived in Nantwich for over 25 years and has successfully run her
own business for over fifteen years in Nantwich town, enabling her to
engage with the local population and other members of the
community. She is committed to ensuring that the patient/public voice
is heard in both the delivery and commissioning of services.
Brian Roberts – Co-opted Lay Member
Brian joined the Governing Body as a generalist lay member in 2017.
Living in the Vale Royal area he is passionate about sharing his
experiences and ensuring the voice of our local population feeds into
our commissioning decisions.
With a wealth of experience working in the public sector, he began his
career in the police in the 1980s and had reached the level of Chief
Inspector with Cheshire Constabulary by 2006. Now retired as a fully
serving officer, Brian shares his knowledge and experience with students
from both Liverpool Hope University and the University of Chester,
lecturing on subjects such as criminal justice as well as leadership and
cyber security.
Away from work Brian manages an under 16s football team as well as
finding time to fit in competing in triathlons and walking over hot coals
to raise funds for local charities.
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Ian Ashworth – Director of Public Health, Cheshire West & Chester
Council (CWaC)
Ian was appointed Director of Public Health for Cheshire West and
Chester Council in June 2017.
He has a background in delivering nationally recognised health
improvement programmes within local authorities and NHS Trusts
across the North West. Having completed his MPH at the University of
Liverpool in 2009, Ian then commenced specialist public health training
across Greater Manchester in 2010.
Joining Salford City Council’s Public Health team in 2014, he was
responsible for leading and managing the directorate’s commissioning
spend and its innovative arrangement with Salford CCG. As the
prevention lead for Salford’s nationally recognised integrated care
system, his leadership resulted in the city achieving the World Health
Organisation Age Friendly City status and enabled it to become a
successful demonstrator site for the National Diabetes Prevention
programme.
Ian is now responsible for developing vibrant and healthy communities
across Cheshire West and Chester with the aim of increasing inclusive
leisure, heritage and culture opportunities recognising the many health
benefits that this creates.
As a Fellow of the Faculty of Public Health and the lead DPH for sexual
health in Cheshire and Merseyside, Ian is also overseeing the national
Public Health England pilot for collaborative sexual health
commissioning.
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